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Note of Caution
Travel in the backcountry, especially in an environment as remote and prone to 
extreme conditions as Strathcona Park, can expose people to hazards that are not 
normally encountered in more closely-managed and accessible places. 
Parts of this book are written with the experienced backcountry traveller in 
mind. It includes terminology and other information that describes situations 
where experience and specific skills are required for self-reliant travel in remote 
wilderness; where communication is limited or nonexistent and outside help may 
be many hours, even days, away. It is possible, even likely, to encounter hazards 
including, but not limited to, adverse weather, complex terrain, aggressive wildlife, 
features and phenomena such as avalanches, cornices, glacial crevasses; and where 
a real possibility of injury or death exists. 

In no way should this book be read as a definitive text on any of the subjects herein 
including, but not limited to, any coverage whatsoever of: backcountry hiking, 
weather and topographical features and conditions; along with other wilderness 
hazards, skills and equipment.  The contents of this book are the subjective views 
and experiences of the author and other contributors and it should be taken 
as a given that errors may exist in its content and that the conditions actually 
encountered may vary greatly from those described.

Under no circumstances should this book be used as an instructional manual for 
any form of recreation or interpreted to advocate that anyone should undertake 
any of the activities described herein other than at their own discretion. There is 
no substitute for experience and professional instruction to develop the skills and 
judgement required to travel safely in wilderness areas.

The author/publisher, distributors and merchants, or anyone associated with 
this book take no responsibility whatsoever for anyone using this guidebook.  
You enter the backcountry at your own risk. 

Photo left: Valerie Haig-Brown, Mary Haig-Brown and Alex Shamp hiking  
along Flower Ridge high above Green Lake and the backdrop of Mt Rosseau
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Foreword
Foreword

Ever since man first ventured into the mountains for recreation, there has been the need for 
some sort of platform to pass on information to others who want to follow in the path of their 
predecessors. Initially, to disseminate route information it was orally transmitted, sometimes 

over an ale at a local watering hole, but as the written word became more prevalent, guidebooks 
became the mode of choice usually written by experienced people familiar with the area in 
question.
The first major exploration through the centre of the island, which is now called Strathcona Park, 
occurred in 1896 by Reverend William Bolton. This section of his trip, part of a much larger 
exploratory traverse, started at Gold River and continued over to Great Central Lake and Port Alberni. 
Along the way his party traversed the Burman River, Burman Lake, the Wolf River, Buttle Lake, 
Flower Ridge, Margaret Lake and Margaret Creek, and finally the Drinkwater Creek. Bolton kept 
a comprehensive diary of his traverse, but without maps or a guidebook he was only guessing 
where the route would take him. However, his dead-reckoning skills were spot on. Once the area 
was officially designated a provincial park in 1911, surveyors were called on to make a detailed 
examination of the area in question. W.W. Urquhart and W.R. Kent, along with a young Danish 
immigrant Einar Anderson, mapped and photographed the park during 1913/14 producing the first 
map of the park along with a photo album of their trip. Several copies were made of the album, but 
are now extremely rare to find, however, in 1991 I did find one selling for $900. The map is located 
in the BC Provincial Archives in Victoria. Further surveying of the park in the mid 1930s produced 
maps with finer details, maps that we all carry with us into the backcountry today. But what if those 
surveyors produced a guidebook for the park back then? How different would it look? The trails 
would be up some of the valleys they regularly used and not necessarily the ridges we travel today. 
How different were the conditions back then and would they have built huts in the mountains? 
Today, we can only look back at the old photographs and diaries, and ponder.
With the new millennium, a new way of disseminating information came to the fore. In 2004, 
the term Social Media was introduced into our vocabulary and became de rigueur for the..., I was 
going to say new generation, but the older generations are also using it today. It is a very broad 
term that is thrown around a lot these days whereby businesses, groups and individuals can send 
out information via websites and apps such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat, almost 
immediately through the internet and downloaded onto computers, iPod’s or smartphones, 
which almost everyone carries with them today. Techno-savvy members of the hiking community 
embraced these opportunities and created online communities to share information, ideas, 
personal messages and other contents such as photographs and videos. Although these sites have 
been a boon for sharing information, they can have their down side.
In the last couple of years, a number of trails in Strathcona Provincial Park have seen a significant 
increase in the number of hikers using them partly due to the Social Media phenomenon. This 
has led to traffic congestion at some trailheads. Using web platforms, hikers have been able to 
communicate, to their group or friends, up-to-the-minute information on such issues as access 
and conditions. However, one of the most important features has been the instant sharing of 
photographs, often taking on beautiful days, which shows the spectacular scenery along the trail. 
This interest in the ‘back to nature’ theme, has led to more and more people heading out along 
the trails, sometimes with scant knowledge or experience. These easier trails, which only whet the 
appetite for some hikers, often led people to naturally want to hike/explore further into the park, 
to remoter places that can only be reached after several days on foot. With time constraints due 
to today’s fast-paced lifestyles, not everyone has the time to travel at a leisurely pace. They want 
to get to their destination, whether it is near a prominent mountain or a beautiful alpine lake, as 
expediently as possible. They don’t want any surprises to hinder or inconvenience their trip so this 
means knowing where all the pitfalls are along the route before they leave home - areas of potential 
danger; a place where the trail becomes vague; where to find water; how long it takes to cover the 

By Lindsay Elms
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Those that treasure Strathcona Park know that it is a stunningly beautiful place with 
incomparable hiking terrain, breath-taking scenery and a source of boundless, intangible, 
personal rewards. Most visitors to the Park hike, in some form or other, whether it be a quick 

stroll on the boardwalks at Paradise Meadows or a week-long trek through its mountainous heart. 
But hiking is just one aspect of the adventure-recreation opportunities that Strathcona Park offers.
The long, connecting ridges are equally well-enjoyed winter ski touring; the craggy alpine rock 
faces hold world-class alpine climbing, the lakes and rivers can be plied by canoe and there 
are opportunities to fish, view wildlife, discover historic sites, see unusual rock formations and 
many other activities. With all this in mind I really struggled with the decision of how to title 
this guidebook. Ultimately, with some encouragement from the online community I settled on 
‘Exploring Strathcona Park’ which I believe best reflects the spirit of the book even if it is written 
with the hiker and backcountry trekker foremost in mind.
This book isn’t only a guide to the activities possible in Strathcona Park, but also a showcase of this 
very special and fragile place. It is amazing that while there have been generations of guidebooks, 
glossy coffee-table books on other parks of similar calibre, Strathcona has yet to really glow in the 
limelight its beauty and worth deserves. Steadily that is starting to happen. 
As this book nears completion I feel very proud of the final product. In many ways it is the book 
that I wanted to write when I embarked on the Island Alpine odyssey almost 30 years ago. While 
my passion for climbing has always drawn me to the steep alpine mountain faces it is exploration, 
that can only be achieved by covering long miles hiking or ski touring, that gives me a complete 
sense of satisfaction. The drama of the summit view is empowering, there’s no doubt, but it is from 
the immersion in the energies of the forest and meadows that a more intimate connection with the 
coastal mountain wilderness is found.
What Exploring Strathcona will mean to the future of the Island Alpine series now I’m not sure. This 
book along with Island Alpine Select (2015) is replacing a big chunk of the original guidebook, 
making a wholesale rewrite seem redundant. At the moment I’m thinking of adding two books to 
fill the gaps: North Island Alpine and South Island Alpine. We’ll see how it plays out in good time.
Exploring Strathcona Park has had many contributors who have helped form its pages and style. 
I’d like to thank some of the key people who have made it possible. Firstly a big thank you to those 
that contributed content in the form of essays: Adam Taylor from the Marmot Recovery Program, 
Catherine Gilbert, Marlene Smith, Steve Smith. Thanks to Lindsay Elms for his thought-provoking 
foreword as well as feedback throughout the course of the project. Thanks to Shane Johnson for 
reviewing the wildflower spread, Sandy Briggs for his unique knowledge of western Strathcona and 
Mike Blake for the last read-through before press time. Thanks to the supporting advertisers. Please 
support these local businesses, a vital part of our outdoor community. A special thanks to Matthew 
Lettington for proofing the first and final drafts. Matthew’s attention to detail and knowledge of 
Strathcona really helped put a final polish on this book.
Lastly, a plea. We all know that guidebooks, online forums, magazines and all manner of media 
pose a double-edged sword to our treasured parks. Encouraging more visitors brings increased 
impacts but hopefully creates new allies who will stand up to protect these fragile and increasingly 
threatened places. It has always been my hope with each of my books that they have helped recruit 
and inform supporters of conservation and help tip the balance toward greater protection of the 
wilderness. But that only happens if we all realize the value of doing so.
Please read the section on ‘Wilderness Responsibilities’ with an open mind. I know dog owners 
love to share their activities with their companions; we all love the romantic and nostalgic feeling 
of sitting around a warm campfire at the end of the day and flagging a line through the forest or 
building cairns along the ridge-tops can feel like we’re doing our fellow hikers a favour. But times 
are changing and if we’re going to preserve the opportunities a park like Strathcona can provide 
for the future than our attitudes have to change too. The pressure of industry and humanity’s 
growing population and developments are now encroaching so intensively that parks are becoming 
stranded islands of wilderness. 

Preface

Preface
distance – information that only comes from those who have hiked the route before. This is where 
the guidebook, often called the ‘hiker’s bible’, fills the need. 
Creating a guidebook is not only time consuming but also expensive, sometimes frustrating, and 
often, thankless. In Philip Stone’s latest guidebook Exploring Strathcona Park: A Guide to Hiking 
Trails and Backcountry Routes in Strathcona Park, British Columbia., he has compressed years of 
information gathered from literally hundreds of trips into the park and arranged it in a form that 
is visually appealing with lots of colour photos. Compiling the information into a logical form is 
not something that happens overnight and can take just as many years to complete. Along the 
way the author has to make sure that all the details are as up-to-date as possible; he must ensure 
that the information is consistent with the policies and procedures of BC Parks (i.e., regulations 
around campfires, trails, garbage, animals, vegetation and noting closures or omitting areas with 
sensitivities) who hold the land in trust for the public; furthermore, he must be sensitive to access 
issues especially around the logging companies whose private land surrounds Strathcona Park 
that hikers have to cross to reach the trailheads (i.e., noting that access to areas can be closed, 
sometimes at short notice, due to high fire danger; respecting work crews when they are actively 
logging and the etiquette and safety when encountering logging trucks and equipment on their 
roads). Phil is no stranger to these issues. For 30 years he has been exploring, hiking, climbing 
and photographing Strathcona Park and knows all the trails in this book intimately. He has led/
guided hundreds, possibly thousands, of people, from school groups to elder-hostel programs, 
through the park, and currently chairs the Strathcona Park Public Advisory Committee, a committee 
established in conjunction with BC Parks to ensure public participation in the ongoing operation 
and management of Strathcona Provincial Park. Like many of us Phil considers Strathcona Park’s 
wild spaces a special place, a place to cherish and respect, and to protect for future generations.
 So now the research for this new guidebook has been completed, the lay-out and formatting 
resolved and the finished product has finally returned from the printer. If you are reading this you 
have probably purchased a copy of this guidebook for yourself, or as a gift for someone else, a 
member of the hiking community who has been waiting for it. Exploring Strathcona Park contains 
a wealth of knowledge. It is not just about the trails and backcountry routes. It covers some of the 
history which has been contentious at times, geology and vegetation related to the park, but also 
covers weather patterns you might expect to encounter on the island and alpine concerns that 
you may come across. It also outlines what to do when meeting wild animals whose home you are 
hiking through, how to minimize the risk of an encounter. 
This guidebook is a valuable asset for anyone, whether experienced or inexperienced, to better 
enjoy their hike in Strathcona Provincial Park. But a guidebook is only as good as the information it 
contains. I have spent almost as much time in the park as Phil, and shared many exceptional trips 
with him, and in my humble opinion I believe Phil has done a great job. But don’t take my word, 
it is now up to you to decide. If it is as comprehensive as you expected let him know. If it can be 
improved upon also let him know, either through Facebook or Twitter, or the old-fashioned way via 
email. It is feedback from you that can improve the information delivered in the book for any future 
edition. Now, get out and hike B.C.’s first provincial park - Strathcona.

Our modern day Island explorer Lindsay Elms enjoying some early season trail-breaking on the Kings Peak trail.
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Camp on the south shoulder of Rambler Peak overlooking the remote Wolf River and the Golden Hinde.

Exploring Strathcona Park

There aren’t many one hundred year old parks in the world as little 
known as Strathcona Provincial Park. For example who hasn’t heard of 
Banff,  Yosemite, Jasper or Yellowstone? All roll off the tongue like old 

friends conjuring up images of iconic landmarks like El Capitan, Old Faithful 
and the like. But, mention Strathcona to the uninitiated, and chances are 
you’ll get a blank look.

But those who have discovered Strathcona Park cherish its relative obscurity. The wild empty spaces 
of British Columbia’s first Provincial Park are a major part of the experience for visitors. So too is the 
enchanting landscape of deep-cut valleys, towering forests and jagged mountain peaks. Not that 
there aren’t plenty of regions in British Columbia that fit the same description. But Strathcona is 
possessed of an exquisite magic to its every corner that makes each discovery a new wonder.
There are many recreation possibilities in Strathcona, canoeing on Oshinow Lake, rock climbing at 
Crest Creek, cross-country skiing at Paradise Meadows, ice climbing at Mt Becher, fishing in Buttle 
Lake; alpine climbing on Mt Colonel Foster and hiking which unlocks Strathcona’s secrets and 
surpasses all other activities in terms of both the draw and the quality of the experience.
From short, interpretive loop trails to week-long treks through remote backcountry; gentle forest 
trails and even gruelling alpine ascents, Strathcona has an experience to suit everyone from the 
casual walker to the most hardy wilderness trekker. Helping to choose the right destination and 
describing what might be encountered along the way is the purpose of this book.
The easiest way to begin exploring ‘the Park’ as it is succinctly and affectionately referred to, is to 
walk any one of the excellent BC Parks trails. Radiating off the Strathcona and Buttle Lake parkways, 
and Highway 28 are a number of well-established and maintained trails that weave gently though 
the pristine, old-growth rainforest. Some follow the course of a cascading river rushing through 
the valley while others switch-back steadily up hillsides toward the high alpine meadows where 
mountain ridges stride off for miles into the wilderness heart of the park. 

It’s all about the journey! The alpine is often the destination but through the forest is the only way to get there.
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At the eastern edge of Strathcona, next to Mt Washington 
Alpine Resort, the Paradise Meadows trails showcase 
a beautiful sample of the island’s sub-alpine with easy 
access to shorter walks, day hikes and a kick-start onto 
multi-day treks from the high elevation trailhead.
Beyond the trails’ end, and at almost any point along 
the roadsides and lake shores, are adventurous 
backcountry treks that entice and fulfill the spirit of the 
wilderness seeker. Here the skills of route-finding and 
an intrepid imagination meet to guide hikers through 
a wild, untouched landscape. Opportunities await all 
over Strathcona Park to follow creeks and wander ridges 
where no human has trod before, and if they have, there 
is so little sign as to make the experience a pioneering 
adventure regardless.
Some of the backcountry routes are fairly well-travelled, 
especially those like the Golden Hinde Traverse that 

combine trail access at either end, and a high profile destination along the way. Here the passage 
of many feet over decades has worn a thin but continuous path through the heather; cairns and 
other markers sporadically lead the way. But in the remote and ever-changing landscape these 
signs of human presence are easily hidden by lingering snow, washed away by seasonal floods or 
overgrown by the vigorous vegetation. So even on the most established of the backcountry hiking 
routes the landscape is constantly evolving and skills of self-reliance and navigation are tested 
continuously.
Choosing a hike: It is important for hikers planning an excursion into Strathcona Park to choose 
an appropriate route. For the casual day tripper looking for a short trail to stretch the legs and get a 
glimpse of the natural environment there are several options at various places in the Park. 
At Paradise Meadows adjacent to Mt Washington is the Centennial Trail which runs around the 
delicate open meadows below the Raven Lodge. Along Buttle Lake is the Lupin Falls or Shepherd 
Creek trails that make short loops through the old-growth forest with scenic high points at the 
creeks’ edge, or below a cascading waterfall. To the west heading toward Gold River on Highway 
28 is the Lady Falls Trail that climbs up in a few minutes to a lookout across a small but spectacular 
gorge and a rushing waterfall on Cervus Creek.
A full day can be spent climbing up to Flower Ridge, Bedwell Lake or Crest Mountain on a fully 
maintained and well-established trail. The ascents are long, taking most of the day to reach the 
open sub-alpine meadows and make the return trip back to the trailhead but the well-engineered 
switchbacks take the sting out of the ascent and provide the perfect way to sample the dramatic 
mountain views and find the sense of adventure Strathcona Park is famous for.
Further back from the maintained trails and the conveniences of the roadside loop trails are a maze 
of deep valleys and high inter-connecting ridges that divide the rivers and link complex routes 
together through the heart of Strathcona. 
From Paradise Meadows to Buttle Lake over Mt Albert Edward is the classic Augerpoint Traverse 
which takes 3 or 4 days to complete. Also from Paradise Meadows is a much longer route that runs 
south along the 1,800m-plus summits of the Comox Range Traverse to exit on any of a variety of 
options including the Flower Ridge or the Comox Glacier trails. Through the heart of Strathcona 
Park from the Elk River Trail to the Phillips Ridge Trail is the Golden Hinde Traverse with a 
completely different character than the Comox Range treks. Hikers can take a week to ten days to 
complete some of these routes and more yet by making ever longer links. 
The emphasis of this guidebook is certainly on describing the hiking trails and routes, but most of 
the destinations described can also be completed as winter backcountry ski tours or, as conditions 
permit, snowshoe trips. The alpine climber will also find invaluable information in these pages to 
access the technical climbing on the rock and ice routes that the Island Alps is becoming known for.

Strathcona Park
Stats and Facts
Established: 1911

Size: 245,807 hectares

Highest Point: Summit of Golden 
Hinde 7,219ft / 2,200m
Map Sheets: 92 F/11 Forbidden 
Plateau, 92 F/12 Buttle Lake, 92 F/13 
Upper Campbell Lake, 92 F/6 Great 
Central Lake, 92 F/5 Bedwell River.

Campbell River Divide
At first glance the topography of Strathcona Park seems bewilderingly 
complex and identifying areas of the park suitable for a backcountry 
trek challenging. One way to simplify the picture is to understand that 
the mountains of Strathcona define the watershed of the Campbell 
River, the dominant river system of central Vancouver Island.
Looking at a schematic diagram of the rivers draining Strathcona Park 
it becomes clear that the mountains form a huge U-shape ridge-

A diverse landscape: The diversity of geology and ecology of Strathcona is highlighted along the 
high backcountry routes as they cover a remarkable range of landscapes and topographical features: 
granite domes and jagged basalt spires, towering groves of Douglas fir in the valley bottoms and 
stunted mountain hemlocks in clusters of krummholz growing on the mountain sides, and last but 
not least a visible signal of our times: the dwindling remnant glaciers that are relentlessly shrinking 
from year to year.
Truly Strathcona Park offers an adventure for everyone and, with so many possibilities, it would 
take a lifetime to experience even just a part of it. If the magic of Strathcona ignites a spark in your 
yearning for adventure then the trails and wilderness routes described here will, hopefully, help 
fuel a fire of exploration. May it help inspire many more adventurers to discover Strathcona, and 
inspire people to stand up for its protection, to preserve this vital area of coastal British Columbia 
wilderness in the future.

Neil Bonnel at the outlet of Upper Thelwood Lake.

Campbell River
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OysterGold
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Salmon

system, the Campbell River Horseshoe, with all the tributaries flowing toward the inside of the ‘U’ 
draining northeastward via Buttle and Upper Campbell lakes into the Campbell River. While around 
the outside of the horseshoe, rivers drain to the west like the Burman and Gold rivers, north into the 
Salmon River, eastward is the Puntledge River and the Ash River flows to the south. 
The high alpine ridges that encircle the Campbell River watershed can be divided into distinct sections 
between maintained-trail & road-access points and undertaken as individual hikes. The ultimate 
Strathcona traverse is to complete the Campbell River Divide Horseshoe, either section by section 
or, for the ambitious and logistically blessed, all in one go. 
For more details see page 413
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Magnificent Roosevelt Elk, masters of the forest, icons of Strathcona Park.

Major Access Roads
Strathcona Park is well serviced by paved highway access while retaining a great deal of wilderness 
land in its core. Along the east coast of the Island the Oceanside Island Highway 19A and the Inland 
Island Highway 19 provide the main links between the eastern shore communities of Cumberland, 
Courtenay and Campbell River along the east side of the park. The following highways and logging 
road mainlines branch off to the west giving access into the mountains.
Forbidden Plateau Road: Provides access to the far east end of Forbidden Plateau near Mt Becher. 
The road used to service the long running ski hill at Wood Mountain, known as Forbidden Plateau 
Ski Area. The lifts no longer operate but the backcountry access is still excellent. From Piercy Road 
north of Courtenay just east of the Piercy Road junction on Highway 19 head west up Forbidden 
Plateau Road, follow the paved road to the base of the hill where gravel continues up to the parking 
lot and trailhead.
Strathcona Parkway: The Strathcona Parkway is a paved highway reached off junction 130 of 
the Inland Island Highway 19. The Parkway services the ski resort and growing village at Mt. 
Washington and provides unquestionably the best winter alpine access on the island: into Paradise 
Meadows, Mt. Albert Edward and a large part of eastern Strathcona Park.
Comox Lake Main: Is a private, industrial logging road and one of the main access roads from the 
Comox Valley into the east side of the Park. Comox Lake Main runs down the west shore of Comox 
Lake eventually linking up with logging roads from Port Alberni to make the ‘Valley Connector’. 
The Glacier Trail, Kookjai Mountain, Mt Ginger Goodwin and all the backcountry routes out of the 
Cruickshank valley can be reached from spurs off this main road. The road is private, has heavy 
logging traffic, is frequently locked and can be time-consuming to gain entry to.
Menzies Main and Salmon Main: To reach the northeast boundary of Strathcona the Menzies 
Main and Salmon Main branch off Highway 19 north of Campbell River at Menzies Bay. Salmon 
West Fork Main branches off Menzies Main and an be used to reach Crown Mountain and the north 
end of the Tlools Creek valley. Menzies Main runs further west toward Gold Lake but the bridge over 
Grilse Creek was removed in 2017 and Grilse Main blocked off at the same point greatly increasing 
the distance needed on foot to reach Gold Lake and Tyee Mountain.
Highway 28: The only paved road system to actually run through the park is Highway 28 which 
runs 90km east to west between Campbell River and Gold River. This road provides access to the 
Elk River and Crest Mountain trails and other parts of northern and central Strathcona via logging 
roads branching off of the highway. 
Gold River East Main: In the northwest corner of Strathcona Park, the East Main Road branching off 
Nimpkish Road, which links Gold River and Woss, gives access to Gold Lake, Horseshoe Creek and 
the mountains in the remote northwest part of the park.
Ucona Main: This is the only logging road system connected to the main highways on the west side 
of Strathcona. It is reached by driving south out of the village of Gold River and gives access to the 
area around Donner Lake, Pamela Creek and the Matchlee Mountain area. 
Buttle Lake Parkway: The Buttle Lake Parkway a.k.a. Western Mines Road is a long spur road 
that leaves Highway 28 45km west of Campbell River and runs due south down the east shore of 
Buttle Lake. The Buttle Lake Parkway provides access to many trails and access routes into the park’s 
eastern, central and southern regions.
Highway 4: To the south of the park Highway 4 runs west from Parksville on Island Highway 19 
through Port Alberni, on to the Pacific Rim National Park and the communities of Ucluelet and 
Tofino. Highway 4, by way of gravel logging roads which branch off it, gives access to Great Central 
Lake, Oshinow Lake and the south boundary of Strathcona. From Tofino much of the south west 
corner of Strathcona Park may be reached by boat or air.
Great Central Lake Road: The main access into the southern part of Strathcona is by boat up Great 
Central Lake to the Della Falls Trail. Locate Great Central Lake Road off Highway 4 13km west from 
downtown Port Alberni. Follow the narrow paved road 6km from the highway up to the busy resort 
and marina at the east end of Great Central Lake. 
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A Brief History

Elk statue at the eastern entrance to Strathcona on Highway 28.

A Brief History

The forces of nature have shaped and transformed the land we now know as Strathcona Park 
for hundreds of millions of years, and what fine work these forces have wrought. Continental 
upheaval, plate tectonics, the accumulation of sedimentary limestone, the violent power 

of volcanic activity and the masterful strokes of glaciation have all played a role in shaping the 
mountains of Vancouver Island. In comparison the human history is brief.
The First Nations people criss-crossed the island we know as Vancouver Island on well worn trading 
routes for at least 14,000 years. Their legends and cultural ties to the mountains are rich and deep. 
We can only wonder at what they experienced over those millennia. 
European explorers arrived on the west coast of British Columbia in the late 1700’s. It took a full 
one hundred years of fur trading, coal mining and settling along the shorelines before any serious 
interest was paid to the rugged interior of Vancouver Island. Several expeditions set out to explore 
this uncharted territory in the later half of the 19th century but it wasn’t until 1890 that a pivotal 
endeavour embarked that would lay the foundation for the formation of Strathcona Park. 
In that year, 1890, William Ralph was commissioned by the nascent British Columbia Government 
to survey a swath of land along the east coast of Vancouver Island to be ceded to the Esquimalt  & 
Nanaimo Railway Company. The eastern boundary of this land grant was to be the east shoreline 
of the island and it was Ralph’s task to survey the inland boundary which was to parallel the coast 
some 50 miles inland from Sooke Bay to Crown Mountain west of Campbell River. Unbelievable 
though it may sound Ralph and his party travelled in more or less a straight line placing survey 
posts at 5 mile intervals. It is this line that we see striking a prominent diagonal along the eastern 
boundary of Strathcona Park today.  
A second key event in the formation of the park, and indeed the exploration of Vancouver Island 
as a whole, was the 1894 & 1896 expeditions led by the Reverend William W. Bolton. Bolton’s 
forays were enviable affairs journeying from near Shushartie on the northern tip of the island via 
Quatsino Sound, Nimpkish Lake, Woss Lake, Nootka Sound, Muchalet Inlet, Burman River, Buttle 
Lake and thence through Price Pass to Great Central Lake and on to Victoria. In the hundred years 
plus since Bolton’s journey, industrial roads have carved through most of this territory stripping 

Provincial Park Guidelines & Regulations
All the trails and hikes featured in this book are in whole or in part located within Strathcona 
Provincial Park. It is all park users’ responsibility to be familiar with BC Parks regulations. 
Parks are created for many of the reasons visitors are drawn to explore them: they have high-
quality scenic values, cultural and historical significance and are important habitats for a wide 
variety of flora and fauna, including rare and endangered species. To a degree preserving the 
ecological values of parks is at odds with encouraging park visitors. Yet it is BC Parks’ mandate to 
accommodate both conservation and appropriate recreation - park users can help BC Parks keep 
this balance by respecting the regulations and taking extra effort to mitigate the impact of less 
respectful visitors. 
Fees: The benefits hikers receive visiting park areas include: parking facilities, maintained trails, 
and interpretive and information signs detailing current conditions and cautions that should be 
observed. Parks are equipped with designated camping areas with outhouses, food caches or 
lockers, tent platforms and in certain areas staff who can assist with inquiries or emergencies.
Whether you agree with it or not, user fees are charged for camping at the main drive-in 
campgrounds: Ralph River and Buttle Lake, the group sites at Driftwood Bay and Karst Creek, and 
three high-use ‘Core’ backcountry areas: Forbidden Plateau, Elk River Trail and Bedwell Lakes. The 
revenues go towards maintaining and improving park facilities. It’s illegal to dodge fees and doing 
so means that your fellow park users end up shouldering your share. The best way to make your 
opinion known about park user fees, whether you support or oppose them, is by contacting your 
local Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA).
Maps showing the fee collection areas, designated sites, and visitor notices including any 
restrictions, current fees etc... are available on the Strathcona Park web page: www.env.gov.bc.ca/
bcparks/explore/parkpgs/strath/ and on the information boards at the trailheads. 
Keep Informed: It’s vital that park visitors are aware of park regulations, current conditions and 
safety alerts. Research online ahead of your visit to learn of any special considerations, such as 
reservation requirements and applicable fees or restrictions on visits to each particular park. 
At the trailhead, ensure that all notices are adhered to, alerts noted and required fees paid with 
receipts posted & carried as instructed. Ensure your vehicle is secure and no valuables are left inside.
Dogs are required to be on a leash at all times in the Forbidden Plateau area and are not 
permitted on the beach at the Buttle Lake campground or on the Nordic trails at Paradise Meadows 
during the winter ski season. Owners must pick up and remove any dog excrement from the park.
BC Parks discourages dogs in the backcountry because of the potential of attracting & creating 
conflict with bears, wolves, cougars & other wildlife. Please think twice & leave your pets at home.
Outhouses: a lot of money & effort goes into building & maintaining outhouses. They should be used, 
where available, to avoid contaminating water courses. Don’t put garbage, food waste or anything 
other than human waste & toilet paper in the outhouses to ensure that they function correctly.
Leave-no-trace: to preserve the unique experiences our parks provide for future generations we 
must leave no-trace of our passage. Stay on designated trails to avoid impacting surrounding 
vegetation, use the facilities provided such as outhouses, tent pads, food caches and lockers 
etc. Keep a clean camp to avoid encouraging wildlife, both large and small. Keep all drinking 
water sources free of contamination. Identify water sources as part of your trip planning, treat 
appropriately in high use areas and keep human waste well away from water in the backcountry. 
Climbers should note that bolts are not permitted in Strathcona Park except at Crest Creek Crags.
Be properly prepared and stay safe: Carry appropriate equipment for all members of your party 
including suitable clothing, shelter & food with extra for a safety margin. Report any unsafe trail 
conditions and wild animal encounters to parks staff, either rangers or park facility operators.
Campfire Regulations: Visitors are reminded that fires are not permitted anywhere or at anytime 
(all seasons) within Strathcona Park except in an authorized BC Parks steel fire ring. This regulation 
is in effect at all times of the year. No open fires are allowed in any backcountry areas at any time.
Check BC Parks’ website for park updates, safety messages, closures, new regulations and other 
notices: www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks or www.bcparks.ca
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timber and leaving a greatly altered landscape. Bolton’s experience will never be equalled as the 
wilderness that he and his party traversed has been diminished to a fraction of its former glory. 
William Bolton paved the way for a third expedition and one that was seminal in the establishment 
of a park preserve. Acting on the advice of the Governor General of Canada to create a National 
Park in British Columbia, and impressed by Bolton’s account, the then Premier of B.C., Sir Richard 
McBride, reserved an area in the centre of Vancouver Island for a park in June 1910. The park was 
named Strathcona after Donald Alexander Smith - Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal, Alberta. Lord 
Strathcona was notable for having driven the last spike on the trans-continental railway.
To formalize the land to be set aside in the park the Commissioner (Minister) of Lands, Price Ellison, set 
off to explore the area departing Campbell River on July 7, 1910 with a party of twenty three including 
his daughter, 20 year old Myra Ellison. Travelling up the Campbell River on the lake chain Ellison and 
his party spied Crown Mountain and settled on it to be their prime objective. 
Climbing west over Mt. Evelyn and crossing a tributary of the Salmon River the party reached the 
summit of Crown Mountain on July 29, 1910.  Crown Mountain’s position north of the Elk Valley, 
looking south into the most impressive group of summits on Vancouver Island, gave the Minister a 
spectacular alpine view, doubtlessly sealing it in his mind that this was to be the area of the new park.  
After resupplying at Buttle Lake, Price Ellison and his party continued along Bolton’s route up the lake 
to Price Creek and followed a freshly surveyed trail over Price Pass to Port Alberni. Ellison submitted his 
report on the expedition to cabinet and on March 11, 1911 the Strathcona Park Act passed into law.
Work began almost immediately under the supervision of Col. Reginald Thomson to bring a road from 
Campbell River to Buttle Lake and to survey the boundaries of the new park. Thomson commissioned 
W.W. Urquhart to lead a survey party along with photographer W.R. Kent. Together Urquhart, Kent and 
Einar Anderson travelled over, through and to the top of almost every major feature in the park during 
the summers of 1913 and 1914 including the Golden Hinde. They named many of the rivers and 
peaks and their own names will forever be associated with the mountains of Strathcona Park.  
The elaborate plans proposed for Strathcona Park in 1911, including a railway branch line and no less 
than two CP hotels, were quickly put on the shelf with the coming of the First World War. The huge spruce 
and cedars of the Elk Valley were sequestered for the war effort and this began a change of fortunes for 
Strathcona Park that continued for some decades as land, timber & minerals went up for grabs. 
From that point until the present day the history of Strathcona Park has been one dogged by industry 
plundering the resources within and around the park. Logging and mining have chipped away at the 
original splendour of this great park. A large scale hydro electric project on the Campbell River saw 
Buttle Lake’s rim logged and the valley flooded, raising Buttle Lake and swelling Upper Campbell 
Lake back into the Elk River. This has affected local wind patterns, wildlife habitat and the seasonal 
fluctuation of the lake reservoirs creates an ongoing eyesore exposing the stumps of a once glorious 
forest. It is a sad fact that much of this industrial abuse has been perpetrated by Crown corporations 
and their offspring, overseen by the same government that once had the foresight to create the park.
Strathcona Park faced its darkest hours in 1987-88 when then Environment Minister Stephen Rogers 
announced in January 1987 that the ‘recommendations’ of the Wilderness Advisory Committee would 
be implemented. This committee suggested deleting large areas from the park and turning them over 
to logging, mining and other resource interests. One area to be deleted was the entire Bedwell River 
valley. There was a public outcry and local activists united to form the Friends of Strathcona in order to 
organize their objections to the ill conceived government policies.
Matters came to a head in January 1988 when Cream Silver, a company who held mineral ‘rights’ 
around Cream Lake announced their plans to begin exploratory drilling. The Friends of Strathcona, 
the public and media descended on the area around Price Creek. A blockade was formed and for two 
months a tense standoff ensued. Fortunately the uproar caused the government to back down and 
instead they commissioned independent review on the future of Strathcona. The result was a report 
‘Restoring the Balance’ and a subsequent Master Plan. When the dust settled, the park boundaries 
were enshrined in legislation making it more difficult for politicians to tamper with them. Most of the 
park became designated as Wilderness Conservation the highest level of protection in Provincial Parks.
Strathcona is still not immune to the whims of political office and ongoing pressure on BC Park’s 
budget does not bode well for a smooth ride ahead. Those who love and cherish Strathcona Park 
should remain vigilant to ensure that it remains part of our children’s heritage.

Friends of Strathcona Park  
and the Strathcona Wilderness Institute.

By Marlene Smith 
cofounder of Friends of Strathcona Park

One would think when society and government set aside a piece of land to be protected as a 
park or wilderness area, nobody ever needs to worry again! History reveals the opposite. 
Strathcona Park was the very first park to be established as a Provincial Park in BC in 

1911 and it became the “Flagship” and the stimulation to create a BC Parks system. Its beauty 
and pristine environment with a stunning lake in the middle (Buttle Lake) was referred to as 
“Strathcona the Beautiful”. All aspects of the park were protected from development, mining, 
logging, all its waters from diverting and damming etc. This promise did not last very long; in 1913 
the government changed its mind and allowed mining claims to be staked in the park. Since that 
time the government has caved in repeatedly under pressure from the corporate world. Buttle Lake 
was dammed, flooded and its surroundings logged; a mine was allowed at the headwaters of the 
lake; right in the middle of the park (now a huge ugly scar), Hydro line right of ways were cut and 
hydro lines strung through the park; roads were pushed in; timber was traded to obtain parkland 
elsewhere and the south end of Buttle Lake burned (if this was deliberately done to harvest the 
timber and /or to see the rock exposure for mining claims is still not clear). Finally the impact of the 
mine in the heart of Strathcona did not only cause serious noise pollution; but also environmental 
pollution. To quote the well-known, late Ruth Masters; “the park had been slashed, dammed, 
burned, polluted, ransacked and generally used as a goodie bag”.
Governments made decisions on the Park (Act), changed it, adjusted boundaries and made plans 
generally in “in-camera sessions”; not soliciting any public input or blatantly ignoring it.  There 
had been a few people who tried to protect the Park; the well-known Roderick Haig-Brown, Jim 
Boulding from Strathcona Park lodge and some members of the Comox Valley Mountaineering 
Club and other outdoor clubs.
In 1985 the government appointed a committee to look at how they (the government) could 
deal the best with the numerous “non-conforming” issues in the BC Parks. This committee had a 
“public” meeting in Campbell River and Jim Boulding “let go rip”! He made no bones about it; 
one could “not sell second class wilderness”! Jim, who was co-owner and founder of Strathcona 
Park Lodge, right at the edge of the park at Buttle Lake, was a good friend of Roderick Haig-Brown 
(who had passed away before 1985) and they had joined forces to prevent further degradation 
of this so pristine (mostly) wilderness park. Jim and his wife Myrna both had a strong belief that 
kids (and adults) needed to re-connect with nature. They were way ahead of their time, building 
Strathcona Park Lodge and invited school kids to learn about outdoor education. In those days not 
many people were qualified to lead groups into the backcountry of this wild British Columbia! With 
my husband Steve’s background of outdoor leadership and both of our extensive mountaineering 
experience, including leading school groups, in the European Alps, we fitted right into the lodge 
and its philosophy! Steve had spent several years at the lodge as an outdoor leader.
Unfortunately Jim had been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer and in 1986 he had to hand over 
his fierce leadership role to protect the park to someone else. The earlier mentioned committee 
came out with its report, called “The Wilderness Mosaic”. It was bad news for all the parks in BC 
and especially for Strathcona. Large areas, including the whole centre, were deleted and many 
peripheral areas were eaten away, resembling a Swiss cheese. This would allow industry to do their 
mining, logging, water diversions etc... and the public could still recreate on the slag heaps!
It was in the fall of 1986 that Jim asked me to come up to his room (at the lodge), as he had a 
special request.
To best capture that moment of the conception of the Friends of Strathcona, I quote from Survival 
Strathcona Style, by Myrna Boulding, Ptarmigan Press.
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“When I [Marlene] entered Jim’s room I reflected back on his strong presence in the Whale 
Room talking to school groups on the importance of the wilderness and what nature could 
teach us! In a short flash I was back again on the trail near the bog in a downpour. Everything 
was wet and our small group of dedicated students looked like wet cats or rats! Suddenly Jim 
stopped and told us to make a fire right here and right now. Those who could not get a fire 
going and get a can of water boiling within ½ hour were doomed to die of hypothermia! Dan 
MacKinnon next to me smiled and whispered he had done this before and we would pal up 
together! I learned within 10 minutes about the pitch-stick, about how to find dry wood and 
how to get water boiling within 20 minutes! And how to survive in the wilderness!
Why did he choose me I asked? He looked at me long and hard and then his face softened and 
he smiled as he said. “Because you have that same stubborn streak in you as I have; you never 
give up once you get your teeth into something!”
 “The Park is under great threat”, he said, “they are going to chop it up, have mines and roads 
in there and destroy the wilderness. There will be nothing left for future generations to learn 
from….and the animals what is going to happen to their habitat?”
We looked each other long and deep in the eyes. Never before did I have a request like this 
from someone close to passing over to the other side. Intuitively I sensed that this was not a 
job like going to the corner store to pick up some groceries! This likely could mean a lifelong 
commitment!
He smiled as if he was reading my mind! “One thing I want you to know; you may have to 
compromise at some point”
Here he struck a Dutch “underground-resistance” chord in me. Dead seriously I said “ I will 
take it on, Jim, if I don’t need to compromise as this word is not a part of my heritage nor my 
dictionary!”
He laughed and we shook hands. 
And this is how the Friends of Strathcona Park was conceived.”

And so it happened. We studied the report and Steve (my husband) and I travelled to every 
area slated for deletion. We visited nearby towns and talked to local groups, individuals and 
environmental agencies and fishery agencies. We got to know the park really well, it became our 
second home! We made many allies and friends; the general public was strongly opposed to the 
report and blatantly ignored by the government (and its committee). We learned about ore deposits 
in the form of sulphates and the formation of sulphuric acid, acidifying the water and killing the fish 
(we would move later next to the Tsolum River, where all fish were killed in that manner because of 
the acid mine drainage of the Mount Washington mine).
Then in the winter of 1986 the “four amigo’s”, Steve and Marlene Smith, Noel Lax and Rob Wood 
came together on Quadra Island one night and decided that the Park needed a “friend” group, 
like “The Friends of the Lake 
District” if the park was going 
to survive. And so The Friends 
of Strathcona Park was born. It 
was incorporated in 1987 as a 
nonprofit society.
Now “the Friends” came 
into action and it grew very 
rapidly. Connecting with 
other “Park Friends” groups, 
making presentations to 
local governments and 
local groups, researching 
Strathcona’s history and the 
reasons why the areas had 
to be deleted; meeting with 
BC Parks, lobbying local 

The Friends of Strathcona were born from the Thelwood blockade in 1988

Newspaper cartoon capturing the mood of the 1980s
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and provincial governments, public education, learning about non-violent resistance  and conflict 
resolution. Many local chapters popped up, supporting the same goal; to protect Strathcona Park.
In spite of numerous requests the government (BC Parks) was not going to budge. A blockade 
seemed unavoidable.
It was in the winter of 1988 that we received an early phone call from Karl Stevenson. He had 
recruited his family to form a blockade so that Cream Silver, a mining company who received 
government’s permission to start drilling test holes in the park, could not get their drill rig into 
the park. He needed more help and support! And he got it! Hundreds of people travelled in the 
dead of winter to the park, to camp, to witness, to be on the blockade and to get arrested. The 
conflict resolution and non-violence workshops the Friends had organized in preparation of this,  
(some with participation of the RCMP) paid off. No aggression, no violence and a wonderful good 
communication with the RCMP, who were called in to remove the parks protectors. Kel Kelly became 
the first Canadian to get arrested to protect a Provincial park from mining activities! 64 people 
got arrested, 10 spent some time in jail. The media broadcasted it every day for almost 3 months, 
thanks to local TV producer Hugh Smith.
The Friends obtained an independent legal opinion around the justification that the government 
was “forced” to allow mining exploration due to a precedent setting court case in Wells Gray park; 
the Tenner case. This legal opinion showed that the government had acted on incorrect advice of 
the attorney general. The mining claims in Strathcona did not precede the park (except for a few 
of Western Mines’), so the Park Act superseded the mining act and the government did not need 
to compensate the mining companies who had staked claims in the park.  Finally the government 
looked at the opinion and used it in subsequent court cases and it stood!
Meanwhile elections were approaching; tensions rose and the pressure was on. The Friends learned 
from Bob Brown in Tasmania (former leader of the Australian Green Party and Senator) how to play 
the political game and how to predict what governments do or how they are going to react. He 
produced a book called “The Franklin Blockade” (one of the last free running rivers in Tasmania). 
Ironically this book became the go-to manual for Strathcona! Political reactions and games were 
predictable! The Friends of the Parks in BC became political involved “en-masse”.  
After the elections, the then conservative government lost and the NDP came in; ending the 
blockade and re-instating Strathcona as a “Class A  Park under the Park Act”. 
Having learned from the past, this was only a temporary reprieve. We lobbied hard to get the 
Bedwell Valley back into the park (and we succeeded) and to have the entire Megin River watershed 
added to Parks protection. The Megin River originates in the park and is completely intact, providing 
one of the best salmon return on Vancouver Island.  The NDP did protect the entire Megin River!
We can never let our vigilance down! Governments and BC Parks are always tempted by the money 
and temptations of private corporations and industry (the PPP). There was the trespass by the mine 
around Greenview and Carwithen Lakes, surveying for the purpose of damming and diversion of 
the water for power generation for the mine. There was the proposal to build a road right through 
the middle of the park. And there was the proposal to construct a power line along Buttle Lake to 
the mine site, which could have the potential of creating more temptations for industry in the heart 
of the park. And then there was (of course) the privatisation of the Bedwell Valley to the Clayoquot 
Wilderness Resort (CWR) for the exclusive use of their horse riding clients. There were public 
meetings and in spite of the overwhelming public opposition; BC Parks still granted the request to 
the CWR. The proposal sank because CWR returned their permit when management changed. It is 
uncertain what will happen there in the future. BC Parks have a long history to make decisions in 
favour of corporations or those who have money. This has not changed and only will get worse when 
governments cut the park budget further and further. It forces the parks administrators to look for 
private funding and favour their request over the benefit or input from the public.
For more information: www.friendsofstrathcona.org
Or follow us on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/groups/102539129807402/

The Birth of the Strathcona Wilderness Institute 

By Steve Smith 
cofounder of Friends of Strathcona Park

On November 13, 14 and 15 the Friends of Strathcona Park (FOSP) organized a symposium 
named; “Where the Wild Thing Are”. The purpose was to look at, why and how, our society 
can protect our wilderness with forestry, mining, tourism and education in mind. The 

keynote speaker was Elizabeth May (along with her very young daughter!). Other guest speakers 
were Hon. Darlene Marzari, Minister of Tourism, Jake Masselink, Assistant Deputy Minister of 
BC Parks, Anne Sherrod with the Valhalla Wilderness Society and others involved in wilderness 
preservation and education.  

At the end of the conference there was general 
agreement that public education on parks 
and wilderness was a vital element. At this 
time the government had just closed all 
park information centres and interpretation 
programs. BC Parks had cut their Junior Park 
Rangers program and funding was reduced 
every year the BC Liberals were in power.
So with some start-up help from Les Carter and 
later Peggy Carswell, the Strathcona Wilderness 
Institute was born, under the main leadership 
of Steve Smith. Initially funded by FOSP, the 
Institute soon became independent and 

incorporated in 1995. They attracted volunteer naturalists for interpretation programs for the park 
and using funding from the Government’s Environmental Youth Team Program, hiring keen young 
leaders to begin teaching “leave-no-trace” principles in local schools. This was encouraged by BC 
Parks and some funding was found to support the program. 
Seeing that no one else was doing it, in the year 2000 the S.W.I. voluntarily decided to begin giving 
park information to visitors as they entered Paradise Meadows. This proved to be enormously 
helpful to new park visitors and helpful support was given by the Strathcona Nordics and Mt. 
Washington Resort who offered one of their ‘warming huts’ actually sliding it in position for us 
just before the snow melted! This was the situation for several summers. Soon after this, the S.W.I. 
approached BC Parks requesting the summer use of their old information hut at Buttle Lake which 
was no longer in use. This was agreed to and this valuable summer weekend volunteer task was 
faithfully delivered for 16 years by a well-known, Gold River resident Gerry Roberts. Gerry was also 
the S.W.I.’s Hon. Treasurer for the same number of years.
After several years of temporary, draughty 
accommodation at Paradise Meadows 
trailhead, it soon became clear the Institute 
needed its own building. The new Raven Lodge 
and parking area had been fully completed 
along with the new public access road and 
the new access to Paradise Meadows Trail. 
During this period many meetings with Mt. 
Washington and Vancouver Island Mountain 
Sports Society (VIMSS) were held with the idea 
of working together in one building which 
would also act as an information centre. These, 
sometimes difficult and frustrating meetings, 
eventually resulted in a plan and a funding 
application. Unfortunately, the plans did not 

Steve Smith and hiking group in Strathcona, 1970s

The SWI Hut under construction
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The Dynamic Relationship Between Strathcona 
Park Lodge and Strathcona Provincial Park

By Catherine Gilbert

As I go through the process of preparing Myrna Boulding’s history of Strathcona Park Lodge and 
Outdoor Education Centre, Survival Strathcona Style, Off the Grid and On the Edge for a second 
printing, I have been struck by the many ways in which the Lodge and Strathcona Provincial 

Park have influenced each other’s histories. Geography has been one reason for the almost 
symbiotic relationship. The Lodge is situated nearly adjacent to the park; just ten kilometres to the 
east of the Buttle Lake entrance. For this reason visitors to Strathcona Park often assume that the 
Lodge is the park’s official visitor centre. With its welcoming sign and position on the west side of 
Highway 28 above Upper Campbell Lake, the all wood chalet style administration building looks the 
part of a wilderness welcome centre. For travellers not accustomed to negotiating the very winding 
road that gets you halfway across Vancouver Island, the Lodge also looms up just at that moment 
when drivers might be looking for a bit of respite. 

The Lodge has in fact, been unofficially providing 
information about the park, its hiking trails and 
facilities for off the road travellers as well as Lodge 
guests for many years. Up until 2002, BC Parks 
provided the Lodge with excellent paper maps 
of the park to distribute to visitors. These are no 
longer available and visitors are encouraged to 
find maps on the BC Parks website or order them 
from the Strathcona Wilderness Institute.
As an outdoor education centre, in the past 
the Lodge has included some of the more 
challenging hikes in its program offerings so that 
those wishing to make the five day trek across Mt 
Albert Edward from Paradise Meadows to Buttle 
Lake could do so with an experienced guide. 

Participants in the Canadian Outdoor Leadership Training (COLT) undertake the mountain training 
part of the course in Strathcona Park. In the early years, school students were taken hiking up Flower 
Ridge, and still paddle in canoes or kayaks into Buttle Lake, surrounded by the beauty of the park’s 
mountains. 
In the past, the Lodge’s relationship with BC Parks has sometimes been an uneasy one, especially 
when Park’s decisions and policies have undermined the tourism potential of the park or have 
inadvertently caused damage to the environment within and surrounding the park by allowing 
industry into the park. In her book, Myrna recounts some of the aspects of the Lodge’s relationship 
with Myra Falls mine, that was established at Buttle Lake’s south end in 1966, when revisions 
to park status allowed for industry to develop. First owned and developed by Western Mines, 
the company put through a road on the east side of Buttle Lake which created easier access into 
Strathcona Park, and that despite Lodge residents having to put up with the noise of ore trucks 
rumbling down the highway at all hours, Myrna has said that they have been grateful for the fact 
that the mine maintains the road in winter. 
Within only a year or two of the mine operating however, Myrna and her late husband Jim 
discovered one of the downsides to having a mine in the neighbourhood. Western Mines was 
dumping tailings (a mud-like toxic substance that is the waste left over after processing ore in a 
mill) into Buttle Lake. The lake is the beginning of the Campbell River watershed, the source of the 
community’s fresh drinking water supply. The Lodge too derives its drinking water from this same 
source, and is even closer to the mine. 

Strathcona Park Lodge

meet with the correct requirements for the grant monies and S.W.I. fell back to its own resources 
again. However, soon after our disappointments, in 2008, a surprising offer by Mt. Washington 
was put to the S.W.I. and we had to make a decision quickly. We were offered a complete 16’ x 20’ 
building and after some quick meetings a many phone-calls to BC Parks and our S.W.I. Directors, 
we accepted. Meanwhile Mt. Washington had already, in 2003, donated land at the new trailhead. 
So we were now committed with a 15 year lease from BC Parks and a promise of funding from 
the Government Community Sustainability Trust Fund. S.W.I. had to be, as BC Parks stipulated, 
the conduit for the funding which made us all feel uncomfortable. Of course, BC Parks engineers 
ordered ‘structural changes’ as it was now a public building. A good friend of the S.W.I. and building 
designer Rob Wood gave us an excellent two floor plan and a local building contractor, PGH, was 
found and work began.
We were able to use the upper floor of the building the following summer and we now knew we 
would be easily ready to celebrate BC Parks 100th birthday in 2011 which was always our goal. 
Our thanks go to the Friends of Strathcona Park, the local Rotary’s, Ted Foster in particular, Mt. 
Washington Resort, Don Sharpe in particular, and to BC Parks’ Andy Smith. Of course without our 
S.W.I. Directors who stayed with this ‘marathon dream’ and all our many supporters and donors 
none of this would have happened. It really was a true old fashioned community effort and 
experience.  
The S.W.I. Visitors Centre now provides information, maps, park souvenirs and hikes to local 
visitors to the park as well as visitors from all over the world and is now open seven days per week 
(depending on volunteers and weather!). Visitors can enjoy the Rotary Centennial Trail, a mostly 
board walk around Paradise Meadows loop trail or take a choice of one of the many other trails.

A youth group visiting the Strathcona Wilderness Institute visitor centre.
A group leaving the lodge for a hike, 1970s.
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for graduate work where they studied rural and 
recreational planning and had an opportunity 
to observe the Outward Bound schools.  They 
met John Jackson, director of the British National 
Centre for Outdoor Education, who also influenced 
the direction in which they were heading. 
When they returned to Canada in 1969, their 
ideas for offering outdoor education took form. 
Not only would they teach wilderness pursuits 
and ethics, but the fact of being and living at 
the Lodge would be a lesson in itself.  Most of 
the staff lived and worked at the Lodge, and 
the Bouldings encouraged gardening, bread 
making, learning to build and using wood heat and other forms of self-sufficiency that would 
contribute to Jim’s idea of a rural resource village.
The concept of a rural resource village was inspired from Jim and Myrna’s association with Rob 
Wood, a British mountaineer and architect who came to the Lodge in the early 1970s. He was 
concerned with man’s relationship to nature and how he could live in harmony with it.  Strathcona 
was something like a prototype: a commune where the practical application of modern rural 
survival could be explored. Jim worked at instilling in his students and staff, an understanding of 
their role in this village and in the neighbouring environment.  Before “environmental awareness” 
became fashionable, Jim was promoting stewardship of the land, teaching wilderness survival and 
minimal impact to the environment.
As expressed by Myrna in a letter to the Vancouver Sun: “This is a special place offering a truly 
Canadian experience. The staff feel strongly that the way to save the wilderness is to encourage a 
low impact visitor industry.” 
In 1977, the Bouldings created an Apprenticeship program to enable them to train outdoor 
instructors right at the Lodge. The Apprenticeship program eventually evolved into COLT – Canadian 
Outdoor Leadership Training - a course that is recognized worldwide today. Being near Strathcona 
Park figures largely in COLT training and in Lodge course offerings. For many years, the park has 
been used for teaching wilderness camping and survival, and rock and mountain climbing. 
Although the Bouldings lived simply, they struggled to keep the Lodge on solid financial footing. 
They diverted income from the summer guests and programs to keep the outdoor education end of 
the operation going.  As Jim wrote in a letter in 1979: “We have 5 children and have a difficult but 
interesting life.”
In 1983, a new difficulty with the Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division of the Ministry of Lands, Parks 
and Housing took the Bouldings by surprise.  Shortly after Jim raised the alarm about a fire in Strathcona 
Park at Auger Point and assisted with fighting the fire, he and Myrna received a letter from the Manager, 
Operations Section, KW Baker, informing them that they would have to start paying for permits to take 
their clients into the park. In a letter directed to Baker Myrna wrote: “We expect that this sudden interest 
in us is a result of my husband being interviewed on National T.V. about park policy in respect to fire 

watch, and the use of water bombers.”  She 
succinctly outlined the relationship Strathcona 
Lodge had with the park, reminding Baker that 
for 23 years, the Bouldings had been using the 
park without requiring permits and that for the 
past 12 years, the park had become an integral 
part of their outdoor education activities. Part of 
this education, as she explained, was to teach 
wilderness ethics and low impact camping. “We 
feel we are good neighbours to the park,” she 
wrote, “and do more than almost any other group 
to teach and promote good attitudes and the right 
use of the wilderness.” 

Strathcona Park Lodge

As Myrna tells it, “A concerned group comprised of Jim, a local doctor John Ross, and Roger Mielke, 
who was a local dentist, among others, worried about the Campbell River watershed. They drove 
down to Western Mines not long after it opened and got a sample of the mine tailings. They took 
this murky stuff down to Victoria and dropped the goop on the stairs of the legislature. Tony Sarich, 
an ex-logger turned lawyer, was engaged by the Campbell River municipality to take the mine to 
Supreme Court. Many local citizens were making a fuss about what appeared to be a pollution of 
the Campbell River watershed.”1 

She recalls that the expert hired by both the mine and provincial government sent to investigate, 
George Longstaff, enjoyed himself imbibing his favourite alcoholic beverage on the deck of the 
Lodge, and she is quite certain that he didn’t make it into the park at any time during his stay. 
Nonetheless, he reported that since the tailings were settling on the bottom of the lake, there was 
nothing to be concerned about. His findings were belied by the fact that there were far fewer fish in 
Buttle Lake than before the mine went in, as well as heavy metals found in samples from the lake. 
The impulse to protect the park at the local level had its start several years before there was a mine 
in the park and before the Bouldings had even considered starting up a tourism business nearby. 
Roderick Haig-Brown, a conservationist who later was to become both a mentor and friend to the 
Bouldings, opposed the British Columbia Power Commission’s proposal in the early 1950s to build 
a dam at Buttle Lake. The proposal provoked controversy at the local level that became known as the 
‘Battle for Buttle” as  hundreds of letters and articles were sent in to local newspapers by citizens 
both for and against the development. Haig-Brown asserted that building a dam would be harmful 
to the trout populations in Buttle Lake. After four years of discussion, a compromise was reached and 
the Strathcona Dam was constructed at the north end of Upper Campbell Lake.  Buttle Lake still rose 
by about 12 feet. 
Ironically, it was the flooding of Upper Campbell Lake that allowed for the conditions that would 
lead to the subsequent establishment of Myrna and Jim’s business. Before the lake was flooded, 
Myrna’s father Wallace Baikie was determined to salvage a cedar log lodge that was called 
Strathcona Lodge.  Wallace and his brothers conceived of the idea of putting enormous cedar logs 
under the building to create a raft so that the whole thing would begin to float as the valley was 
flooded.  Their technique worked; the lake level rose and after about a year of lurching about the 
lake, the building settled on a property the Power Commission had given Wallace in exchange for 
land he owned that was now underwater.
At about this time, Myrna and Jim had been looking for a site to start a boys camp and Jim had 
had visions of operating an outdoor guide school in Canada.  Wallace suggested they consider his 
property. The lodge was hauled up to the top of the hill, and bunk houses from the former Baikie 

Brothers logging camp were floated over and 
settled at the bottom of the hill to provide 
additional accommodation. 
It was 1959, and Myrna and Jim, as well as 
being highschool teachers in Campbell River, 
found themselves with a tourism business. 
People travelling the road would ask if they 
could stay. For the time being they concentrated 
on providing fishing experiences to guests. 
Fate and circumstances however, lead them to 
meet the right people who encouraged them 
to provide some sort of outdoor education. 
Entertainer Burl Ives told them his son was 
attending an Outward Bound school in Britain, 
and they should consider using their location 
for the same concept. The couple was inspired 
and encouraged in this pursuit by Haig-Brown 
and by Native spokesman George Clutesi, 
who held a seminar at the Lodge in 1968. The 
following year, the Bouldings went to Britain 

Buildings floating on Upper Campbell Lake.

Boulding family on a hike in the park. Myrna & Jim Boulding faced many challenges.
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She reminded Baker that despite their numerous 
requests for Parks to put up signage indicating 
where Park Information could be obtained, 
nothing transpired, and as a result, “we still get a 
steady stream of people dropping into our office. 
We spend expensive hours giving information 
about the park. You must understand that we 
really care about this park,” she went on to 
say,  “and are more concerned about its long 
term survival than are, it appears, some civil 
servants and politicians. You should read the 
diaries in the archives written by the early 
surveyors, people with profound vision. They 
would be horrified by what has happened to 

their beautiful park. We do not want to fight with the Parks Branch,” she concluded. “It seems during 
these troubled times that co-operation might mean survival for both of us.”
Just three years after Myrna wrote this telling letter, the most significant fight to protect the park 
from further industrial exploitation would test this relationship and bring about an enduring, 
coordinated effort to keep development out of the park, going beyond what the Boulding’s were 
able to do on their own. It is a testament to their teaching ability that Myrna and Jim were able to 
pass on the values they embodied about stewardship of the land and generosity of spirit not only to 
school students and guests, but to staff. When the BC Government’s Wilderness Advisory Committee 
intended to allow Cream Silver Mines to develop a mine at Cream Lake, Strathcona Lodge staff were 
at the forefront of the protests to stop it. Jim Boulding passed away in May of 1986 and was unable 
to take part in the fight, but was aware of the plans. Marlene and Steve Smith and Rob Wood, who 
had explored mountains in other parts of the world and recognized the beauty and unspoiled 
nature of Strathcona’s mountain and alpine areas, were among those who formed the Friends of 
Strathcona Park. They and other Lodge staff took part in the blockades to keep Cream Silver from 
drilling in the park in 1988, and were successful. 
The love affair with the park did not end there. In the 1990s, Lindsay Elms from New Zealand and 
Phillip Stone, who originally came from England, made several forays into the park’s mountains as 
Lodge course instructors and came away with a sense of how important both the past and the future 
of the park was. As mountaineers they recognized the same value in the wilderness they explored 
as had Wood and the Smiths. They each have been contributing to the literature about the park and 
been raising awareness about why it should be protected. Mountaineer Doug Scott wrote in his 
Forward to Rob Wood’s book Toward the Unknown Mountains. 

“I can certainly understand and empathise with the Vancouver Islander’s love of Strathcona 
Park… this is one of the last great mountain areas of the planet.”3

In Myrna’s words, the Lodge respects 
Strathcona Park as a public trust and 
will continue to be aware of impact on 
environmentally sensitive areas both inside 
and surrounding the park. 

1. Boulding, Myrna. Survival  Strathcona 
S t y l e ,  O f f  t h e  G r i d  a n d  O n  t h e  E d g e .  
    Campbell River: Ptarmigan Press, 2009. 40.

2. Ibid., 277.

3. Wood, Rob. Toward the Unknown Mountains.  
    Campbell River: Ptarmigan Press, 1998. vi

Myrna Boulding at her home at Strathcona Park Lodge.

The original lodge at Strathcona Park Lodge, overlooking 
Upper Campbell Lake.
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Sometimes just getting to the trail can be an adventure itself!

How To Get Here

Vancouver Island is a large island (42nd largest in the world), some 500km long and an average 
of 80km wide. It is located just off the southwest coast of British Columbia, Canada. It has a 
population of around 750,000. The main communities and major highway routes are concentrated 

along the south and east coasts of the Island with only a handful of roadways crossing to the more 
rugged west side. 
‘The Island’ can be reached on two main scheduled ferry routes from Vancouver on the adjacent British 
Columbia mainland. The two main ports for departure on the mainland are Horseshoe Bay, north of 
the city of Vancouver, and Tsawwassen, located to the southwest of the city and close to Vancouver 
International Airport (YVR). Ferries arrive at Victoria (Swartz Bay) and Nanaimo (Departure Bay) on 
Vancouver Island. Other ferry connections between the mainland and Vancouver Island include 
Powell River (Sunshine Coast) to Comox (Little River) and Prince Rupert to Port Hardy. For complete 
info on the routes served, fares and schedules with BC Ferries check online at: www.bcferries.com 
Ferries also link Vancouver Island to Washington State including the M.V. Coho run between Port 
Angeles WA. and Victoria, BC, and Washington State ferries from Anacortes, WA. At peak times of the 
year advance bookings are advisable for ferry travel, though travellers can often arrive at the ferry 
terminal with some advance time and secure a sailing at off-peak times.
An excellent highway system links the cities and towns throughout the region. The main highway 
linking the north and south ends of the island is the Trans Canada Highway (1) between Victoria 
and Nanaimo and the Inland Island Highway (19), which links all communities between Nanaimo 
and Port Hardy. An alternative scenic route along the east coast of Vancouver Island is the Oceanside 
Highway 19A between Parksville and Campbell River. Highway 19 runs to the east of Strathcona 
Park giving access to the trails on that side.
Some suggested driving times are: Victoria to Campbell River 3.5 hours, Nanaimo to Campbell 
River 1.75 hours and Campbell River to Gold River 1 hour.
Along the south boundary of Strathcona is Highway 4 which connects Highway 19 at Qualicum 
Beach to Port Alberni, Tofino and Pacific Rim National Park. Cutting through the northern part 
of Strathcona and the only road to bisect the park is Highway 28 which connects Highway 19 at 
Campbell River to Gold River and Tahsis as well as connecting with the Buttle Lake Parkway. 

Getting Around
Getting Around

STRATHCONAPROVINCIAL PARK
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Camping & Accommodation
Vancouver Island is a very popular vacation 
destination and accommodation facilities 
can be found for every budget and taste the 
length and breadth of the Island. The best 
way to find accommodation including RV and 
tent campgrounds is online, searching for 
in the closest community. Other invaluable 
sources of information are local visitor guide 
magazines and the annual British Columbia 
Accommodation Guide available at  all Visitor 
Info Centres in BC.
Camping is not permitted within 1km of a road 
in British Columbia Provincial Parks including 
Strathcona. On some of the trails camping 
is only permitted at designated sites where 
backcountry fees apply. These include the 
Forbidden Plateau Core Area, Bedwell Lakes 
and the Elk River Trail. Be sure to pay attention 
to these sites in the following descriptions.
Within Strathcona Park itself there are two BC 
Parks’ drive-in campgrounds, one at Buttle Lake 
(near the Buttle Narrows, Highway 28- Buttle 
Lake Parkway junction) and a second at Ralph 
River (located 30km south along Buttle Lake). 
The campground at Buttle Lake has vehicle 
accessible campsites. Reservations are 
accepted and recommended for summer visits 
especially on long weekends and there are 
also some first-come, first-served sites.  Ralph 
River campground also has vehicle accessible 
campsites split between reservable sites and 
first-come-first-serve.  Both sites are typically 
open from 1 April to 31 October. See page 154
There are two group sites open from mid-May 
to 30 Sept: Driftwood Bay on Buttle Lake is 
serviced by full-access toilets and a covered 
picnic shelter, Karst Creek is new and the exact 
facilities weren’t finished A.T.T.P. Group sites are 
available by reservation only. 
More info and details for making reservations 
are online: www.discovercamping.ca. 
Outside of the park are a network of Forest 
Service Recreation sites. Locations & other details 
can be found at www.sitesandtrailsbc.ca.
The closest full-service accommodation to 
Strathcona can be found at: Mt Washington Alpine 
Resort at the end of the Strathcona Parkway and 
at Strathcona Park Lodge along Highway 28, just a 
few kilometres east of the Elk Portal park entrance. 
There is also a range of accommodation close to 
Great Central Lake in Port Alberni off Highway 4 
and in the town of Gold River to the west of the 
park on Highway 28.Camping at Ralph River on beautiful Buttle Lake

balances risk with reward
Gain the freedom to explore

with first aid training that
sticks to your head!

Backcountry adventure

www.wildernessfirstaid.ca

Learn more and 
find a course near you

Let the freedom begin!

Slipstream’s Wilderness First Aid courses 
are specially designed for outdoor 
professionals and enthusiasts using a 
blend of hands-on workshops and an 
in-depth online campus.

All our courses come with a unique and 
unrivalled Training Warranty giving you 
the perfect fix for risk.
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Using This Guidebook

Tawney Lem and Gwenda Bryan off-trail in the Margaret Creek Valley, during the Strathcona Centennial Expedition.

Using This Guidebook

For the avid backcountry enthusiast there’s only one thing better than being out in the 
wilderness, and that’s planning a trip to get back out there! This guidebook is designed 
to help hikers, backpackers, backcountry skiers, snowshoers and mountaineers plan 

adventures in Strathcona Park.  It provides information on locating and travelling on the 
maintained trails and remote wilderness routes year-round, with specific trip itineraries and tips 
for connecting areas into a wide variety of trip options. 
The diverse landscape of Vancouver Island is exemplified by Strathcona and the terrain varies from 
manicured park trails suitable for casual strolls to rugged, alpine terrain requiring mountaineering 
skills and experience. Every effort has been made to illustrate clearly what can be expected on each 
route but there is no substitute for personal experience & conservative decision-making.
In keeping with other guidebooks in the Wild Isle series Exploring Strathcona is organized by 
dividing the park into six geographic areas: east, north, central, Strathcona-Westmin, west and 
south. These areas are defined by balancing the natural topography, road access and locations of 
maintained trails. Each area chapter describes the main trails and backcountry routes found there.  
Page references are used extensively to help navigate to adjacent areas and routes.
A small selection of the park’s alpine mountain peaks eg: Kings Peak, Golden Hinde have been 
included as they have routes to their summits that generally fit with the scope of this book. But 
only the easier, ‘standard’ routes are described. For complete details on climbing mountain 
peaks in Strathcona Park see Island Alpine and Island Alpine Select, available also from Wild Isle 
Publications. Working through this book will reveal that many mountain summits form part of the 
hiking routes, the Comox Range Traverse being a notable example, so these mountaineering-
focused books offer invaluable additional information for the Vancouver Island hiker.  
Key details are included to help match suitable destinations to the fitness, experience and ambition 
of each group including: a trip rating, an approximate time commitment, an elevation profile and 
distance. Learning to interpret how these measurements relate to you and your companions is 
crucial in using this book accurately. Remember to pack extra, emergency food and warm clothing 
no matter the conditions, and always leave a trip plan with a responsible friend or relative.

Looking ahead, checking the map on Crest Mountain while exploring the Idsardi Horseshoe.
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Using This Guidebook

Exploring Strathcona is divided into six regional chapters: Eastern, Northern, Central, Strathcona-
Westmin, Southern and Western Strathcona. Each chapter profiles the trails and/or backcountry 
routes in that region. Each of these chapters is clearly distinguished by a regional map and an 
overview introduction at the start.

The trail or backcountry route overview begins with some basic facts about each hike such as the 
character of the terrain and a description of highlights likely to be encountered. A block of quick 
facts gives vital statistics like the length of the hike, an estimate of the number of days required, the 
National Topographical Series (NTS) maps required and any applicable permits/fees. Advance logistics 
that should be arranged in advance such as vehicle shuttles, boat access etc... are also listed.

The detailed description of the trail includes a detailed topographical map showing the route, 
contours, watercourses, the names of land and water features and other information you would 
expect on a detailed map. The maps are to scale. The scale of each map varies due to page size and 
other design constraints, so only use the scale located on the specific map you are using.
The text description describes the hiking route in the recommended direction of travel only and in 
most cases gives significant landmarks a kilometre reference.
Additional resources such as other guidebooks are listed at the end of each hike description.

Trip Length and Duration
The times and distances described in 
this book should only be used as an 
approximate guide. The figures for 
distance were arrived at from a variety 
of sources and methods with varying 
degrees of accuracy: from GPS readings to 
measuring a length of string on a map. 
The times are based on the author’s own 
experience and extrapolated to cover a 
variety of paces to either side. Some of 
the treks listed as taking several days have 
been completed in a matter of hours by 
fast parties. Prevailing weather and terrain 
conditions (such as seasonal snow cover) 
may vary the time required for each hike. 
At best, the times and distances should be 
treated as estimates.
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Central Strathcona

Although the straight-line boundaries of Strathcona do the park’s 
conservation role an injustice, bisecting numerous watershed 
eco-systems, the park is large enough that toward its heart are 

large areas of remote, untouched forest and mountain habitat. The central 
region of Strathcona Park is where the magic of the Vancouver Island 
wilderness reaches its maximum. Here a sense of primal peace still 
pervades a land where little to no sign of human presence exists. Hikers, 

climbers and winter backcountry visitors can find a true sense of exploration and adventure in a 
place where the pioneers spirit is alive and well.
In the wild, central-region of Strathcona Park are some of the highest mountain peaks on Vancouver 
Island, including Golden Hinde, the island’s apex. Nearby are: Kings Peak, Elkhorn Mountain, 
Rambler Peak and Mt Colonel Foster which rear steeply above the Elk valley. These summits form 
the core of alpine climbing on Vancouver Island and attract mountaineers from all over the world. 
In between the jagged spires however are some wonderfully gentle trails and more committing 
backcountry hikes following the courses of the rivers and inter-connecting alpine ridges. Alongside 
the world-class climbing is some world-class hiking.
The terrain of central Strathcona is diverse, ranging from the towering mountains of the Elk River 
to the exquisite undulating, karst topography of Marble Meadows. There are large river valleys 
blanketed in some of the largest tracts of old-growth temperate rainforest remaining on Vancouver 
Island. The Elk River, Cervus Creek, Bancroft-Burman River, upper Ucona River and Myra Creek 
valleys all radiate out from this mountainous region. The forest is the habitat of Roosevelt Elk, black-
tailed deer, wolf, cougar and black bears.
Despite the extensive size of central Strathcona there are only three major, maintained trails serving 
the area. These are strategically located though, and are key to providing access to the extensive 
backcountry and many superb multi-day treks can be undertaken from them. 
In the north from Highway 28 is the Elk River Trail which provides access to an important range of 
high mountains and also starts one of Strathcona Park’s finest alpine treks, the Golden Hinde Traverse, 

Magical vistas await at every turn in the heart of Strathcona Park.

Central Strathcona
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Golden Hinde Traverse

Route Details: described from north to south ie: Elk River to Myra Falls.
DAY 1: Start at the Elk River Trail trailhead, on the Gold River Highway 28, head south along the 
route of the Elk River Trail through the gorgeous old-growth forest. For complete details on the 
Elk River Trail see page 247 The trail keeps to the west bank of the Elk River under the flanks 
of Wolf Mountain, Puzzle Mountain and Volcano Peak. From a few open areas there are views of 
these surrounding mountains. During the winter and particularly during spring thaw be aware that 
massive avalanches can run down the open gullies and slide paths that cross the trail. Don’t linger 
on these features especially on warm days in winter and early spring.  (See caution on page 257)
Pass the Gravel Flats campsite then cross Landslide Creek on the footbridge and head up the open 
rock slab scoured by the 1946 landslide toward Landslide Lake. Just a couple of hundred metres 
past the bridge at 49.7793° N, -125.8521° W, flagging and a faded sign point left (south) to the 
route in to the upper Elk River valley. Leave the main Elk River Trail here and follow the lightly 
flagged route into the old-growth. The route weaves up through the forest and then drops down to 
the Elk River at the base of several huge slide paths off the west face of Elkhorn Mountain South. 
Again exercise extreme caution around these slide paths as the devastation here demonstrates that 
an avalanche here would make short work of hikers. 
Between two of these avalanche paths is a pocket of large old-growth Western Hemlock trees. This is 
the last good camp before Elk Pass and a popular place to spend a first night - the Hemlock Camp. 
DAY 2: From the Hemlock Camp ascend steadily, first through a boulderfield/avalanche path 
covered in a tangle of slide-alder and then back into forest. A second open avalanche path takes a 
little attention to keep to the established route as the line descends down to avoid a rock outcrop 
before returning into the sub-alpine forest. A last opening starts the high alpine terrain of the upper 
Elk River Valley and Elk Pass. The tread crosses a talus slope below the looming north ridge of Rambler 
Peak and comes alongside the torrent of the Elk River at 49.7496° N, -125.8338° W. 

500m

0 km 5 km 10 km 15 km 20 km 25 km 30 km 35 km 40 km 45 km

Hemlock CampHighway 28 MineElk Pass Mt De Voe West Base Behinde South Mt Burman N Phillips Ridge
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Route south of Elk Pass and Rambler Peak from ridge north west of Mt DeVoe, August.Hiking around the high tarns near Elk Pass.

Here, be aware of the danger posed by avalanches coming off the high, west-facing slopes of 
Rambler Peak. The snow a thousand metres above can rip over the cliffs and pour into the canyon. 
If conditions warrant care do not linger and cross to the west side of the river to keep away from the 
avalanche runout zone, even if the snow covering the creek offers otherwise better travel.
If the creek bed is free of snow the better line of travel is on the heather benches on the west side of 
the river. Eventually the valley widens giving plenty of room to keep out of harm’s way and the route 
continues directly up the floor of the valley to make a short steep climb into an upper, hanging 
valley. There is a well used camp at the outlet of the tarns at 49.7387° N, -125.8388° W, elevation 
1,325m where climbers heading for routes on Rambler Peak, and through-hikers often stay.
From the high point in Elk Pass, at 49.7270° N, -125.8452° W and an elevation of 1,540m, descend 
southward toward the north end of the large alpine lake below the pass. Don’t go all the way to this 
large lake but from the meadows where the terrain levels out head more southeast into a pretty, 
narrow valley with a small slender pond. Follow the tread along the right (west) side of this pond to 
the outlet and then descend a steep forested creek gully to the northwest shore of a distinctly round 
sub-alpine lake at 49.7116° N, -125.8313° W. Traverse around the west shore of the lake under 
a huge, granite cliff and a little bush. Toward the southwest side of the lake the forest thins out to 
open meadows and some good camp options up on a bench at 1,175m overlooking the lake. 
DAY 3: From the south side of the round lake the route ascends a wide open slope up onto the 
northwest ridge of Mt DeVoe, levelling out around 1,500m. Follow the ridgeline south to a 1,645m 
high point due west of Mt DeVoe at 49.6904° N, -125.8199° W, and then descend into the col to the 
east. From here it is a straightforward side-trip up to the summit of DeVoe.
From Mt DeVoe’s west col some attention to the route is needed. Descend southward down an open 
chute leading down into the cirque below DeVoe’s south face. Trend south-southeast to the base of the 
cirque and follow the creek gully out of the cirque base but cross it traversing the slope toward a small, 
pretty alpine pond at 1,250m  (49.6837° N, -125.8102° W) where there is a good campsite.
From the little lake cross more meadows to the southeast and begin ascending the slopes to a 
1,550m highpoint on the ridge dividing the Ucona and Wolf rivers (49.6766° N, -125.8024° W). 
With dramatic views of Golden Hinde and especially The Behinde follow the crest of the Ucona-Wolf 
divide southward to the last highpoint (49.6635° N, -125.8026° W). To the southwest an arm of this 
ridge drops a little to a spectacular cluster of ponds at 49.6600° N, -125.8128° W, overlooking the 
Burman plateau. There is great camping here, well worth the extra distance and a good excuse to 
delay the descent eastward into the Wolf-Burman Pass.

Mt Colonel Foster
Rambler Peak

Elk Pass

Look for updates, sample chapters, corrections, web links & more info 
www.wildisle.ca
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Golden Hinde Traverse
The Golden Hinde Traverse is a journey through the wilderness heart of Strathcona 

Park between the Gold River Highway 28 in the Elk River valley and the Myra Falls 

mine site below Phillips Ridge in the Myra Creek valley at the south end of Buttle 

Lake. It has also been known as the Elk River to Westmin Traverse. In many ways 

this trek is the quintessential Strathcona Park hike providing the opportunity to 

feel immersed in a truly wild landscape. The route passes by several of Vancouver 

Island’s highest mountains including Elkhorn, Rambler, Mt Colonel Foster and of course the Golden 

Hinde. These peaks are an impressive backdrop to a wonderful walk, for the mountaineer the route 

is the key to accessing the Island’s premier summits which can be climbed along the way. 

It would be natural to compare this trek with the Comox Range Traverse in eastern Strathcona as 

they are of similar length. But the character of the terrain encountered along the Golden Hinde 

Traverse is different. Here the landscape’s elevation is not as high on-average, and there is more 

forested sub-alpine terrain, and no significant glaciers en route. Where the Comox Range trek follows 

a line along one main high ridge-summit system, the Golden Hinde Traverse weaves between the 

highest terrain and crosses several valleys to link otherwise disconnected ridge systems. Both traverses 

are comparably dramatic however and should be on every Island backcountry hiker’s to-do list.

Access: The Golden Hinde Traverse may be started at either the north end on the Elk River Trail or from 

the south end up the Phillips Ridge Trail. Due to the, albeit small, risk of flood barring an exit to the Elk 

Distance: 47km from Elk River trail to Myra Falls 

Duration: 5-8 days through trip

Elevation Gain/Loss: 4,770m / 4,785m

Rating: Backcountry expedition

Maps: 92 F/13 Upper Campbell Lake

Permits/Fees: Backcountry user fees for camping 

along Elk River trail & at Arnica Lake payable at 

trailhead.

The heart of Strathcona Park: Mt DeVoe and the Golden Hinde.

River (see page 257) the recommendation is 

to start at the north end on the Elk River Trail. 

The Elk River Trail trailhead is on Highway 

28 located 60km west of Campbell River. The 

Phillips Ridge Trail starts from the mine site 

in Myra Creek at the end of the Buttle Lake 

Parkway a 86km drive from Campbell River. 

For details accessing the trails see the access 

description for the Elk River Trail on page 247 

and the Phillips Ridge Trail on page 307.
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GPS Coordinates
To complement the increased use of GPS units by 
backcountry enthusiasts, coordinates for important 
waypoints are included in the route descriptions. 
Latitude-longitude coordinates are given in 
decimal degrees to facilitate easier input. They 
are provided to four decimal places giving an 
approximate accuracy of <10m/35ft. 
Note that longitude figures include a - symbol 
(minus) to indicate a westerly coordinate. Check 
with your GPS unit/software to enter values 
correctly. The letters ‘N’ & ‘W’ may not be required.
The best and most reliable way to navigate is 
visually with terrain, map and compass. Please take 
the use of latitude-longitude coordinates herein as 
a supplement to these fundamental skills.
For a list of useful GPS waypoints see page 424. 
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Recreational Activities

Trip Difficulty Rating
The difficulty of a hike is always a relative thing, 
one hiker’s work out can be another hiker’s 
warm up. That said, it is still important to give 
a general idea of what to expect. Throughout 
the text the terms: easy, moderate, difficult and 
strenuous are used. Additionally the following 
symbols indicate the character and skills 
required for each trip.

Topographical Maps
Detailed topographical maps are an essential 
navigational tool for planning trip routes and 
travelling safely in the backcountry.
The small scale maps in this guidebook are 
intended to give a wide overview of the terrain 
encountered on the trips described and while 
accurate for their scale, they do not provide 
sufficient detail to safely use for navigation.
It is strongly recommended to acquire, 
become familiar with, and carry the appropriate 
government topographical maps for each hike, 
either 1:50,000 series or 1:20,000 TRIM series.
Most good outdoor outfitters stock paper copies 
of the 1:50,000 topos. There are also several 
good online outlets including:
Government of Canada:  
www.atlas.gc.ca/toporama 
Government of British Columbia: 
www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/data/geographic-
data-services/topographic-data
Do not rely solely on electronic navigation 
devices. Always carry a printed map and a 
compass and learn the skills to use them. Each 
trip description includes the 1:50,000 map 
sheet(s) required.

Abbreviations
Some of the common abbreviations used 
throughout this book include:
A.T.T.P. = ‘at the time of publication’, usually 
refers to conditions or events that may change 
in the future.
RT = round trip

Photographs
The photographs selected aim to illustrate 
the route and characteristics of each hike 
along with some of the aspects that set 
it apart from the other trips. Be advised 
however that conditions shown, especially 
lake and creek water levels, snow cover 
and weather, may vary greatly from time to 
time and year to year, and may bear little 
resemblance to the scenes pictured herein.
All the photographs in the book are by the 
author unless otherwise credited. 

Short Walk: an easy hike on a short, level 
trail taking less than a couple of hours 
round trip.

Half Day Hike: these hikes are fairly easy 
on mostly level trails, taking several hours. 
Pack a snack, water & suitable clothes.

Full Day Hike: hikes up to 6-8 hours 
round trip, may climb significant elevation 
on a maintained trail. Pack lunch, water & 
suitable clothing.

Strenuous Hike: a trip taking a full day 
or several days camping in sub-alpine 
terrain, travelling off-trail on backcountry 
routes.

Alpine Hike: a backcountry trip through 
high alpine terrain requiring self-reliance, 
route-finding and mountaineering skills.

Mountaineering: trip may require 
technical mountaineering equipment 
and skills.

Frontcountry Camping: may require an 
overnight stay at a designated BC Parks 
campsite. Fees may be due. Sites typically 
equipped with outhouses, food caches & 
tent platforms.

Backcountry Camping: trip may require 
overnight camping in remote locations 
with no facilities. Please practice leave 
no-trace skills.

Trail Conditions, Updates and Cautions
The best source of up to date information on current trail conditions  

in Strathcona Provincial Park is from BC Parks web site: 
www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/explore/parkpgs/strath/

Recreational Activities
BC Parks balances the twin roles of conserving the natural environment and facilitating appropriate 
recreation within the Provincial Park system. Through extensive public consultation and guided by 
the Strathcona Park Master Plan, low-impact, human-powered recreation in high value wilderness 
conservation areas are the core themes managed by BC Parks within Strathcona. Hiking, ski-touring, 
trad-climbing, kite-boarding and canoeing are examples of activities that are encouraged, while 
ATVs, snowmobiles, mountain bikes and air-access are prohibited or greatly restricted. 
There are many possibilities for recreation within Strathcona that do not involve removing or 
damaging natural vegetation, rock or other landscape features, many are of a national, or even 
world-class calibre. Following are the core activities that this guidebook aims to support.

Canoeing & Kayaking
Strathcona lacks an suitable lake chain for 
classic canoe-tripping but there are several 
large lakes that are worth exploring, and that 
provide access to hiking trails. Buttle and 
Upper Campbell lakes have water-accessible 
campsites. Oshinow & Great Central lakes, & the 
west coast inlets: Bedwell, Herbert & Shelter 
inlets are all possible paddling destinations.

Hiking & Camping
The raison d’être of this guidebook. From hiking 
the roadside loop trails to ascending to the 
summit of Mt Albert Edward; camping at one 
of the drive-in campgrounds at Buttle Lake, to 
pitching a tent beside a pretty alpine lake deep 
in the backcountry, there is superb hiking and 
camping throughout Strathcona Park. High 
season is June to September. Details follow...

Rock and Ice Climbing
Strathcona Park is home to the soul of climbing 
on Vancouver Island with superb alpine rock 
and ice on the high peaks and good lower 
elevation cragging, notably at Crest Creek 
Crags. Alpine rock is best from late June to late 
September. Ice conditions can be fickle. The 
best months to watch are December to March.
For more info see: Island Alpine Select

Ski-Touring & Snowshoeing
Accessing the alpine during the snow season 
can be hard work requiring suitable skills and 
equipment. The long ridges of Strathcona offer 
excellent ski-touring. Snowshoes are a great 
choice for day trips & steeper approaches. 
Seasonal conditions can vary widely. The best 
months are December through until mid-May.
For more info see: Island Turns and Tours

Phillips Ridge

Gambler’s Bluff

Boundary Range

Thelwood Lake
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East Strathcona

Ruth Masters Lake one of the jewels of Strathcona Park.

Adjacent to the population centres of eastern Vancouver Island, 
East Strathcona is both one of the Park’s most visible regions and 
frequently visited. 

The mountains of East Strathcona form an impressive backdrop to the 
communities between the Comox Valley and Campbell River, culminating 
in the iconic form of the Comox Glacier overlooking downtown Courtenay. 
It is no surprise then that many residents are enticed to the high country to 
explore the mountains of East Strathcona.

Many thousands of visitors to Mt Washington Alpine Resort ski, bike and hike in the shadow of Mt 
Albert Edward’s distinctive summit every year. School students get their first experiences of hiking 
and camping on Forbidden Plateau, and backcountry trekkers explore the rugged, high country 
along the Comox Range on some of the most accessible mountain terrain on BC’s south coast. 
Eastern Strathcona has four main sub-areas defined by topography and access:

Forbidden Plateau Area     pages: 63-91
A largely subalpine region of forested hills, picturesque lakes and enchanting meadows. The 
Plateau connects Mt Washington and Paradise Meadows to the high terrain of Mt Albert Edward 
and the Comox Range beyond. There are BC Parks facilities including boardwalk trails, toilets & 
campsites.    

Comox Range      pages: 93-123
A distinct mountain range dividing the east coast of Vancouver Island from the Buttle Lake 
valley.

Comox Glacier Area     pages: 125-151
The southern part of the Comox Range including some of the more impressive mountain peaks.

Buttle Lake      pages: 153-175
An excellent system of short & long trails provide park visitors with a variety of hiking 
opportunities.

East Strathcona
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Day Trips: For many, eastern Strathcona is their first experience of hiking on Vancouver Island. 
The year-round access from Mt Washington to the well-maintained trails of Paradise Meadows see 
thousands of day hikers and weekend campers every year. BC Parks has diligently kept up with 
public demand and there is a barrier-free trail around the meadows, the Centennial Trail. And a 
significant investment has been made to upgrade the trails and facilities across Paradise Meadows. 
In winter groomed cross-country ski trails weave around the lakes and forest providing a superb 
recreation resource that serve double-duty as a kick-start for backcountry skiers and snowshoers 
heading onto Forbidden Plateau and further back. In summer there are well-worn hiking routes 
across Forbidden Plateau to Mt Becher and Wood Mountain.
On the west edge of the East Strathcona region at Buttle Lake an excellent network of interpretive 
loop trails dip into the old-growth forest and the foot of the mountains. Waterfalls, interesting rock 
formations and towering trees offer an easily reached snapshot of the greater park experience. 
Overnight Hikes: For the weekend hiker there are few places in British Columbia as perfectly 
equipped as Forbidden Plateau. There are maintained campsites with outhouses at Lake Helen 
Mackenzie, Kwai Lake, Circlet Lake and a new group camping site at Croteau Lake, all in picturesque 
settings with a maze of trails and destinations to explore.
From Buttle Lake the Flower Ridge Trail is one of the more popular hikes in the park with 
backcountry camping amongst spectacular scenery.
More rugged terrain can be found around the Comox Glacier and the length of the Comox Range.
Maps: 92 F/13 Upper Campbell Lake • 92 F/12 Buttle Lake • 92 F/11 Forbidden Plateau 

Major Access Routes
Eastern Strathcona is reached by paved highways and an extensive network of gravel logging roads. 
Strathcona Parkway: The Strathcona Parkway to Mt Washington Resort provides superb high 
level paved highway access to Paradise Meadows, Mt Albert Edward and points beyond including 
traverses to  Augerpoint, Comox Glacier and Flower Ridge. From the Inland Island Highway 19 take 
the Strathcona Parkway junction east. After a 20 minute drive take a left turn following signs for 
Paradise Meadows and the Raven Lodge, Mt Washington’s Nordic Centre.
Forbidden Plateau Road: services the now defunct skihill at Wood Mountain and still gives access 
to Mt Becher and the southeast corner of the plateau. 
Buttle Lake Parkway: which leaves Highway 28 to Gold River at Buttle Narrows and runs down the 
east shore of Buttle Lake providing access to the whole west boundary of this area. 
Valley Connector - Comox Lake Main: links Courtenay to Port Alberni by way of the Puntledge 
River valley and Comox Lake to the Alberni Valley. From this mainline branches enter the Cruickshank 
River and Ash River to Oshinow Lake. Willemar and Forbush Lakes can also be reached from the Valley 
Connector. The northeast section of the Valley Connector is also called Comox Lake Main. 
Access to this private road system is notoriously difficult due to security concerns and the land 
owner TimberWest, generally bars access at a staffed gate. There are occasional periods when the 
gate is open, information about current status can usually be found online at www.timberwest.com/
community/access/recreational-access.aspx

Other Information Sources:
• Island Alpine 1st edition, Philip Stone ISBN 0-9680766-5-3 www.wildisle.ca
• Island Alpine Select 1st edition, Philip Stone ISBN 978-0-9680766-8-2 www.wildisle.ca
• Island Turns and Tours 1st edition, Philip Stone ISBN 0-9680766-6-1 www.wildisle.ca
• Hiking Trails lll - Northern Vancouver Island & Strathcona Park - 10th Edition, 2008, by Gil Parker

Forbidden Plateau

Forbidden Plateau Area

Forbidden Plateau Area
Despite its ominous name, Forbidden Plateau is a beautiful, gently rolling area 
of sub-alpine which welcomes many visitors every year. The plateau juts off the 
northeast edge of the high mountains of the Comox Range, bookended by Mt 
Albert Edward on its west side and Mt Becher to the east, overlooking Courtenay, 
Cumberland and the Comox Valley. 
In First Nations’ history the plateau was the scene of a mysterious disappearance. 

Hiding from a neighbouring tribe raiding the Comox peoples’ village, legend has it that all the 
women and children vanished. The only trace that remained were patches of red in the snow, the 
blood of the lost kin. Today, summertime-visitors to the Plateau often see red lichen on the snow.
Over the last century, as settlers arrived in the Comox Valley, Forbidden Plateau became a natural 
playground for recreation and as early as the 1920s hikers, skiers and horse-riders frequented the 
plateau. Several cabins and lodges sprang up and a European flavour to alpine leisure developed 
amongst the picturesque lakes on the easily accessible plateau. During the 1930s downhill skiing 
became a fashionable pastime and a lodge was built on the hillside of Wood Mountain. 
Over the following decades Forbidden Plateau (or Wood Mountain) ski area grew and for many 
Vancouver Islanders it was their first introduction to alpine skiing. It wasn’t until well into the 1970s 
that a rival development began at Mt Washington and slowly but surely the Forbidden Plateau ski 
area slipped into disrepair and a fatal blow struck in 1999 when the day lodge roof collapsed from 
the weight of an excessive snow load.
Note: The name ‘Forbidden Plateau’ applies to both the old ski area at Wood Mountain, and the 
larger plateau feature that spans well past the old ski area boundary. Where Paradise Meadows 
merges onto Forbidden Plateau is a bit of a faint line and often those two names are used inter-
changeably for the part of the plateau closest to Mt Washington.
Mt Washington Alpine Resort has since burgeoned into a major, year-round destination and a paved 
highway delivers thousands of hikers and skiers to the facilities at the edge of Strathcona Park each 
season. The road access and parking is still available at Wood Mountain but the volume of use is 
completely over-shadowed by the draw of the facilities at Mt Washington.

Forbidden Plateau is a maze of pretty meadows dotted by picturesque ponds.
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The terrain of Forbidden Plateau as a whole is a maze of sub-alpine meadows, dotted with 
numerous lakes, forested hills and small, rushing creeks. The gentle topography lends itself ideally 
to moderate adventures year round. Day-hikers, overnight campers, snowshoers and backcountry 
skiers can all find a destination on Forbidden Plateau to suit their plans, skills and ambitions. 
The excellent facilities constructed and maintained by BC Parks and their contractors, in the form of 
trails, bridges, camp sites, food caches and outhouses all combine to make Forbidden Plateau an 
ideal introduction to the beauty and magic of Strathcona Park.
This is not to say that conditions on the plateau should not be taken seriously. While the relatively 
flat landscape poses few of the objective hazards found on higher mountain terrain, the sub-alpine 
plateau is still subject to serious weather, heavy rain and snow falls and the dense forest with few 
vantage points can make getting disoriented both on and off the trail, a very real risk. 
As for all mountain adventures, visitors to Forbidden Plateau should be well-prepared, well-
equipped and have a well-planned itinerary left at home with a responsible person who will be alert 
to any delay in a safe return. 
Access: There are two main access points to Forbidden Plateau. The most frequently used is the 
paved Strathcona Parkway to the Paradise Meadows trailhead at the Raven Lodge at Mt Washington 
Alpine Resort on the north east edge of the plateau. The other main road is Forbidden Plateau Road, 
which while well-maintained isn’t paved past the chain-up area at the base and only ascends to 
740m elevation at the parking lot at the end, compared to the Strathcona Parkway which ends at 
1,100m at Paradise Meadows. 
To reach the Paradise Meadows trailhead follow the Inland Island Highway 19, north from 
Courtenay or south from Campbell River and head west on the Strathcona Parkway at Exit 130. Drive 
up the steadily ascending road to pass the first of the resort facilities, the Sunrise chairlift, at 16km. 
Continue up a long switchback and around the corner turn left onto Nordic Road following the signs 
for the Raven Lodge Nordic Centre. The trailhead parking is well signposted at the end of the road 
20km from the Inland Island Highway at an elevation of 1,100m next to the Raven Lodge.
For the Forbidden Plateau trailhead exit the Inland Island Highway at Piercy Road and turn west 
onto Forbidden Plateau Road. Drive up to the parking lot at the old Forbidden Plateau skihill. 

Trails and Routes: 
The majority of the maintained hiking trails on Forbidden Plateau are centred around the trailhead 
at Paradise Meadows adjacent to Mt Washington Alpine Resort. A network of interconnecting loop 
trails start with the easiest at Paradise Meadows and gradually increase in length and difficulty as 
they ring out across the main expanse of Forbidden Plateau.
From the old Forbidden Plateau ski area a single trail cuts across the plateau to Mt Becher and then 
branches all the way across the main plateau to link with the trails from Paradise Meadows.

Mt Becher Trail

Mt Becher Trail

Mt Becher Trail Map: page 66, 70, 76, 92
The Mt Becher Trail (rhymes with ‘fetcher’) is one of the most accessible and popular 
trails in Strathcona Park. As the crow flies it is the closest point of Strathcona Park to 
the Comox Valley communities and the Inland Island Highway 19. The trail crosses 
part of Forbidden Plateau from the top of the old Wood Mountain ski area to a 
high point on the top of Mt Becher, a sub-alpine knoll at the southeast corner of 
Forbidden Plateau. 

After the relatively short, but steep, ascent up the old ski runs the terrain is fairly gentle following a 
wide, former horse track across the edge of the plateau. The surroundings are very pretty with some 
great views from various vantage points along the way. The terrain is mostly sub-alpine forest with a 
few small ponds dotted amongst the trees and occasional open meadows.
Mt Becher is a comfortable day trip in almost any season, and is as popular as a winter destination 
as high summer. The mountain itself makes a fine objective, and there is ample terrain in the 
surrounding the area for day hiking, overnight camping, snowshoeing and ski-touring in winter, 
and even ice climbing on some of the cliffs around Boston Lake. For all these activities Becher is 
perfect for a quick fix for seasoned enthusiasts and for introducing novices to any of these activities 
and the Island alpine scene in general.

The Mt Becher Trail is an all-year destination popular with hikers, backcountry skiers, snowshoers and even ice climbers!

Forbidden Plateau:
Mt Becher Trail  pg. 65

Forbidden Plateau Traverse pg. 69

Paradise Meadows:
Centennial Loop Trail  pg. 74

Paradise Meadows Loop Trail pg. 75

Lake Helen Mackenzie Loop pg. 77

Kwai - Croteau Loop  pg. 78

Cruickshank Lookout  pg. 80

Circlet Lake   pg. 81

Moat Lake  pg. 82

Amphitheatre Lake pg. 82

Sunrise Lake  pg. 82

Jutland Mountain  pg. 83

Divers & Rossiter Lakes pg. 84

Mt Albert Edward  pg. 85

Castlecrag Circuit  pg. 88

Distance: 10.75km round trip from parking lot. 
Duration: 1-2 days
Elevation Gain/Loss: 715m / 715m round trip
High Point: Mt Becher 1,385m /4,544ft
Average Elevation: 1,050m/3,445ft
Rating: Day trip or Weekend Adventure
Maps: 92 F/11 Forbidden Plateau
Permits/Fees: No backcountry-user fees.

Access: The trailhead to Mt Becher is at the 
parking lot at the old Forbidden Plateau ski area 
at the end of Forbidden Plateau Road. To reach 
the trailhead exit the Inland Island Highway 
19 at Piercy Road. A few hundred metres 
from the highway junction turn right (south) 
onto Forbidden Plateau Road. The road winds 
through a rural residential area and eventually 
the pavement ends at 5.75km and the road 
begins to switchback up the hillside with a 
gravel surface to the parking area at 8.5km. 
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Trail Details: leaving the parking lot it’s not always apparent exactly where to go but start by 
striking directly up the overgrown ski runs following the worn path through the ever-growing alder 
forest. In time, as the trees get larger, the trail will doubtless become better. Halfway up the first hill 
at ~900m elevation follow a cut to hiker’s right and follow an old ski run as it curves around the 
north side of the hill to a ski-run junction amongst old-growth evergreen trees. 
The angle of the terrain eases as the old ski run ascends more gently up a forested bench. Keep 
right at the next ski-run junction and pass a prominent open area where the base of one of the old 
T-bars was. The ski run turns to the left (south) and heads up a slightly steeper hill. Head up this hill 
watching for the signposted trail leading down into the forest on the right (west).
To begin with the trail descends slightly and passes the BC Parks information sign at 2.1km from the 
parking lot at 1,000m elevation. The wide opening of the trail-cut for the original horse track helps 
find it in winter when deep snow covers the path. It’s easy to imagine the scene of early settlers 
riding high in the saddle heading out to camps and lodges in the plateau in the 1920s & 30s.
The trail heads almost due west following a broad, forested ridge. If in any doubt as to the line keep 
to the right (north) side of this ridge crest trending west-southwest with a very gentle elevation rise.
At ~3.75km from the parking lot at 1,100m elevation the trail crosses a small meadow and then 
descends slightly through a band of trees. Watch for a tree with a number of old, bleached signs 
nailed to it indicating a major trail junction. At this junction Mt Becher is to the left (heading a bit 
southwest) and the optional Wattaway Creek route to the Forbidden Plateau Traverse trail to Mt 
Washington is to the right (heading northwest).
Keeping to the left-hand trail, following the sign to Mt Becher, hike southwest then west as the trail 
follows the crest of a forested ridge with occasional views down into the cirque of Boston Lake. A 
gradual climb leads up to more open terrain at 1,250m elevation and the route toward the summit 
of Mt Becher branches off southwesterly.  The rolling summit hides the sweeping views expected, 
but by moving around the top of the knoll various vistas open up here and there. 
A couple of treads continue westward along the Forbidden Plateau Traverse route so be wary of 
being drawn too far beyond the summit of Mt Becher unless planning to do so.
Most day visits to Mt Becher are out and back round-trips that simply retrace the same route along 
the trail back to the trailhead at the old ski hill parking lot.
Beyond the trail: Mt Becher is not only a great day-trip destination but is the first high point en 
route along the Forbidden Plateau Traverse. An extra loop can be added from the summit of Becher 
heading northwest along the traverse route to Ash Pond and then cutting back eastward on the 
lower, north route through the head of Wattaway Creek south of Wattaway Meadows.
Other destinations within striking distance on day trips by fast parties are the two knolls overlooking 
either side of Slingshot Meadows: Indianhead Mountain to the south and Mt Drabble to the north.
One of the best, lowest commitment overnight traverse hikes links the Mt Becher Trail to Paradise 
Meadows via the Mackenzie Trail known now as the Forbidden Plateau Traverse Trail. This route 
is an excellent introductory, overnight backpacking, ski-touring or snowshoe trip with generally 
benign terrain and lots of options for side trips to the top of the high knolls and various lakes and 
lookouts. The Plateau Traverse is becoming popular as a long, day hike especially in the later part of 
the season. See details following on page 69.
Additional Info: Island Alpine 1st Edition p.143-145, Island Turns & Tours p. 83-85
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Paradise Meadows Trails

Paradise Meadows Trails Map: page 66,70,76,92
Paradise Meadows is the single most popular and important access point into 
Strathcona Park. Once the meadows have shed their winter blanket of snow, and the 
cross-country skis have been returned to the closet for another season, the walking 
trails at the foot of Mt Washington resurface to entice walkers of all ages and 
abilities. Paradise Meadows is unique in Strathcona Park, and all of Vancouver Island 
for that matter, in providing full facilities and paved road access to the high country. 

Not surprising then that Paradise Meadows is a popular year-round (sub) alpine destination.
Significant effort and resources are dedicated by BC Parks, contractors and volunteers to develop 
and maintain a high-quality trail system throughout Paradise Meadows and on to Forbidden 
Plateau beyond. There are walks perfect for a short stroll, including a wheelchair/scooter accessible 
path around the lush, ecologically rich wetlands; day hike loops and close walk-in campsites perfect 
for youngsters first camping experiences. Many of the trails link with branches that head further 
out on to Forbidden Plateau with views of the snow-capped mountains of the Comox Range. 
Backcountry hikers and mountaineers heading into the high alpine on Mt Albert Edward, Castlecrag 
and the longer traverses make good use of the well-maintained trails and facilities as a springboard 
to more remote mountain destinations. 
Camping is only permitted at the designated BC Parks campsites: Lake Helen Mackenzie, Kwai 
Lake and Circlet Lake. There are tent platforms, food caches and outhouses at each of these sites. A 
new group campsite has also been constructed at Croteau Lake. Fees are payable for camping.
Winter visitors note that to ski or snowshoe on the groomed cross-country ski trails, maintained 
by Mt Washington, a ticket must be purchased from the Raven Lodge Nordic Centre. A ticket is not 
required if the maintained trails aren’t used. A permit is also required for overnight parking.
Access: To reach the Paradise Meadows trailhead follow the Inland Island Highway 19, north from 
Courtenay or south from Campbell River and head west on the Strathcona Parkway at Exit 130. Pass 
the first of the resort facilities, the Sunrise chairlift, at 16km. Continue up a long switchback and 
around the corner and turn left onto Nordic Road. The Paradise Meadows trailhead parking is well 
signposted at the end of the road 20km from the Inland Island Highway at an elevation of 1,100m 
next to the Raven Lodge Nordic Centre.

The trails of Paradise Meadows are an ideal introduction to Strathcona Park for day trippers and campers

2

A better option, and recommended in winter, is to follow the route up to Mt Becher. Approaching 
the upper part of the mountain at 1,280m the route to the top heads southwest to make the last bit 
of elevation to the summit. Running just below the top on the northeast side of the mountain is a 
prominent, wide sub-alpine bench of pretty meadows with small ponds. Cross this bench heading 
northwest. There are some great camping sites at any number of spots across this bench. 
At the west end of the bench (5.5km) the terrain drops down into a nice cirque. Descend into a small 
bowl and then out onto a ridge of rolling knolls, forested gullies and small ponds. At the time of 
writing the trail through this area is very well marked which is just as well because the micro-terrain 
is fairly complex. Watch for the short spur trail to Ash Pond which is a lovely spot for a break. 
Keep descending and traversing right (north) to avoid entering a large logging cut-block in the 
Beech Creek valley. The trail skirts the edge of this cutblock and then continues descending 
westward through beautiful, open sub-alpine forest. At 49.6641° N, -125.2321°W the Wattaway 
Creek route joins the Becher route. The line continues descending northwest, down to Slingshot 
Meadows at an elevation of 1,050m.
From the meadows the route continues northwestward making a very gradual ascent up through a 
wide valley between Indianhead Mountain to the south (left) and Mt Drabble to the north (on the 
right). The valley reaches a high-point at 1100m at a group of small lakes in the Indianhead-Drabble 
Col (9.5km from the trailhead at 49.6731° N, -125.2517° W). From the col the route descends a 
wide, forested slope to the south end of McKenzie Lake. A spur trail heads off due north along the 
west shore of McKenzie Lake to a good campsite between Douglas and McKenzie lakes. This is an 
important camp because the Forbidden Plateau Core Area boundary runs between Johnston and 
Panther lakes so beyond here camping is only permitted at designated sites and is subject to fees.   
DAY 2: In summer conditions the wetlands at McKenzie Meadows more or less forces hikers to keep 
to the trail line that heads west and then southwest seemingly taking an unnecessarily long way. In 
winter ski tourers may be tempted to strike across Douglas Lake toward Netuts Lake, making a more 
obvious northwestward line across the plateau.  Depending on conditions this may turn out to be a 
mistake as there are several large creeks to be crossed and some steeper canyons to negotiate. All 
things considered it’s just as well to keep close to the summer route and aim for Johnston Lake. 
The route reaches its most southerly point on the arc from McKenzie Meadows to Johnston Lake, 
alarmingly close to a high logging cut-block, at a cluster of small lakes at 49.6715° N, -125.2889° W 
and an elevation of 1,160m. This is a crucial landmark as from this point the route turns northward 
heading toward Paradise Meadows.
As the route runs along the height of land, now heading northwest, there are some good glimpses, 
between the sub-alpine trees, of the towering Comox Range mountains and especially from the 
open meadows above Aston Pond. From these meadows the route descends into thicker forest at 
the southeast corner of Panther Lake and then traverses the hillside along the east shore of Panther 
Lake and into the pretty creek valley feeding the lake from the north.
At 49.7007° N, -125.3252° W the Forbidden Plateau Traverse route meets the main trail between 
Croteau Lake and Kwai Lake. To exit to Paradise Meadows turn to the right and follow the trail 
northeast uphill to Croteau Lake. There is a BC Parks group campsite with facilities at Croteau Lake. 
Other nearby campsites are at Kwai Lake, Circlet Lake and Lake Helen Mackenzie.
Beyond the trail: The Forbidden Plateau Traverse Trail makes a natural extended entry to 
the whole Forbidden Plateau Core Area trail network for either a out and back trip from the old 
Forbidden Plateau ski area, or a through-trip all the way to Paradise Meadows adding any of several 
side trips en route. Ascents of any of the lower sub-alpine hills (Mt Drabble, Indianhead Mountain, 
Mt Elma, Mt Allan Brooks, Strata Mountain etc..) can be included. And higher up and further back 
the adjacent alpine terrain around the Castlecrag Circuit, Mt Albert Edward & Jutland Mountain also 
can be tied into a trek across the Plateau Traverse.  See details following.
Additional Info: Island Alpine 1st Edition p.143-145, Island Turns & Tours p. 83-85
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The S.W.I. visitor information centre is staffed seasonally by local volunteers at the trailhead. All the 
trails to Paradise Meadows and on to Forbidden Plateau start at the visitor information centre. 
Trail Details: The trail network at Paradise Meadows are best described as a series of adjoining 
loops, starting with the easiest and shortest trails close to the parking lot and progressively growing 
in length and commitment the farther the trails are out on Forbidden Plateau.
This makes for easy planning and quick adjustments throughout the day, even on the longer 
overnight hikes. It also makes it easy to venture further than intended or equipped for, so be aware 
of your location, the time of day and your experience level relative to the terrain ahead.

Centennial Loop Map: page 66,76
Length: 2km (round-trip from trailhead), Average Time: 1 hour
With the construction of Mt Washington’s Raven Lodge Nordic Centre, and with it the relocation of 
the Paradise Meadows trailhead, the need and opportunity was presented to link the new parking 
lot, trailhead and the S.W.I. visitor information centre with the existing Paradise Meadows loop trail. 
As a flagship project to celebrate BC Parks Centennial in 2011, the wheelchair-accessible, barrier-
free Rotary Centennial Loop Trail was constructed around Paradise Ponds to make this vital link and 
provide a new level of accessibility to Strathcona Park. 
The completion of the Centennial Loop coincided with the opening of the Strathcona Wilderness 
Institute’s visitor information centre. The information centre was a long-standing project that took 
over 14 years to plan & 5 years to construct, largely through volunteer effort & partnerships with 
various organizations, businesses & government agencies. For more about this project see page 13.
Together the SWI’s visitor centre and the Centennial Loop provide a new, first-class entry into 
Paradise Meadows and Strathcona Park. The info centre and trailhead is at 1,100m elevation.
From the clearly signposted parking lot, take what time is needed to avail of the helpful staff at 
the SWI information centre and then navigate the intricate first 10 metres onto the immaculately 
constructed main path. A short single spur trail leads between a lovely stand of sub-alpine trees, 
mountain hemlock and yellow cedar to a junction and information sign.
Tackle the 2 km loop either clockwise or counter-clockwise. Perhaps the time of day and sun 
exposure is as good a guide as any to determine the direction but either way the loop is a gentle 
walk around a cluster of ponds and open sub-alpine meadows. Wide boardwalks and a packed 
gravel surface should be accessible for most wheelchairs, scooters and strollers. Young children will 
find the gentle grade easy to walk but those unsteady on the their feet should take care at the edges 
of the boardwalks.

The Strathcona Wilderness Institute visitor information centre at Paradise Meadows

Paradise Meadows

Highlights include wildflowers, waterfowl, gnarled sub-alpine trees and very pretty meadows. As 
fall approaches many of the leaves of the smaller bushes and plants turn vivid colours, igniting the 
meadows in a dazzling display. Blueberries make a tasty trailside snack for those with keen eyes.
Mid-way around the Centennial Trail are three well sign-posted junctions that join with the Paradise 
Meadows and Lake Helen Mackenzie loop trails.

Paradise Meadows Loop Map: page 66,76
Length: 3.2km. (round-trip from trailhead) Average time: 1.5 hours. 
The Paradise Meadows Trail is the original short loop trail that has given many visitors their 
first experience of Strathcona Park. With the relocation of the trailhead farther west it now acts 
as an extension to the Centennial Loop Trail (in a figure-8) as well as linking to the Lake Helen 
Mackenzie Trail and to points beyond on to Forbidden Plateau.
To reach the Paradise Meadows loop, leave the trailhead at the SWI visitor information centre and 
follow the Centennial Loop Trail either clockwise or counter-clockwise around Paradise Ponds. If 
hiking clockwise the first two junctions about 1 and 1.1km around the Centennial Loop lead onto 
Paradise Meadows Loop. If hiking counter-clockwise the first junction is clearly marked as leading to 
Lake Helen Mackenzie, pass this junction and then the second and third junctions are the Paradise 
Meadows Loop.

Young and old enjoy the well-maintained trails at Paradise Meadows.

Well built boardwalks make the way at Paradise Meadows.
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Lake Helen Mackenzie Loop

The Paradise Meadows Loop is also built to a very high standard and is accessible for those with 
limited mobility but it isn’t fully wheelchair or scooter accessible. There are a few steps and bridges 
that may pose an obstacle. Otherwise the trail follows well-constructed boardwalks and a wide, 
natural-surface route around several small, pretty meadows and ponds.
The terrain along the Paradise Meadows Loop is a little different than Paradise Ponds with a little 
more forest and some creekside walking. Otherwise watch out for similar sights and sounds. Spring 
and summer wildflowers, striking fall colours, unusual bog plants and birds at any time of year.
Above the trees are glimpses of the higher mountains of Strathcona, Jutland Mountain and Mt 
Albert Edward.

View across Lake Helen Mackenzie at Mt Allan Brooks

Lake Helen Mackenzie - Battleship Lake Loop
Length, 8km. Average time, 3 hours (from trailhead). Elevation gain: 70m. 
The hike to Battleship Lake and Lake Helen Mackenzie steps up from the casual walks of the 
Centennial and Paradise Meadows loops to a good half day or a casual full-day hike with plenty of 
time to spend enjoying the lake shore. This trail is also built to a very high standard and there are 
boardwalks and bridges along the way. This infrastructure does improve the accessibility but its 
other important role is in reducing erosion and compaction of the delicate wetlands and steeper 
hillsides so be sure to keep to the boardwalks and don’t stray onto the delicate vegetation.
The Lake Helen Mackenzie Loop Trail makes a great, easy day’s outing but there is a camp site at 
Lake Helen Mackenzie which is a perfect destination for young children and for late starters heading 
further out on to Forbidden Plateau to make an overnight stay.
Directions: As with all the Paradise Meadows trails, start at the S.W.I. visitor information centre 
adjacent to the Raven Lodge Nordic Centre. If completing the loop clockwise keep left at the very 
first junction on the Centennial Loop, below the visitor information centre. Walk around Paradise 
Ponds on the Centennial Loop and then break off to the left on either the first or second junctions 
following the sign directions onto the Paradise Meadows loop. A little distance is saved by taking the 
second (west side) part of the Paradise Meadows loop, but this is hardly a walk to rush.
At the far (south) side of the Paradise Meadows loop take the trail and the signposted junction for 
Battleship Lake. The trail ascends a little step up to 1,160m. At the north end of Battleship Lake is an 
outhouse and easy access to the water’s edge. A fishing dock gives anglers a perfect vantage to cast 
a line.
Continue walking along the trail around the west shore of Battleship Lake for 1km to another trail 
junction. To the left is the longer trail out onto Forbidden Plateau, Kwai Lake and points beyond. To 
the right, a short couple of hundred metres walk, is Lake Helen Mackenzie. Head right following the 
signs for Lake Helen Mackenzie.
In the pretty bay at the very north east corner of Lake Helen Mackenzie is a BC Parks campsite with 
an outhouse, tent sites and a food cache.
To continue around the loop follow the trail along the north shore of the lake. After 1.3km a junction 
is reached with an outhouse and information sign. Straight ahead (west) is the trail around the west 
side of Lake Helen Mackenzie and onto Forbidden Plateau. To the right (north) is the loop back to 
the trailhead and parking lot.
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Comox Range Area

Comox Range Area

Comox Range

Along the east boundary of Strathcona Park runs a distinct range of high mountains from 
the Quinsam basin lowlands, at the north end, abruptly up to the summits of Alexandra 
Peak and Mt Albert Edward, and along a high ridge to the Red Pillar before descending 

to the Alberni Valley to the south. The Comox Range is the main mountain feature of East 
Strathcona and has some of the most spectacular alpine terrain on Vancouver Island. 
The rivers from this range drain westward into Buttle Lake, eastward into the Quinsam, Oyster, 
Tsolum and Puntledge rivers, and south to the Ash River. The height of land along the range forms 
the full length of the east side of the Campbell River watershed divide. Along the length of the main 
ridge are numerous shorter spur ridges, divided by deep-cut creek valleys, that head east toward the 
Cruickshank and Puntledge rivers and the west toward Buttle Lake.
The Comox Range offers some of the finest alpine hiking on Vancouver Island. Access is mostly good 
although often complicated by logging company gates on the many private industrial roads on 
the east side of the Park. A long list of well-established trails and more rugged backcountry routes 
lead up to the high, open alpine. The true beauty of the terrain here is the uninterrupted ridgelines 
which run for many kilometres without dropping below treeline. From the Paradise Meadows 
parking lot to the Flower Ridge trailhead for example, the route courts the timber only once at Tzela 
Lake (and for a visit to such a lake it can be forgiven!).
The topography of the Comox Range is characterized by high-domed basalt summits, rocky alpine 
ridges with superb hiking terrain and some of the largest remaining glaciers on Vancouver Island. 
The rock is predominantly a red basalt, much of it exposed in rounded pillow-lava formations. Bare 
exposed rock and steep cliff faces abound throughout the area but do little to obstruct travel on the 
maze of interconnecting ridges that weave above the deep valleys. 
One of the considerations in planning any of the treks through this range is the transportation 
logistics. If you have lots of time and the inclination to leave a second vehicle, or are able to arrange 
a drop-off or pick-up then it is feasible to hike across the range from the Comox Valley side to the 
Buttle Lake side. It is much less complicated though, to enter and exit on the same side of the range.
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Exploring Strathcona Park

Overnight Expeditions: There are a variety of options for planning an extended hiking or climbing 
trip along or across the Comox Range. There is the obvious attraction of traversing along the entire 
range north to south, from either Lupin Mountain or Paradise Meadows all the way to Oshinow 
Lake, which might take between 5 and 10 days. A whole list of options for shorter trips are possible: 
entering or exiting the main range along the spur ridges up from Buttle Lake or from Forbidden 
Plateau and the Cruickshank River valley on horseshoe circuits or through-trip traverses across the 
range.
One of the most popular alpine traverses is the Augerpoint traverse which starts at Mt Washington - 
Paradise Meadows and heads westward over Mt Albert Edward to Buttle Lake via Ruth Masters Lake 
and Jack’s (Augerpoint) Trail. This route is less committing than the longer treks down the full range 
but still takes in some of the finest hiking and scenery in the park and is a classic Strathcona trek.
The most significant area for technical climbing in this region is found on the peaks surrounding the 
Cliffe Glacier: the Red Pillar, Mt Argus and Mt Harmston. The rock quality especially on the Pillar is 
superb but, with some exceptions, the peaks lack the classic lines of significant length, that typically 
draw climbers and so route development has been sporadic.
The terrain of the Comox Range does lend itself well to ski touring and most of the routes described 
through the range work well as ski tours. As with most of Vancouver Island the access is a significant 
limiting factor with the usual hassles with logging road gates compounded by snow cover reducing 
the distances drivable on the logging roads. Still when the stars align, access and conditions permit 
there is some incredible skiing in this backyard range.

Major Access Routes: 
Access into the Comox Range is a bit of a mixed bag, from the sublime sub-alpine access offered 
by the Mt Washington access road, to the inevitable frustrations of gated logging roads. The parallel 
road access of the Comox Main - Cruickshank logging roads on the east side and the Buttle Lake 
Parkway to the west along with the north and south access points at Mt Washington and Ash River 
respectively, makes this area of Strathcona unique and allows planning for some superb treks.
The main access roads into the Comox Range include:
Strathcona Parkway: The Strathcona Parkway to Mt Washington Resort provides superb high level 
paved highway access to the northeast side of the range. From the Inland Island Highway 19 take 
the Strathcona Parkway junction east at Exit 130. After 17.25km take a left turn on to Nordic Road 
following signs for Paradise Meadows and the Raven Lodge, Mt Washington’s Nordic Centre.
Forbidden Plateau Road: links the Inland Island Highway at the Piercy Road exit to trailhead at the 
long defunct skihill at Wood Mountain providing access to Mt Becher and Forbidden Plateau. 
Comox Lake Main: The most important road access to the east side of the Comox Range mountains 
via Cruickshank Main. This gravel logging road is a private industrial road and access has been 
notoriously difficult over the years. The landowner, TimberWest restricts access by gates. The status 
of these gates and scheduled openings are posted online: www.blog.islandtimberlands.com. 
To reach the north end of Comox Main from the Inland Island Highway 19, take the Cumberland 
exit. Turn right (west) on Bevan Road & drive 5.5km to a crossroads. Turn left on to Comox Main, 
keeping right past the Courtenay & District Fish & Game property. Cross the Puntledge River bridge 
after 2.75km from the crossroads and keep driving straight on Comox Main to a red gate 1.5km past 
the bridge.
The south end of Comox Main can be reached from Port Alberni and gives access to Oshinow Lake 
via the Ash River Main. From Port Alberni take Beaver Creek Road north. At 19km the pavement 
ends at a complex road junction. Take Comox Main to the left and follow it to a junction at km9. Turn 
left to the Ash River Main and head right on Ash Main. Past Ash Main 52km there is a spur to the 
right (north) that leads to Oshinow Lake and the Red Pillar Trail into the Comox Range.
Buttle Lake Parkway: leaves Highway 28 to Gold River at the Buttle Narrows junction and runs 
down the east shore of Buttle Lake providing access to the whole west side of the Comox Range. 

Augerpoint Traverse

Augerpoint Traverse

Augerpoint Traverse Map: page 76, 92
The Augerpoint Traverse is one of the more popular overnight, backcountry 
hiking routes in Strathcona and an outstanding trek to experience some of the 
park’s wilderness magic. While the majority of crossings will be made between 
July through to September the route can be travelled by competent parties in any 
season. Excellent road access and few route finding difficulties combine with beautiful 
high alpine terrain and stunning views of the Georgia Strait, Buttle Lake and the 

surrounding Strathcona mountains to make it a highly recommended trek.
The route crosses a wide variety of terrain from the exquisite meadows of Forbidden Plateau to the 
rocky summit and lofty views of Mt Albert Edward. There are several optional side-trips that branch 
off the main route to the summits of the adjacent mountains along the way such as Syd Watts Peak, 
Augerpoint Mountain and Pearl Peak. The east side of the route has two options to reach Mt Albert 
Edward: either via the standard route via Circlet Lake or by including the Castlecrag Circuit around 
Mt Frink. Its link to the main Comox Range which ‘T’s’ in to the south, adds yet more options for 
extensions and variations. The most efficient direction is to hike east to west.
The Augerpoint Traverse is an excellent introduction to what the longer Strathcona traverses entail. 
Some route-finding skills are required but for the most part, in high-summer conditions, a well-worn 

Waterfall below Ruth Masters Lake.

Distance: 30km Paradise Meadows to Buttle Lake. 
Duration: 1-4 days through trip
Elevation Gain/Loss: 2150m / -3000m through trip
High Point: Mt Albert Edward 2093m /6,867ft
Rating: Weekend Adventure
Maps: 92 F/11 Forbidden Plateau, F/12 Buttle Lake
Permits/Fees: Camping fees due for camping in the 
Forbidden Plateau Core-Area, payable at trailhead.  
$10 per person per night A.T.T.P.

tread leads the way. While not to be relied on, 
there can be cell-coverage from many of the high 
points.
Access: The advantage of starting at 1,100m 
from the east side at Mt Washington makes 
an east to west crossing the most efficient 
and therefore the most popular direction to 
undertake this trek. There’s a certain improved 
aesthetic as well, hiking toward the views of the 
big Island peaks rather than looking ever-forward 
to the parking lots and hurly-burly of the resort. 

Campbell River Horseshoe

3

3 Augerpoint Traverse   pg. 95
Comox Range Traverse  pg. 103

Rees Ridge Horseshoe   pg. 117
Kweishun Creek Valley pg. 1234
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see map page 344
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Comox Glacier Area

Comox Glacier Area

The Comox Glacier as seen from off Kye Bay

Comox Glacier Area 
To say that the Comox Glacier is ‘iconic’ is an understatement. From countless 
vantage points in the Comox Valley; from 5th Street in downtown Courtenay to the 
wave-swept beach at Goose Spit, the broad, high plateau dominates the skyline. So 
integral is the glacier to the mountain it covers, that the name has become the title 
for the whole massif. There are few mountain peaks in the world that are called ‘XYZ 
Glacier’ but the Comox Glacier is one such peak. But sadly as with all the icefields on 

Vancouver Island, the remnant glacier is melting and disappearing at an alarming rate. Doubtless in 
a few short years, the Comox Glacier will be in name only, another strange twist to its odd handle.
The word ‘Comox’ comes from the name of the indigenous Coast Salish  K’ómoks First Nation 
people. The Comox name for the mountain is Kwénis, which means “whale” referring to a legend 
of a Great Flood that trapped a whale in the mountain when the waters receded. With the extensive 
history of glaciation along the coast, and the corresponding rise and fall of sea levels there is likely 
much truth in this account.
The topography surrounding the Comox Glacier is particularly dramatic including a group of 
peaks at the south end of the Comox Range that are some of Vancouver Island’s highest and most 
challenging summits. The Red Pillar, Argus Mountain, and Mt Harmston encircle the neighbouring 
Cliffe Glacier. And to the east and south of the Comox Glacier are extensive high alpine terrain, and 
adjoining subalpine ridges radiate out, providing a maze of potential hiking and backcountry ski 
routes, many of which have been popular since the 1920s and 30s.
Access: Although the Comox Glacier is located relatively close to the Comox Valley communities 
(and not all that far from Port Alberni either), access is notoriously difficult due to the restrictions 
of the private landowner on the logging road system along Comox Lake and into the Cruickshank 
valley. The first step in planning a trip to and around the Comox Glacier, from the Cruickshank, is to 
determine the current access status for the Comox Lake Main logging road. The second step is to 
make a plan B!
The land outside the park boundary is private land owned by TimberWest and the company often 
restricts access with a gate and staffed security checkpoint. The company communicates well, 
keeping the public informed about access status through its web site and/or social media channels.
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Capes Ridge - Mt Ginger Goodwin Map: page 124 
Capes Ridge is an interesting feature formed by diverging ridges that run from the Comox Glacier 
massif eastward in a triangular fan to an abrupt slope above the fork in the Cruickshank River. 
The ridge system encloses Capes Lake and the Lee Plateau in a high cirque. The ridge splits again 
to the northeast forming a slightly smaller cirque around Idiens Lake and the high-point of the 
easternmost of these two secondary ridges is Mt Ginger Goodwin, overlooking the Cruickshank 
River valley. For the most part the subalpine terrain gives modest views, by Strathcona standards, 
but the further west along the ridge, the better the vistas become, especially of the Comox Glacier.
The trail up to Capes and Idiens lakes has been a long-standing project of the Comox District 
Mountaineering Club (C.D.M.C.) who have been pivotal in establishing many trails throughout 
Strathcona Park for decades.
Access: Reach the trail via the Comox Lake Main logging road. Cross the bridge over the 
Puntledge River at the BC Hydro generating station and head south through the notorious red gate 
and along the lake’s north then west shore. Keep to the main road and after a total of 15km from 
the red gate (CoLake 19km) cross the high bridge over the Cruickshank River and immediately turn 
right (west) onto Cruickshank Main. 3km along the Cruickshank River the road crosses a bridge over 
Comox Creek and then meets a Y junction. Take the left branch on South Fork Main. Just ~400m 
past the junction on South Fork Main is an open log landing and road heading west up the hillside. 
Take this road keeping left at the first junction and park where ever suitable. ~300m up this spur 
the road curves north across the hillside. Watch for the signs and flagging marking the start of the 
trail. Don’t follow this old road any further across the hillside or you’ll miss the turn off for the trail.
Trail Details: From the road the trail heads directly up the slope switchbacking up a pronounced, 
narrow ridge. There are lots of open bluffs with views back down across the Comox Creek and 
Cruickshank River valleys. At 49.5801° N, -125.2734° W is a faint trail junction. The spur trail to the 
top of Mt Ginger Goodwin breaks off to the right (northeast). The main trail continues up westward 
just shy of a shallow saddle at 1,050m and then turns to the southwest and contours across the 
slope.
A spur tread breaks off to the northwest down the slope toward Idiens Lake and splits again with 
the lefthand spur keeping to the ridge between the two big lakes. For Capes Lake keep left, heading 
southwestward, traversing across the hillside at ~1,000m elevation to the outlet of Capes Lake.     
Beyond the trail: Heading west there are scrambling routes up onto the Comox Glacier beyond. 
Additional Info: Island Alpine 1st Edition p. 161  Island Alpine Select p. 113-114

Capes Ridge from the northwest near Peak 1795, May.

Capes Ridge - Mt Ginger Goodwin

On the plus side (if you can call it that), much of the second-growth valley-floor and low-elevation 
timber has reached maturity and in recent years many of the older logging roads have been re-
opened, along with new roads that switchback high up toward the sub-alpine. So, when the gate is 
open the access is good.  
To reach the trailheads in the Comox Glacier area consult the Backroads Map Book, check the 
logging company’s recreation blog for road closure status, and plot a course for Comox Lake Main 
(CoLake Main). 
From the Inland Island Highway 19, take the Cumberland exit and follow signs for the Cumberland 
town centre. Next to the Gas N’ Go gas station turn right (west) on Bevan Road and drive 5.5km on 
asphalt, then gravel to a crossroads junction. Turn left on to Comox Lake Main passing the Courtenay 
and District Fish and Game property by keeping right. Cross the Puntledge bridge after 2.75km 
from the crossroads and keep driving straight on Comox Lake Main to a red gate 1.5km past the 
bridge.
Comox Lake Main can also be reached from Courtenay by following Lake Trail Road off of Wilemar 
Road in Courtenay. If driving south from Campbell River, take the Piercy Road exit and then turn 
right on to Forbidden Plateau Road and then left on Duncan Bay Main and drive it past logging yard 
to join Lake Trail, then turn right (west).
If the Comox Lake Main gate is open, or if you have made prior arrangements for a key with the land 
owner, proceed south on the rough gravel road following the west shore of Comox Lake, taking all 
the precautions needed for driving steep, narrow industrial roads. Note that even if the gate is open, 
you may still encounter heavy equipment and loaded trucks. Drive slowly and with due care.
11.5km past the red gate note the major junction where East Fork Main breaks off to the right (west) 
behind Alone Mountain (CoLake 18km). Keep to the main road and after a total of 15km from the 
red gate (CoLake 19km) cross the high bridge over the Cruickshank River and immediately turn 
right (west) onto Cruickshank Main. 3km along the Cruickshank River the road crosses a bridge over 
Comox Creek and then meets a Y junction. Take the left branch on South Fork Main. 
West Fork Main to the right goes up the Cruickshank River valley to access Carey Lakes and the 
Kweishun Creek Valley route to the north side of the Comox Glacier, Milla Lake & Rees Ridge. See 
each respective trail description for additional details.
South Fork Main is to the left and provides access to Mt Ginger Goodwin, Capes Ridge, Comox 
Glacier Trail, Century Sam Lake and Kookjai Mountain. See each respective trail description for 
additional details.

Comox Glacier Area 
Capes Ridge-Mt Ginger Goodwin  pg.127

Century Sam Lake   pg. 129

Comox Glacier Trail   pg. 131

Kookjai Mountain   pg. 134

Datsio Creek Ridge Traverse  pg. 136

Comox Glacier to Buttle Lake  pg. 137

Red Pillar Trail   pg. 141

Ash River Horseshoe   pg. 145
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Buttle Lake Area

Buttle Lake Area 
In many ways Buttle Lake is the heart of Strathcona Park. While it’s true that the road 
access and reservoir logging around the shoreline have somewhat diminished its 
former wild grandeur, it is still a scenic masterpiece of snow-capped mountains, 
deep tributary valleys and a vast, mostly old-growth, forest. All of the major 
tributaries of the Campbell River watershed flow into Buttle Lake and its smaller 
sibling Upper Campbell Lake. Together these lakes act as ventricle and atrium, 

pumping untold volumes of water from the mountains of Strathcona seaward through the main 
artery of the Campbell River. At a practical level the road access provided by the Buttle Lake Parkway 
(a.k.a Western Mines Road)  and the extensive trail network radiating from it into the various 
corners of the park furthers the coronary-analogy.  
The lake is named for John Buttle an explorer and prospector who, legend has it, first spied the 
lake’s waters from a high peak in the vicinity of Big Interior Mountain. 
The lake played a vital role in the early exploration of Strathcona Park, both Rev. William Bolton and 
the Hon. Price Ellison travelled its length while mapping and assessing the nascent park in the late 
1800s and early 1900s. In those days canoes were hauled up to the north end of the lake where 
the accounts appear they were left available for general use. Canoeing is still popular today and an 
excellent way to explore Buttle’s Lake. There are several BC Parks Marine camp sites along the far, 
west shore (see following) perfect for a quick overnight or a full exploration along the length of the 
lake. Reliable afternoon northwest winds blow during the summer months and can make canoe 
sailing a fun activity and a speedy way to explore the lake. 
Access: The aforementioned Buttle Lake Parkway is the single-most important roadway in 
Strathcona Park. Its unfortunate origins, to supply the mine at Myra Falls, have, by way of some 
consolation, opened up the centre of Strathcona for recreation in such a way that it’s difficult to 
choose between lamenting the mine that brought the road and rejoicing the access it provides. 
The Buttle Lake Parkway runs 85km, from the Highway 28 junction at Buttle Narrows, following 
the eastern shore of Buttle Lake to it’s south end where it wraps around the south shore, crosses a 
bridge over Thelwood Creek and then ascends up a short hill into the tributary valley of Myra Creek. 
It cuts through the Myra Falls mine site, ending at a major trailhead on the west side of the mine.  

Buttle Lake and Mt McBride.

see map page 310
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Exploring Strathcona Park

Boundary Range:
Mt Adrian    pg. 158 
Alexandra Peak   pg. 158

Buttle Lake Parkway:
Lupin Falls    pg. 157

Augerpoint Loop Trail   pg. 160

Jack’s Trail    pg. 161

Karst Creek Trail   pg. 163

Wild Ginger Trail   pg. 164

Shepherd Creek Trail   pg. 165

Flower Ridge Trail   pg. 167

Henshaw Creek Horseshoe  pg. 171

Fishing - There is some good fishing on Buttle Lake for Cutthroat and Rainbow Trout. Fishing is 
not permitted upstream in any of the tributary rivers flowing into Buttle Lake. Check Fisheries & 
Oceans Canada for full regulations and any current closures. Anglers require an appropriate license 
available from the Government of British Columbia web site: www.fishing.gov.bc.ca
Boat Ramps - There are three boat ramps on Buttle Lake, one within the Buttle Lake campground, 
another also at the north end of the lake near the BC Parks HQ and a third one further down the lake 
at Karst Creek. 
Picnic Areas - There are a number of picnic/day-use areas on the east shore of the lake along the 
Buttle Lake Parkway including at the Elk Portal park entrance, Buttle Lake boat ramp, Lupin Falls, 
Augerpoint and Karst Creek. 

Buttle Lake Area

L5
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L9
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9
9

Camping & Recreation: The access provided along the Buttle Lake corridor is key to many 
of the hiking and other recreation opportunities in the eastern and central regions of Strathcona.  
Along the road-accessible east side of the lake are a dozen or more maintained trails, including 
short interpretive loop trails like the Wild Ginger or Karst Creek trails, and longer trails that head 
high up into the sub-alpine meadows like the popular Flower Ridge Trail. 
Drive-In Campgrounds - Buttle Lake is home to Strathcona’s two main drive-in campgrounds: 
Buttle Lake and Ralph River as well as the Driftwood Bay and Karst Creek Group Sites. Each 
have tent and RV sites with all the facilities you’d expect in a provincial campground. There are 86 
drive-in sites at Buttle Lake of which 50 are reservable and 75 sites at Ralph River where only 20 are 
reservable. Both these campgrounds are open from April 1 until October 31. 
The Driftwood Bay Group Site has wheelchair accessible pit toilets and a covered picnic shelter with 
a wood-burning stove. Driftwood Bay and Karst Creek group sites are available by reservation from 
mid-May to September 30.
Campground reservations can be made online at www.discovercamping.ca

Backcountry Marine Sites - There are also five, water-accessible, marine campsites, dotted 
around the shores of Buttle and Upper Campbell lakes, especially suitable for paddlers and hikers 
heading into the backcountry of central Strathcona. Each marine site has pit toilets and tent pads:
Upper Campbell Marine Site - just north of the Elk Portal on the east side of Upper Campbell Lake.
Rainbow Island Marine Campground - at the north end of Buttle Lake at the outlet, 5 camp sites. 
Titus Marine Campground - on the west shore of Buttle Lake to the north of the Wolf River outlet.
Wolf River Marine Campground - on the west shore of Buttle Lake just south of the Wolf River.
Phillips Creek Marine Campground - at the outlet of Phillips Creek into Buttle Lake, on the north 
bank. Importantly located at the base of the Marble Meadows Trail.
Overnight camping fees are due between June 15 and September 30 at the self-registration 
stations at Buttle Lake and Karst Creek boat ramps or at the Lupin Falls, Augerpoint Day Use areas.
Remember that opening dates, conditions, fees and facilities may be subject to change. For current 
information see BC Parks web site: www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/explore/parkpgs/strath/

Park Facility Operator
The days of Provincial Park Rangers welcoming visitors and strolling the forest and 
mountain trails, interacting with visitors on a daily basis are now sadly long gone. As 
with many government services that have been privatized, the management of BC Parks’ 
facilities is contracted out to private business. Luckily park visitors have been well-served by 
the various companies that have held the contract for Strathcona and the current contractor, 
43K Wilderness Solutions, is no exception.  
The Park Facility Operator (PFO) personnel look after the campgrounds, trails and other 
facilities in close cooperation with BC Parks. They are responsible for collecting user fees 
and although lack the enforcement authority of the park rangers should be respected as 
stewards of the park.
For more information about 43K Wilderness Solutions contact them at:  
Phone: 1-844-43K-WILD 
Email: parkinfo@43k.ca
Website: www.43k.ca

Remember - No camping is allowed, outside of designated BC Parks campgrounds, within 1km 
of a road. Camping is also not permitted in any day use area including the Crest Lake and the Crest 
Creek Crags Day Use Areas. 
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Lupin Falls Trail
Boundary Range

Lupin Falls Trail
The Lupin Falls Trail is the first trail encountered heading south along the spectacularly scenic drive 
on the Buttle Lake Parkway and makes a nice introduction to Strathcona Park, the lake and the magic 
of the coastal old-growth forest. There are basic day-use facilities at the parking area and a short path 
also leads down to a gravel beach at the shore of Buttle Lake which is a nice spot to admire the view 
of Mt McBride before or after making the walk around the loop trail to visit the waterfall.
Lupin Falls itself is a very narrow, but high, stream of water cascading down a steep, moss-covered 
rock bluff into a small pool below. It’s quite pretty and well-worth the stop and walk to see.
Access: Drive west from Campbell River on Highway 28. Enter Strathcona at the Elk Portal, making 
a quick stop there, if needed, for information and a rest break. Pass the Highway 28 - Buttle Narrows 
junction heading south on the Buttle Lake Parkway. Pass the BC Parks HQ on the right and the boat 
ramp and continue south. ~5km from the junction is a well sign-posted parking area on the right 
(west) side of the road. Pull in and park, the trail starts on the other side of the road. Take care with fast-
moving traffic when crossing the road.
Trail Details: The parking area is on the opposite side of the highway from the trail. Cross the 
road to the trailhead. Follow the trail into the nice flat, old-growth forest. The trail leads around a fairly 

Distance: 800m round-trip loop 
Duration: 20 minutes
Elevation Gain: 5m.
Rating: roadside walk
Maps: 92 F/13 Upper Campbell Lake
Permits/Fees: none.
Cautions: care needed around the cold water at the 
falls & creek. Bridges & boardwalks may be slippery 
when wet or icy. Watch for traffic on the road.

L5

flat area of forest with the Lupin Creek flowing 
through. Take the trail in either direction up to the 
edge of the falls which is spring or other times 
of high water flow can be making quite a bit of 
noise for such a narrow stream. Keep an eye out 
for interesting plants including the saprophytic 
Indian Pipe, Candystick and Pine Drops which are 
described and illustrated on the interpretive sign.
Take care on the wet rocks around the base of 
the falls and alongside the creek. Follow the loop 
back, in either direction, to the road and parking.

Lupin Falls is a perfect place for contemplation.

see map page 92, 124, 170
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Boundary Range

Access: The Boundary Range is to all intents and purposes encircled by logging roads and the 
Buttle Lake Parkway. The very best access is up Park 200 which climbs up from the Buttle Lake 
Parkway southward across the west flank of Mt Adrian underneath the Adrian ‘bulletheads’ and into 
a pass south of Mt Adrian to the high hanging valley which is home to the exquisite but doomed 
Pearl Lake. Additional spurs, specifically Park 300 lead high up into the col between Mt Adrian and 
Alexandra Peak offering excellent access to both these mountains. A.T.T.P. the condition of Park 
200 has deteriorated to the point that it is no longer drivable for much of its length. The road bed 
remains fairly clear though and is still hikeable or skiable. 
Alexandra Peak and Mt Adrian may also be reached from several roads off Oyster River Main which 
is found off Cranberry Road on the Island Highway 19. Some prior arrangement with the logging 
company is needed to use any of these roads. The longer drive, the locked gate and north aspect 
make approaches from Adrian and Alexandra creeks by way of the Oyster Main less attractive 
although recent logging on the south flanks of Alexandra Peak above Pearl Lake mean that the 
logging roads from this side are currently in better condition than those from the Buttle Lake side.
To reach the northern area of the Boundary Range, Rodger’s Ridge and Mount Beadnell there are 
logging roads in Sihun Creek toward Beadnell Lake. To reach this side of the mountain drive west 
on Highway 28 from Campbell River toward Gold River and turn left (south) off the highway at the 
Quinsam Coal Mine road. Take the Argonaut Main to your right and drive it around the south shore 
of Quinsam Lake. Take Granite Main to the left which climbs high up into the Sihun Creek valley. 
Spurs off Granite Main run close to Beadnell Lake, Rodger’s Ridge and Lupin Mountain giving quick 
access to the alpine. Recent survey tape indicates there may even be harvesting right around the 
lake soon, as tragic as that is.
Trip Options: Backcountry hikers and skiers looking for a solid day trip or weekend adventure 
would do well to pay a visit to the ‘Boundary’ group. One of the more ambitious treks to do in this 
area is a traverse of the Boundary Range, including Alexandra Peak, from the Buttle Lake Parkway 
up Park 300 to the Adrian-Alexandra col and continuing up the south ridge of Mt Adrian to Adrian’s 
summit. Travelling north the terrain is beautiful ridge walking overlooking Buttle Lake and with 
views into Strathcona Park to the west. 
There is one significant terrain obstacle, negotiating a route off the 1,720m high point (49.7676° 
N, -125.5506° W). There is a steep gully that runs down the centre of the steep north face of this 
high-point that has been used many times, but there is also likely a less intimidating option on the 
far east end of the high-point dropping down into a small spur valley of Adrian Creek. Either way 
caution with cornices may be necessary in winter or spring. Beyond is more gentle, open terrain 
on Rodger’s Ridge which can be followed further north on a gradually descending trend to Lupin 
Mountain and down to logging roads in the Hawkins Creek valley exiting off to the west down the 
steep hillside to Buttle Narrows and the Buttle Lake Parkway.
There is a large area of sub alpine and alpine terrain in the cirques on Alexandra Peak’s north side 
where several days could be spent exploring the lakes, ridges and higher bowls. Access to this side 
of the range is from Alexandra Creek or Oyster River logging roads. 
Various traverses over Alexandra Peak might be made using the traditional hiking route up the 
south ridge from Pearl Lake and the west bowl route. Experienced hikers and ski mountaineers may 
be successful encircling Alexandra, travelling through some rugged and exposed terrain.
Climbing Mt Adrian makes a good destination in of itself as does Mt Beadnell and Lupin Mountain 
in descending order of seriousness.
Beyond the trail: In 1993 the Wilderness Committee secured a grant from Mountain 
Equipment Co-op to explore and map a wilderness hiking route along the length of Vancouver 
Island. The Vancouver Island Backbone Route was the result and part of its suggested route follows 
the Augerpoint Traverse to Jack’s Fell and then northward along the height of land along the east 
side of Buttle Lake to Mt Adrian, Mt Beadnell and Lupin Mountain. Although the logging in the 
valley has diminished some of the experience this hike is still worthy of attention. 

Additional Info: Island Alpine 1st Edition p.178-181 .

Boundary Range Map: page 156
From Campbell River and the neighbouring Discovery Islands the mountains of 
Strathcona Park are a spectacular sight. But the peak that dominates the skyline most 
of all, Alexandra Peak, isn’t in fact within the park at all. Alexandra is the highest 
point of a group of mountains that includes: Mt Adrian, Mt Beadnell (Rodger’s 
Ridge) and Lupin Mountain. This group of mountains, which backcountry skiers 
might sardonically refer to as the ‘Out of Boundary Range’, is situated east of Buttle 

Lake between the Oyster and Quinsam rivers at the northwest end of the Comox Range and is home 
to some excellent alpine terrain.
It is a sad twist of fate, or more accurately, the unfortunate result of a pen stroke, that placed these 
mountains outside the boundaries of Strathcona Park. As part of the notorious Esquimalt  & Nanaimo 
Railway Land Grant they arbitrarily ended up just outside the eastern boundary of the park. Over the 
past century the land has changed hands multiple times as timber companies morphed through 
corporate sales and takeovers. Today these spectacular peaks have the misfortune of ‘belonging’ to 
TimberWest who own the western portion on Mt Adrian and Island Timberlands who inherited the 
eastern side including most of Alexandra Peak. This in spite of the fact that the railway line to which 
they were granted with remains incomplete and neglected by the provincial government and the 
current land holders who care little about anything other than making millions by razing the old 
growth forest on the mountain flanks.

East side of Alexandra Peak as seen from Mt Washington, August.

Distance: Various trip options in ~5km radius 
Duration: 1-3 days typical
High Point: 1,982m, 6,506ft Alexandra Peak
Rating: long day trip, easy overnighter
Maps: 92 F/12 Buttle Lake
Permits/Fees: none.
Advance Logistics: Access to the logging road 
system(s) may require prior planning and/or 
information on road status.

The dubious ownership of this land, 
geographically and ecologically tied to 
Strathcona Park, aside, the terrain for hiking 
and backcountry skiing is superb and the high 
ridges boast some of the most sublime views of 
Buttle Lake and the centre of Strathcona found 
anywhere. The logging roads encircling the peaks 
offer quick and relatively painless access despite 
the expansive clearcuts which luckily drop from 
prominence as higher ground is reached. 

Campbell River Horseshoe

Boundary Range
Boundary Range
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Ralph River Campground 

Along the upper bench the Wild Ginger Trail weaves through tall old-growth Douglas Fir trees.

Wild Ginger Trail
This short loop trail packs a lot of diversity into a short, gentle walk. For a look at the range of 
characteristic plants in the coastal rainforest it’s hard to best the Wild Ginger trail. From groves of 
Western Red Cedar along the bank of Ralph River to the drier Douglas Fir that sway above the salal 
on the adjacent higher ground this is the perfect window into the vast forests of Strathcona and the 
temperate rainforest of Canada’s west coast, the largest such forest in the world. 
Access: The Wild Ginger Trail is located opposite the Ralph River campground on the east side of 
the Buttle Lake Parkway immediately north of the bridge over the Ralph River. The parking lot is on 

Distance: 700m round trip 
Duration: 15-20 minutes
Elevation Gain: 50m
Rating: easy walk
Maps: 92 F/12 Buttle Lake
Permits/Fees: None.
Cautions: Take care at the river’s edge with fast-
moving cold water in Ralph River

the south side of the bridge at the trailhead for 
the Shepherd Creek Loop Trail.
Trail Details: The Wild Ginger Trail starts on 
the north side of the Ralph River bridge. From 
the parking lot cross the bridge and look for the 
‘Nature Walk’ sign. Take the right-hand trail down 
through scrubby trees to the bank of the river. 
The trail follows the side of the river through 
some beautiful western red cedars 150m to the 

Ralph River Campground

L8

Shepherd Creek Loop

Shepherd Creek Loop
Strathcona Park is known for its mountainous scenery and much of its forest cloaks the steep 
hillsides from the valley floors up to the treeline. The lowlands at the toe of Shepherds Ridge where 
the two large river valleys of Ralph River and Shepherd Creek meet is one of the largest areas of low 
elevation forest in the park and certainly along the Buttle Lake Corridor. The Shepherd Creek Trail 
makes a wide loop through a small part of this forest taking the hiker on a short walk through a vast, 
spectacular forest. At one and a half kilometres this loop trail is a little longer than some of the other 
similar trails in the area.
Access: The Shepherd Creek Loop Trail is located on the east side of the Buttle Lake Parkway 
30km south of Buttle Narrows, opposite the entrance to the Ralph River Campground.
Trail Details: The trail begins on the south side of the Ralph River bridge at the well marked 
trailhead. To start the trail follows the south bank of the river for 200m to a point opposite the 
confluence of the Ralph and Shepherd rivers. This is a nice place to spot and watch the roaring river 

Distance: 1.5km round trip 
Duration: 45 minutes
Elevation Gain: 50 m
Rating: easy walk
Maps: 92 F/12 Buttle Lake
Permits/Fees: None.
Cautions: Take care at the river’s edge with fast-
moving cold water in Ralph River

and perhaps spy an American Dipper, a small 
wading bird that lives along such rivers feeding 
on insects and fish eggs. 
A little past the river junction the trail turns 
south and makes about ten short switchbacks 
uphill alongside a picturesque bluff to a bench 
above the flood zone. It arcs around the side of 
an open bog and then makes a gradual descent 
past a grove of large fir trees and back to the 
parking lot.
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confluence of Ralph River and Shepherd Creek. From here it turns north and makes one switchback 
up to drier ground with salal undergrowth and sun loving Douglas Fir trees. Keep a look out for the 
low, variegated leaves of the wild ginger plant. As the trail approaches the road there are glimpses 
of the top of Mt Phillips looming high above Buttle Lake. A couple of switchbacks lead back down to 
the trailhead.

Ralph River Campground
The Ralph River Campground has a wonderfully secluded ambiance, surrounded by tall old-growth 
Douglas Fir forest and the looming mountains encircling the lake. There are drive-in tent and RV 
sites at the campground, some reservable online at discovercamping.ca and others kept available 
on a first-come, first served basis. At the time of publication significant upgrades and changes are 
planned by BC Parks to streamline and improve the facilities at Ralph River. See page 154
Access: From the Buttle Narrows Bridge leave Highway 28 and head south on the Buttle Lake 
Parkway for 30km. Watch for the sign for the Ralph River campground on the west side of the road 
immediately south of the bridge over the Ralph River. 
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North Strathcona

The boundaries of Strathcona Park form a rough triangle with the 
northern area enclosed at a squared-off peak. The original straight-
line boundary has, at least in some parts, been sensibly modified by 

the addition of new lands to follow the height of land, enclosing valleys 
and better protecting habitat and ecosystems. At first glance there is little 
remarkable about northern Strathcona, no big mountain peaks to lure the 
climber nor unusual geology nor a world-famous waterfall. But this quiet 

backwater has its own charm in large part enhanced by its relative obscurity and few visitors.
The topography is characterized by low, rounded mountains which only just break the 1.800m mark. 
A pair of notable summits are the craggy twin-peaks of Crown Mountain and the high rocky plateau 
of Big Den Mountain which both offer some excellent hiking terrain, superlative views southward 
into the park, and for the more adventurous: some moderate length scrambles, and climbs and. The 
lower elevation terrain includes large tracts of old-growth forest and some significant river valleys 
including Tlools Creek and the upper reaches of the Salmon River. These valleys provide important 
wildlife corridors allowing Roosevelt Elk and other animals to move freely from the expanses of the 
Sayward valley to the north to and from the protection of the Strathcona Park wilderness.
One thing that makes the northern Strathcona region different from the rest of the park is the 
separation and access formed by the Gold River Highway (28). With intensive logging and the 
associated roads all but encircling this part of the park it creates an odd and somewhat mysterious 
enclave. To add to the paradoxes some of the long-used roads to the north of the park have fallen 
out of use, as all the old-growth has been logged off, and the area is becoming more cut-off and 
remote as a result. At least until the forest regenerates and new harvesting occurs.
One of the best day hiking opportunities in the northern part of Strathcona is the trail up to Crest 
Mountain. Nearby Mt Flannigan is just mostly outside of the park but makes another good day trip. 
For the adventurous Big Den Mountain is a fantastic choice with its unusually flat summit and great 
views, and although Big Den is close to Highway 28 it still presents a stiff challenge to reach. The 
Gold Lake Trail is somewhat remote and access complications due to the removal of the Grilse Creek 
bridge are quickly orphaning this previously popular hike. 

Camp on the west arm of the Crown Mountain horseshoe, July.
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North Strathcona
Mt Flannigan    pg. 179

Mt Evelyn    pg. 183

Crest Mountain Trail    pg. 185

Mt Heber Horseshoe   pg. 187

Idsardi Creek Circuit   pg. 189

Campbell - Salmon Divide  pg. 195

Tlools Creek    pg. 199

Crown Mountain Horseshoe  pg. 203

Gold Lake Trail   pg. 207

Gold Lake to Crest Mountain   pg. 213

Crest Lake    pg. 223

The overnight trips are generally shorter than elsewhere in Strathcona as this region encompasses 
a small area, but of course, shouldn’t be underestimated, it is the Island alpine after all! The most 
outstanding of the backcountry trips is the Crown Mountain Horseshoe which covers some of the 
historically important terrain explored by the 1910 Strathcona Discovery Expedition and has some 
of the best mountain views on Vancouver Island looking southward to the high Elk River peaks.

Major Access Routes
Highway 28 between Campbell River and Gold River provides the main access to the northern 
region of Strathcona Park. An important compliment to the highway access is the Elk River Timber 
Company Road which follows the west shore of Upper Campbell Lake as far as the outlet of the Elk 
River. The ERT Road used to cut right through Strathcona Park to Gold River but is now gated and 
deactivated adding to the length of the approach to Big Den Mountain. 
Gold River East Main: From Gold River the East Main off Nimpkish Road (Woss-Gold River) 
provides gravel road access to Gold Lake, Horseshoe Creek and the northwest corner of Strathcona. 
Menzies Main: From 14km north of Campbell River on the Island Highway 19 the Menzies Main 
and North and South Forks of the Salmon River Main give access to the north boundary of the park 
and the east side of Gold Lake. Between them these logging roads almost completely encircle North 
Strathcona. Note that in 2017 the bridge over Grilse Creek was removed which added the challenge of 
crossing the creek and greatly increased the hiking distance to Tyee Mountain and the Gold Lake Trail.

Strathcona Park Lodge 
For nearly 60 years, Strathcona Park Lodge has been the unofficial gateway, steward and catalyst for 
many thousands of people’s experiences within the park. Principally an Outdoor Education Centre, 
SPL teaches people about the natural world through outdoor pursuits such as canoeing, kayaking, 
hiking and rock climbing.  The Lodge also caters to a wide range of guests with accommodation 
in comfortable mountain-view chalets and lakeside cabins.  The casual dining room offers food 
and refreshments perfect to start or end any adventure within Strathcona Park. They offer a range 
of guided hiking, canoeing and sea kayaking excursions including custom guiding to most 
destinations within Strathcona and the surrounding region.
Strathcona Park Lodge is located on Highway 28, 40km west of Campbell River, about a 40 minute 
drive. The Lodge site is a few kilometres outside the park boundary but commands spectacular views 
west across Upper Campbell Lake to the Elk River Valley and southward of the mountains of Buttle 
Lake. It is perfectly situated to head into the park from any of the access points along Highway 28 
and the Buttle Lake Parkway.

Mt Flannigan

Mt Flannigan

Mt Flannigan Map: page 180, 190
Few mountains show the unfortunate consequences of the ecologically ignorant 
straight-line boundaries of Strathcona Park more vividly than Mt Flannigan. Situated 
at the northeast corner of the park, Flannigan’s lower south and east slopes fall short 
of the protective park boundary and even those parts that were originally parkland 
have been traded, logged and parts returned to Strathcona. The result is a maze 
of logging roads of various vintages and cutblocks of a scale that makes a flat out 

mockery of the idea of silviculture. On the positive side, though, the lengthy main summit ridge and 
western flanks of Mt Flannigan do lie within the park and offer a surprising amount of easy, high 
sub-alpine terrain to explore on foot or ski. And a settlement with the logging company TimberWest 
added a small part of the Tlools valley floor to Strathcona which was previously excluded by a nick in 
the boundary line. 
Once the devastation of the logging blocks has been left behind, the relatively easy access the roads 
provide gives way to a major horseshoe sub-alpine ridge system circumnavigating Ranald Creek 
with incredible views into the heart of Strathcona. Mt Flannigan is a good destination for a day trip 
and makes a very good choice for an introductory overnight mountain weekend. It’s important to 
note that the areas of Mt Flannigan’s south and eastern slopes outside of the park boundary are 
private land so closure notices and other restrictions posted or enforced by the land owner need to 
be observed.

Distance: 26km through trip - Flannigan Horseshoe 
Duration: 2-3 days through trip
Elevation Gain /-Loss: 1635m / -1635m
High Point: 1,550m /5,087ft Summit of  
   Mt Flannigan
Rating: Weekend excursion
Maps: 92 F/13 Upper Campbell Lake
Permits/Fees: No Backcountry user fees.

Mt Flannigan from the southwest showing the high logging road access from Upper Campbell Lake, September.

Advance Logistics: It’s easy enough to 
visit Mt Flannigan from either the north side 
at Ranald Creek or the south side from the Elk 
River valley without any complicated logistics. 
But a through trip from one side to the other 
could benefit from a vehicle shuttle. Overall the 
best way to get the most out of Mt Flannigan is 
a horseshoe traverse around Ranald Creek, in 
which case a 4x4 will be a help getting up the 
logging roads.
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Mt Flannigan

Access: Mt Flannigan can be reached from either logging roads out of Ranald Creek at the north east 
side or from logging roads up the south flanks of the mountain off the Elk River Timber Co. Road.
For either approach route take Highway 28 out of Campbell River to 28.75km and turn right (west) 
onto the Strathcona Dam road following signs for the Strathcona Dam. Cross the dam or the trestle 
bridge if still open and follow the ERT  road around the west shore of Upper Campbell Lake to the 
spurs that switchback up the southern flanks of the mountain. The roads up the southwest slopes 
are the more commonly used and cut high up to the subalpine.
Route Details: To complete a horseshoe route around the height of land encircling Ranald 
Creek, the best approach is from the north off the main logging roads in the Ranald Creek valley. 
At the time of writing many of the roads are still in drivable condition but as the timber supply 
dwindles this will change. Before embarking ensure up to date road information is available. The 
road network is an absolute maze, especially on the east arm of the ridge. However this route is 
tackled it will take several kilometres of logging road hiking and some thrashing through the 
regenerating cut blocks to start and finish. Ultimately this area is probably best visited in winter on skis.
There’s no right way to do this route so pick a line and gain the height of land and hike or ski around 
the ridge in the direction of choice.
Day tripping to Mt Flannigan is best done from the south via logging roads above the Elk River 
and the old television tower. The logging roads climb up to 4,000 ft on the southwest corner of the 
mountain and are in very good condition at the time of writing. It is a short easy climb through sub-
alpine meadows to the TV tower at Peak 5063 and from there along the ridge northward to the summit.
Additional Info: Island Alpine 1st Edition p.191

Mt Flannigan from the south on Peak 5063 at the old television tower, March.

Looking southward from Mt Evelyn up Ranald Creek at Peak 4846 (C) and Mt Flanningan north ridge (R), December.
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Crown Mountain Horseshoe

Crown Mountain Horseshoe Map: page 180, 190
Crown Mountain is something of an understated destination for hikers and 
mountaineers mostly due to its isolation. It has enjoyed relative obscurity for 
many decades tucked away in the centre of the Big Den Conservancy area, but its 
close proximity to Campbell River, superlative views of central Strathcona Park, the 
strikingly beautiful alpine approach ridges and easy climbing terrain combine to 
make Crown Mountain a very desirable objective and one of this author's most 

highly recommended moderate peaks in any season.   
Crown Mountain and the eastern half of the horseshoe hike hold a special place in the history of 
Strathcona. It is the high point of the 1910 Strathcona Discovery Expedition that led to the creation 
of BC’s first Provincial Park in 1911. In the summer of 2010 the Strathcona Centennial Expedition 

Distance: 23km through trip. 
Duration: 1-4 days through trip
Elevation Gain /-Loss: 2315m / -2315m
High Point: 1,712m /5,616ft on the Crown Nevé
Rating: Weekend excursion
Maps: 92 F/13 Upper Campbell Lake
Permits/Fees: No Backcountry user fees.

0 km 2.5 km 5 km 12.5 km 15 km 17.5 km7.5 km 20 km 22.5 km10 km

West Fork Main Greenstone MainCrown NevéPeak 5016‘Expedition’ Lakes Peak 5412

500m

750m

1000m

1250m

1500m

1750m

The twin summits of Crown Mountain (L) and Ellison Peak (R) from Peak 5412, July.

retraced the 1910 route, reaching the summit 
one hundred years to the day, thereby 
honouring the birth of Strathcona Park.
The hike around the Crowned Creek valley is a 
perfect hiking circuit with the option of taking 
in the peak one of Vancouver Island’s most 
storied mountains. It can be tackled in either 
direction but in homage to the 1910 Strathcona 
Discovery Expedition it is described as they 
followed it, clockwise from Jessie Lake.

Members of the Strathcona Centennial Expedition ascending Crown Mountain

14
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Access: Drive north on Island Highway 19 from Campbell River for 14.5km to the Menzies Bay Main. 
Turn left (west) on Menzies Bay Main and follow it past several major junctions including MS Hookup 
which heads to the right just before the signposted 36km. 800m past the MS Hookup junction is 
another major junction with South Fork Main notable for the large parking lot clearing where the roads 
join. Turn left onto South Fork Main and drive across the bridge over the Salmon River. Note the spur SF 
900 on the right where the exit off the west ridge of Crowned Creek comes down. The main road then 
crosses Crowned Creek and begins a wide left hand curve. Watch for an overgrown spur on the right 
that leads down toward Jessie Lake. Park along this spur where it is convenient.
Route Details: Logging at the boundary of Strathcona complicates the access at either end of the 
Crowned Creek horseshoe and negotiating the second-growth forest and recent clearcuts are the first and 
last challenges. The above photograph shows the options to gain the northeast end of the ridge system. 
DAY 1: Either follow the overgrown road heading south around the west shore of Jessie Lake to the 
park boundary and strike a steep line up through the forest to the ridge crest, or bushwhack through the 
second growth up to a heli-block shown on the above photo, and work your way up to the old-growth.
Once on the crest of the ridge, inside the park, the travelling improves, there are sporadic areas of very 
open forest with no undergrowth but these gradually give way to thick bush that covers the ridge crest. 
Keep to the height of land to reach the first prominent knoll 1.5km inside the Strathcona Park boundary 

Aerial view of approaches onto the foot of the Crowned Creek east ridge from Jessie Lake, June.

The north east face of Crown Mountain from the north east ridge, July

Crown Mountain Horseshoe

at 1,220m. From the knoll are the first views of Crown Mountain through the sub-alpine trees. Descend a 
hundred metres or so to 1,100m and a wide saddle on the ridge (49.9778° N, -125.7685° W). 
In mid-summer there may be little or no water until the two tiny ponds marked on the map west of 
Nola Lake (49.9718° N, -125.7682° W). As the ridge is fairly wide here, keep a close eye on the map 
or use this waypoint to locate the ponds in the thick forest. The second southern pond is the larger 
and has the better camping site on its west side, well located for a first night stop.
DAY 2: From these ponds continue south along the broad forested ridge gradually gaining 
elevation through the bushy terrain. Eventually a series of open bluffs offer better travelling up to 
open heather meadows and alpine pools south of Peak 5016. After a 300m elevation gain from 
the ponds the top of Peak 5016 is reached (49.9505°N, -125.7712°W ) and great views of Crown 
Mountain and the high peaks of central Strathcona.
A steep but straightforward descent leads down to a narrow col, Mauser Notch - named for the 
gun left here by the 1910 Strathcona Discovery Expedition. A short exposed scramble up a damp 
vegetated rock ledge leads back to open meadows and a steady ascent up to the next knoll due east 
of Crown Mountain at 1,525m (49.9429°N, -125.7746°w). There’s plenty of open terrain to explore, 
more great views, and water for camping on this knoll.
To the west a narrow ridge leads down to a prominent pass between Crowned Creek and the west 
fork of the Tlools Creek, the Crowned-Tlools Col at 1,350m elevation, (49.9406° N, -125.7942° W). 
There is superb camping here between two large sub-alpine ponds. This is an important landmark, 
marking the point of descent for an escape route south, down into the west fork of the Tlools. 
DAY 3: Cross the pass and hike westward through some outstanding forested, sub-alpine benches 
to then begin ascending the east ridge of Crown Mountain back up to open country once more.

Crown Mountain and the east arm of Crowned Creek Horseshoe from southeast on Mt Flannigan, March.
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The east ridge rises up directly to Crown Mountain. To continue the circuit head up the ridge until it 
steepens in a high basalt cliff. Follow the easiest line to the right on to the northeast face of Crown 
Mountain. A series of moderately angled but still impressively exposed snow slopes wrap across the 
flank of the mountain toward the north ridge. Descend slightly toward the toe of the north ridge at 
an elevation of 1,690m (49.9458° N, -125.8111° W,). The ridge runs directly up to the summit and 
offers an easy, exposed scramble to the top of Crown Mountain. Either make a side trip up to the 
peak or find a low point in the ridge near its base and locate the easiest route onto the snowfields 
and glacier under its north face. Cross the Crown Névé westward. This is the most dramatic part of 
the Crown Mountain Horseshoe with the mountain peaks towering above and the surprisingly wide 
glacier shelf perched above Enid Lake and the deep valley of Crowned Creek far below.
Aim for a line exiting the glacier to the north of Ellison Peak up onto a sharply defined notch on the 
west ridge crest (49.9480° N, -125.8174° W). Hike northward keeping to the ridge crest. The ridge 
dips slightly as it runs north before rising again slightly to the top of Peak 5412. There is an ideal 
last camp here with great views of Crown Mountain and west overlooking the Salmon River valley.
DAY 4: The last day out along the west ridge system continues northward, gradually descending 
through a dog-leg jog northeastward before swinging back to a northerly line. There are acres and 
acres of beautiful heather-covered meadows along the ridge with ponds and pools dotting the 
landscape. This ridge is one of the most perfect examples of Vancouver Island alpine.
The route descend into sub-alpine forest and the ridge widens as it nears the park boundary. Keep a 
sharp eye out to avoid dropping off the ridge crest by mistake. Near the Strathcona Park boundary a 
regenerating clearcut covers the lower flanks of the hillside above the west bank of Crowned Creek. 
Carefully descend northeastward watching for the top of the clearcut through the trees. Locate a 
sparsely flagged line down into the regenerating cutblock and follow it to the vague remains of the 
debuilt road that crosses the block at 600m elevation to better travelling at 50.0097° N, -125.7722° W.
Follow the old road bed above Crowned Creek until it joins the end of spur SF 900. Walk down SF 
900 to the South Fork Main and then right to the Jessie Lake road and your waiting vehicle.
Variations: The most likely variation is to undertake the Crown Mountain Horseshoe from the 
west ridge to the east ridge ie: counter-clockwise. This is an equally stunning hike! Follow the 
description above in reverse.
An alternative, but one rife with additional logistics, is to descend from the Crowned-Tlools Col into the 
West Fork of Tlools Creek, following the historic Strathcona Discovery Expedition route out to Upper 
Campbell Lake. The key here is taking the correct route off the southeast flank of Crown Mountain. 
Descend to the prominent sub-alpine bowl south east of the summit to it’s lip at 1,220m. Keep to the 
west side of the creek and find a steep but workable line down a gully parallel to the creek, all the way 
to the floor of the valley in the Tlools west fork. Don’t get caught in the gorge.
Additional Info: Island Alpine p.197-198, Island Turns & Tours 1st Edition p.115, IB 1992 p.10

West arm of the Crowned Creek ridge & Crown Mountain from the north west, May.

Gold Lake Trail

Gold Lake Trail

Gold Lake Trail Map: page 190, 208
In the far flung northwest corner of Strathcona Park is Gold Lake. It is nestled 
in a deep valley that divides the mountains of Strathcona to the south from 
the mountains of the Sutton Range, starting with neighbouring Victoria Peak, 
Vancouver Island’s third highest peak. The high tributaries of Gold River consolidate 
at the lake from the surrounding hills and valleys before flowing southwestward 
to the outlet on the west coast of the Island at Muchalet Inlet, past the town of the 

same name. To the northeast of Gold Lake flows the Salmon River to Kelsey Bay at Sayward.
The Gold Lake Trail runs from the east off a logging road in the Salmon River, over a very low pass 
of extensive wetlands, bogs and smaller lakes through a spectacular forest of ancient western red 
cedar trees to the east shore of the lake. A rough route around the lake links with logging roads in 
Horseshoe Creek on the west side.
Access: The access to Gold Lake changed significantly in 2017 with the removal of the Grilse Creek 
bridge. Visitors familiar with the traditional access will want to pay special attention to this change. 
From Campbell River: To reach the east side of Gold Lake leave Campbell River north on Highway 
19 to 14km north of the Campbell River bridge and turn west onto the Menzies Main Forest Service 
Road following signs for Mohun Lake Provincial Park. Menzies Main has several major junctions. 
Keep to Menzies Main passing the South Fork Main junction which is to the left at km36. 

Gold Lake lies in a deep valley that cuts through the centre of Vancouver Island between Strathcona & the North Island.

Distance: ~4 km from trailhead to lake, 
Duration: full day hike, 1-2 nights
Elevation Gain: 1,175 m, 3,855 ft.
Rating: moderate day trip, easy overnighter
Maps: 92 F/13 Upper Campbell Lake
Permits/Fees: overnight backcountry user fees are 
payable at the trailhead.
Cautions: access to the trail has changed recently 
with the removal of the Grilse Creek bridge.

The road effectively ends around km40. 
Concrete barriers block Grilse Creek Main on 
the right and Menzie’s Main continues to the 
left, just 250m farther before it ends at Grilse 
Creek where the bridge has now been removed 
(50.0380°N, -125.8371°W).
Cross Grilse Creek to the south side. This may 
be difficult or dangerous in spring thaw and 
other periods of high waterflow. A.T.T.P. there is 
a sketchy log bridge but be prepared to wade 
the fast-moving water if needed. 
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Gold Lake

Once across Grilse Creek hike west along the old logging road bed ignoring the spurs that head up 
the hillsides to the left. Around 6km past the removed-bridge site is an old-road junction, keep left  
to a wide washed out side-creek (50.0083°N, -125.9001°W). Cross the creek which can run fairly fast 
in flood or spring runoff. Hike along the old washed out road (still Menzies Main) a further 1.75 km 
to its end. The Gold Lake Trail is signposted and enters a dense unattractive second-growth forest. 
From Gold River: Gold Lake may also be reached from the west side via either the Saunders Main 
off Highway 28 or East Main logging road from Gold River. From Campbell River head west on 
Highway 28 toward Gold River. Saunders Main runs due north from the highway 80.5km west of 
Campbell River. The gravel logging road climbs up a steep hill 600m distance from the highway to 
a gate. There may be signs advising of gate closures and logging activity on the road. Continue past 
the gate. The road levels out but still climbs gradually, following the east side of the river valley. A 
second gate is at 4.25km from the highway near the km24 sign. 
Keep heading north on the main road passing several junctions to reach the last T junction with East 
Road from Gold River 19km from Highway 28. To the left (west) at the junction is Gold River town 
26.75km down the valley. To the right East Road heads toward Gold Lake and Horseshoe Creek. Turn 
right on East Road. The road enters Strathcona Park and cuts through the old-growth making a wide 
curve to the south as it enters the Horseshoe Creek valley. 3.85km past the Saunders Main - East 
Road junction is a rough pullout on the left (east) side of the road. Blue flagging and possibly a sign 
mark the faint start of the rough route to the west shore of Gold Lake.  
If Saunders Main is inaccessible, the second option to reach Gold Lake from the west is all the way 
along East Road from Gold River. Follow Highway 28 all the way to Gold River Visitor Info Centre on 
the right side of the highway at a crossroad 87km west of Campbell River. To the left is the down 
centre, to the right the pub. Keep heading straight following directions for Tahsis and Woss. At 
2.75km the road reaches a bridge over the Gold River and on the west side is a T junction. Turn right 
following signs for Tsaxana and Woss. Pass the junction into Tsaxana keeping to the left toward Woss 
on the main gravel road.
At 6.4km from the Gold River visitor information centre turn right onto East Road and cross a bridge. 
Drive up #3 Hill at East Rd km23 and pass the Muchalet-Gold Provincial Park. At a junction at km35 
stay right and go up Gold Hill. Pass the Elbow Creek main which heads of on the left (north) into 
Elbow Creek and the south east flanks of Victoria Peak. Cross two bridges at km42. 
Pass the junction with Saunders Main 26.75km past Gold River. Saunders Main heads off on 
the right (south) with a hard bend in the road. Keep left on East Main. Pass the Strathcona Park 

Looking westward over Gold Lake.
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boundary at 28km. The road is surrounded by old-growth as it runs round a wide arc through the 
northwest corner of Strathcona Park toward the Horseshoe Creek valley. Locate the trailhead at a 
pullout on the left (east) side of the road marked with flagging. Park here.
Route Details: From the trailhead at the end of the road the trail enters the forest and begins a 
very slight downhill descent through a dark, regenerating forest. The gloom is short-lived and after 
300m the trail enters the old growth and more pleasant surroundings.
The trail winds through a forest of huge cedar trees past Eena Lake, open bogs to the east shore of 
Gold Lake where there is a perfect lakeside camp. A rough trail leads round the south (left) shore of 
the lake to the far (west) side of the lake. A better trail links up with western access from East Main 
road. From the west side off East Main leave the logging road right at the pullout as described 
above. The trail descends slightly down into the forest and heads eastward across the flat valley 
bottom toward Horseshoe Creek.
Although a through trip is feasible the logistics of a pickup or vehicle shuttle for a relatively short 
hike make this option enticing but unrealistic. Much easier for those interested in seeing the whole 
route to simply hike in and out back to the same trailhead.
Beyond the trail: There are a whole range of great hiking destinations around Gold Lake 
particularly up onto the mountains to the south of the lake, notably Tyee Mountain and Horseshoe 
Mountain. A longer trek can be made south from Gold Lake via Mt Judson and the Crest Mountain 
Trail to Highway 28, see page 213.
One of the best alpine hikes possible in the vicinity of Gold Lake is up to the summit of Tyee 
Mountain. There are a number of possible routes up and down the peak for either a long day trip or 
even an overnighter. The northeast ridge is fairly accessible off the Menzies 1100 branch road. This 
spur leaves Menzies Main near km43 on the south side of the road.
Menzies 1100 winds up the prominent northeast ridge in series of short switchbacks. There are 
several spur roads that branch off 1100 but they are all well marked with signs, keep to MEN 1100. 
At about 3.5km up the road at an elevation of 800m the road makes a long cut westward across 
the hillside into a high subalpine basin that has a huge clearcut right across it. At km4 there is a 
spur road to the left and another several hundred metres past that a second spur. Take this second 
spur for just a few hundred metres and then at 50.0043° N, -125.8787° W take the righthand spur 
heading west. After 500m the road switchbacks to the east and in another 500m back west again. 
One more turn to the east and the road comes right up to the old-growth and the park boundary at 
50.0000° N, -125.8780° W at an elevation of 1,025m. With spring snow cover on skis or snowshoes 
much of these switchbacks can be avoided by simply beelining up the hillside to the old-growth.

Aerial view overlooking the Salmon River valley from the south to Tyee Mountain (C), Salmon-Gold Pass (L) June.

Gold Lake

Southwest flanks of Tyee Mountain and the Salmon River - Gold Lake Pass, August.

The route up the east ridge of Tyee Mountain, May.

Salmon Gold Pass

Salmon Gold Pass

Once in the park and the unlogged forest the hiking is spectacular. The route climbs gradually at first 
up a nicely tapered ridge under huge sub-alpine timber. The sharp ridge tops out at 1,400m but it’s 
possible to traverse a hundred metres or so lower on the southeast side to the col at the toe of Tyee 
Mountain’s upper east ridge. By climbing up just a little before the col to the highpoint (49.9858° N, 
-125.8786° W), there’s a superb view of the route ahead and the surrounding mountains. Hike directly 
up the east ridge on the easier terrain in the band of trees straight up to the summit.
Descend either via the same route or down the north ridge to join the Gold Lake Trail close to 
the trailhead. In the lower half of the north ridge keep to the prominent creek gully through the 
forest as much as possible, leaving it to the right (east) at a steep cliff. This is also a possible ascent 
route. For a longer variation with an overnight camp, traverse southwest from the summit of Tyee 
Mountain to Peak 5348 and descend the southwest ridge to the Salmon-Gold pass camping where 
possible or required. From the pass head northwest to Gold Lake and return to Menzies Main via the 
Gold Lake Trail to the trailhead. 
Gold Lake is a great destination as part of a traverse to the south past Mt Judson and Heber 
Mountain to Crest Mountain and Highway 28. See page 213 for details.
Additional Info: Island Alpine p. 200-201
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Central Strathcona

Although the straight-line boundaries of Strathcona do the park’s 
conservation role an injustice, bisecting numerous watershed 
eco-systems, the park is large enough that toward its heart are 

large areas of remote, untouched forest and mountain habitat. The central 
region of Strathcona Park is where the magic of the Vancouver Island 
wilderness reaches its maximum. Here a sense of primal peace still 
pervades a land where little to no sign of human presence exists. Hikers, 

climbers and winter backcountry visitors can find a true sense of exploration and adventure in a 
place where the pioneers spirit is alive and well.
In the wild, central-region of Strathcona Park are some of the highest mountain peaks on Vancouver 
Island, including Golden Hinde, the island’s apex. Nearby are: Kings Peak, Elkhorn Mountain, 
Rambler Peak and Mt Colonel Foster which rear steeply above the Elk valley. These summits form 
the core of alpine climbing on Vancouver Island and attract mountaineers from all over the world. 
In between the jagged spires however are some wonderfully gentle trails and more committing 
backcountry hikes following the courses of the rivers and inter-connecting alpine ridges. Alongside 
the world-class climbing is some world-class hiking.
The terrain of central Strathcona is diverse, ranging from the towering mountains of the Elk River 
to the exquisite undulating, karst topography of Marble Meadows. There are large river valleys 
blanketed in some of the largest tracts of old-growth temperate rainforest remaining on Vancouver 
Island. The Elk River, Cervus Creek, Bancroft-Burman River, upper Ucona River and Myra Creek 
valleys all radiate out from this mountainous region. The forest is the habitat of Roosevelt Elk, black-
tailed deer, wolf, cougar and black bears.
Despite the extensive size of central Strathcona there are only three major, maintained trails serving 
the area. These are strategically located though, and are key to providing access to the extensive 
backcountry and many superb multi-day treks can be undertaken from them. 
In the north from Highway 28 is the Elk River Trail which provides access to an important range of 
high mountains and also starts one of Strathcona Park’s finest alpine treks, the Golden Hinde Traverse, 

Magical vistas await at every turn in the heart of Strathcona Park.

Central Strathcona
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which runs south through central Strathcona, past Vancouver Island’s highest peak - Golden Hinde - 
exiting to the Myra Falls mine site via the Phillips Ridge Trail. 
Accessing the middle part of central Strathcona is the Marble Meadows Trail. This trail climbs up 
from the west shore of Buttle Lake into the superlative Marble Meadows area, a high alpine plateau 
of lakes and wildflower-covered karst landscape. The adjoining high ridge systems link the Marble 
Meadows Trail to the Golden Hinde Traverse and thus the Elk River Trail and Phillips Ridge Trail. 
The latter trail serves the southern entrance into central Strathcona from the Myra Falls mine site in 
the Myra Creek valley up onto the long course of Phillips Ridge. 
In addition to these major trails are a handful of shorter trails to nearby attractions. The names of 
these: Lady Falls, Myra Falls and Upper Myra Falls are a give away for the pretty and sometimes 
dramatic waterfalls that can be seen from the trails.  

Major Access Routes
Central Strathcona Park is well serviced by road access and a fine network of trails. Some of the 
approach routes into this region of Strathcona require boat transport across Buttle Lake, notably to 
the Marble Meadows Trail at Phillips Creek.
Highway 28: The main road access to central Strathcona Park is from Campbell River west on 
Highway 28 through the Elk River valley 
Buttle Lake Parkway: This scenic highway to nowhere leaves Highway 28 at a junction 45 km west 
of Campbell River. It runs south along the east shore of Buttle Lake terminating at the NVI - Myra 
Falls Mine at Myra Falls. The road is also known as Western Mines or Westmin Road. Many trails and 
routes into East Strathcona head east from the Parkway. To the west, access into central Strathcona 
is by boat across Buttle Lake. From the end of the road at the mine the Phillips Ridge Trail provides 
access into central Strathcona.
There are a few logging roads which assist with access on Elk Mountain and on the west side of the 
area near Gold River. Roads in the drainages east of Camel Ridge and the White Ridge access the 
upper flanks of Wolf and Puzzle Mountains although these roads have been in disuse for some 
years now.
Other Information Sources: 
• Vancouver Island Hiking Trails Volume 3 - Ninth Edition 2002 by Richard Blier
• Beyond Nootka - A Historical Perspective of Vancouver Island Mountains by Lindsay Elms, 
• BC Parks web site: http://wlapwww.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/explore/parkpgs/strathco.htm

Lady Falls Trail

Lady Falls Trail

Lady Falls Trail
Lady Falls is a short but often dramatic cascade of Cervus Creek formed where it exits the side valley 
and joins the main Elk River valley. Cervus Creek is one of the larger, such river-valleys in Strathcona, 
a major tributary of the Campbell River second only to the Wolf River in terms of catchment area so 
at times of high water there can be a significant flow over Lady Falls. 
The trail to the falls’ viewpoint is, in contrast to all these accolades, a pretty modest path.
Access: The Lady Falls trailhead is located along Highway 28 just over an hour’s drive from 
Campbell River. From the Highway 19/28 junction in Campbell River drive west on Highway 28 
following signs for Strathcona Park and Gold River. At the Buttle Narrows junction with the Buttle 
Lake Parkway turn right continuing on Highway 28. The highway wraps around the shore of Upper 
Campbell Lake and then heads west through the Elk River valley. The trailhead and parking is clearly 
sign-posted 64km west of Campbell River. Pull off the highway and drive down the very short hill to 
the parking area.
Route Details: At the trailhead the information signs explain that a forest fire swept through the 
surroundings some time ago and describes the succession of trees that form the Western Hemlock 
bio-geo-climatic zone. All the species of conifer are on display here with Western Red Cedar, 
Western Hemlock and Douglas Fir growing alongside the trail.
A few switchbacks lead up a short hill to the viewing platform overlooking the waterfall. The viewing 
platform is perched over a cliff edge for the best view. Keep a close watch on small children.
Back at the parking lot there is an outhouse and a picnic table overlooking the river.

Lady Falls in full flow during spring run-off, June.

Distance: 900m round trip
Duration: 20 minutes round trip
Elevation Gain/Loss: 30m
Rating: easy walk
Permits/Fees: None

L11

Beyond the trail: A rough elk trail runs up 
the west side of Cervus Creek for its entire length 
up to the passes at the valley head. It’s utility 
is primarily for access onto the surrounding 
mountains. The best high-level hiking trek is 
along the Filberg Range Traverse see page 229.
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Central Strathcona Park:
Lady Falls   pg. 227
Filberg Range Traverse  pg. 229
Elk River Viewpoint  pg. 240
Kings Peak   pg. 241
Elk River Trail   pg. 247
Elkhorn Mountain South  pg. 249
Puzzle Mountain Traverse pg. 251
Elk Pass   pg. 255
Golden Hinde Traverse  pg. 265
Marble Meadows Trail  pg. 273
Phillips Ridge Horseshoe pg. 279
Golden Hinde  pg. 291
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Filberg Range Traverse

Filberg Range Traverse Map: page 228
The Filberg Range forms the divide between two of the wildest valleys in central 
Strathcona, Cervus Creek and the Wolf River. The range runs from Elk Mountain at the 
north end overlooking Upper Campbell Lake, southward to El Piveto Mountain. The 
range includes two of the top twelve highest peaks on Vancouver Island, Mt Filberg 
and Mt Cobb and several other summits well above 1,800m/6,000ft. A traverse along 
this range is one of the more challenging treks in Strathcona Park.

The range has become a more accessible due to extensions of the logging roads high on Elk 
Mountain, but it still remains an elusive goal for many Island mountaineers. The terrain is high and 
rugged, especially in the middle of the range between Mt Filberg and Mt Haig-Brown, and access 
points are limited due to the craggy topography of the side ridges, lower flanks of the peaks and 
challenges of navigating through the broad reaches of Cervus Creek and less-accessible Wolf River.
For the confident and capable hiker comfortable on high mountain terrain this trek is one of the 
most dramatic and rewarding routes in Strathcona. The views of the deep, long valleys on either 
side of the range and of the surrounding peaks is unrivalled on Vancouver Island. The route-finding 
challenges and terrain the route travels through are superb, and there’s the bonus of including 
several infrequently climbed and hard to get to summits along the way.

Distance: 48km from Big Den rest area to Elk 
River trail 
Duration: 3-5 days through trip
Elevation Gain/Loss: 5125m / 5040m
High Point: 1,948m / 6,390ft Mt Haig-Brown
Rating: Backcountry expedition
Maps: 92 F/13 Upper Campbell Lake,  
                 92 F/12 Buttle Lake
Permits/Fees: Backcountry user fees for camping 
along Elk River trail payable at trailhead.

Hiking in the meadows south of Mt Haig-Brown with the Ptarmigan Pinnacles behind.

Advance Logistics: The typical start and 
finish of the Filberg Range Traverse are at Elk 
Mountain, near the Big Den rest area on Highway 
28 and the Elk River Trail trailhead further west 
on Highway 28. Transportation between these 
two points needs to be planned for and arranged 
in advance: either using two vehicles with one 
stashed at the end point; a drop-off/pickup at 
one end or the other; otherwise hitch-hiking 
between the two trailheads. 
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The double passes at the head of Cervus Creek between Rambler Peak (L), Cervus Mountain (C) and El Piveto (R), August.
Rambler Peak

Cervus West Pass

south shoulder

Cervus Mountain

Cervus East Pass

El Piveto Mountain

Access: The Filberg Range can be accessed either from logging roads at the north end on Elk 
Mountain off of Highway 28 near the Big Den rest area, or at the south end of the range near El 
Piveto Mountain via the Elk River Trail, Elk Pass and Cervus Pass. 
Via Elk Mountain - To reach the north end of the range drive west on the Gold River Highway 28 
from Campbell River ~47km to the Buttle Narrows bridge. Turn right keeping to Highway 28 and 
cross the bridge. Continue past the Buttle Narrows BC Parks campground, note the logging road 
behind the red gate at a sharp righthand curve in the highway that offers alternate access to the 
range. Continue to the Big Den rest area 55.75km from Campbell River. Just 150m further west 
from the pullout is a gated logging road, Elk Mountain Main. Depending on your plans and/or the 
status of the gate, either park at the rest area or drive up the logging road.
Use a current logging road map to navigate the road system due south directly up the front face 
of the mountain as high as you wish. Near the top there is a road branch that traverses around to a 
prominent sub-alpine bench at 1,230m elevation at 49.8459° N, -125.6728° W, on the east side of 
Elk Mountain. The route south along the Filberg Range starts here.
Via the Elk River Trail - Alternatively, to start at the south end of the range at Cervus pass continue 
on Highway 28 a total of 71km from Campbell River to the Elk River Trail trailhead. If using a 
vehicle shuttle, leave the second vehicle at the Big Den rest area, or higher up the logging road on 
Elk Mountain. Wherever you park start up the Elk River Trail. Follow the description for the Elk River 
trail as far as the rock slabs alongside Landslide Creek page 247. At 49.7793° N, -125.8521° W, 
leave the main trail following the rougher flagged route to the left (south) following directions to Elk 
Pass as for the Golden Hinde Traverse page 265 as far as Elk Pass (49.7270° N, -125.8452° W) at 
an elevation of 1,540m. 
From Elk Pass head east ascending the ridge to a high point due south of Rambler Peak, notable for 
its island of white granite surrounded by darker basaltic rock at 49.7258° N, -125.8346° W. There is 
excellent camping here with some water from small ponds, although there’s not much shelter from 
bad weather in which case a site lower down at the pass is a better option. From the granite knoll 
there’s a good view of the route ahead. 

Filberg Range Traverse

Make a long traversing descent heading northeastward across the lower flanks of Rambler. Be very 
cautious of the exposure to avalanche and rockfall from the mountain terrain looming above the 
traverse route. For details on climbing routes on Rambler Peak see Island Alpine Select p. 203-212.
The route crosses scree and snow at the base of the lower gully on the Spiral Staircase route below 
the upper rock faces of Rambler Peak and continues descending heather covered ledges to easier, 
forested terrain closer to West Cervus Pass at 49.7290° N, -125.8197° W. 
Cervus Pass is divided into two distinct saddles separated by Cervus Mountain. From the west pass 
head directly up the ridge eastward onto the open summit plateau of Cervus Mountain 1,720m, 
and then descend 300m down into the main eastern pass, keeping to the southeast on a steep, 
forested slope to reach the base of the pass. There’s excellent camping in East Cervus Pass (49.7224° 
N, -125.8008° W), which is very sheltered below the west side of El Piveto Mountain. 
From the east Cervus Pass the route along the Filberg Range heads north starting with a rising 
traverse across the west flanks of El Piveto Mountain. For details on climbing routes on El Piveto 
Mountain see Island Alpine Select p. 165-167.
A description for the Filberg Range Traverse travelling from south to north ie: Cervus Pass to Elk 
Mountain can be found in Island Alpine Cervus-Wolf Divide page 251. Additional information on 
the individual peaks can be found in both Island Alpine pages 249-259 and Island Alpine Select 
pages 155-167.

The north side of Elk Mountain showing the logging road network, March.

231230
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Phillips Ridge Horseshoe

Phillips Ridge Horseshoe Map: page 290
The Phillips Ridge Horseshoe is a classic Strathcona traverse following the height of 
land around the Phillips Creek watershed. The horseshoe takes in some of the most 
beautiful country found in the park including passing through the exquisite Marble 
Meadows, following the full length of Phillips Ridge with its awesome travelling, 
intriguing terrain, superlative views of the Golden Hinde and Wolf River valley, 
and the summits of Mt Phillips overlooking Buttle Lake. With the right conditions 

(depending on seasonal snow cover & weather patterns) this multi-day trek can be one of the best 
opportunities to see alpine wildflowers on Vancouver Island. 
To visualize the ridge system around the Phillips watershed think of it as an ‘E’ shape with Mt 
McBride forming the top (north) branch, Greig Ridge forming the dead-end middle arm and Mt 
Phillips the bottom (south) branch.
Travel along the ridge tops is mostly straightforward, mountain hiking with one short, tricky spot 
that requires careful attention to safety on an exposed scramble. All in all the Phillips Ridge 
Horseshoe traverse is one of the very best overnight trips in Strathcona Park and one of this author’s 
favourites.
The Phillips Ridge Horseshoe has quite a few options for the direction to hike and the access points 
to start and exit the route. Arguably the least complicated, but with the most distance to cover, is 

Looking across Buttle Lake from Mt Adrian at Mt Phillips (far L) and Marble Meadows, May.

Distance: 55km starting at mine site, round trip. 
Duration: 4-6 days through trip
Elevation Gain/Loss: 5,285m / -5,285m round trip
Highest Point: 2,081m/6,829ft 
           Mt McBride
Rating: Backcountry expedition
Maps: 92 F/12 Buttle Lake
Permits/Fees: No Backcountry user fees.

to hike a complete circuit either clockwise or 
counter-clockwise, from the Phillips Ridge Trail 
trailhead at the Myra Falls mine site. This option 
doesn’t require a boat to cross Buttle Lake but 
does involve a long descent and ascent down 
and back up to the alpine across the outlet of 
Phillips Creek at Buttle Lake.
Probably the next best way to tackle this hike 
is counter-clockwise from the outlet of Phillips 
Creek at Buttle Lake. A canoe is needed to 

Toby Hay and Elizabeth Boulding on the summit ridge of Mt McBride

19
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South Strathcona

South Strathcona

South Strathcona

Southern Strathcona Park has a unique character among Vancouver 
Island mountains. The majority of the peaks in this area are formed 
from granite batholiths, large domes of rock that cooled under 

the surface and then rose up to be carved by the glaciers of successive 
ice ages. The landscape is one of bright granite, deep cirques with dark 
tarns and seasonal snowfields. The remnants of the once huge glaciers 
that carved the mountains and valleys still cling to the higher mountains. 

The icefields found here are some of the largest glaciers left on the Island - although ‘large’ is a 
relative term as the ice is melting away alarmingly quickly. 
The close proximity of the Pacific Ocean at Clayoquot Sound and the long inlets, Bedwell Sound and 
Herbert Inlet bring moisture laden air in off the ocean covering the high ground with massive winter 
snowfalls each year. Even in high summer it is not unusual for a salty mist to settle over Bedwell 
Lake bringing a reminder that these mountains are intertwined with the nearby ocean.
The hiking through this corner of Strathcona is superlative, aided greatly by the excellent trails that 
permit access to the magical upper-alpine realm in key places. The Bedwell Lake Trail offers fast, 
efficient elevation gain, two sub-alpine campsites and linking routes to Cream Lake, Big Interior 
Mountain, Bedwell Sound and the Bedwell-Moyeha Divide. Mt Myra’s trail takes a recovering cat 
track to the sub-alpine at Tennent Lake from where routes lead up to the summit of Mt Myra and 
west toward Mt Thelwood and around to Phillips Ridge on the Myra Creek Watershed Traverse.
Curiously, there is an operating mine in this part of Strathcona although it is not technically within 
Strathcona Park per se, as the area around the mine has been designated a separate park, Westmin-
Strathcona. The mine’s activities have had a significant impact on Myra Creek, Tennent Lake and 
Thelwood Creek with roads, dams, hydroelectric penstocks and of course some large, gaping holes 
in the ground. For the most part however, and particularly since noise reduction measures were 
taken with the installation of huge ventilation fans, the mine’s presence does little to diminish the 
experience of visiting the exquisite alpine in this area.

Morning light on the peaks of Southern Strathcona, Mariner Mountain, Moyeha & Mt Thelwood.
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Tennent Lake - Mt Myra pg. 313
Mt Thelwood  pg. 319
Upper Myra Falls Trail pg. 322
Myra Creek Traverse pg. 323
Thelwood-Moyeha pg. 329
Moyeha Mountain pg. 337
Price Creek trail pg. 341

Major Access Routes: 
The main routes that access southern Strathcona include: from Port Alberni via Great Central Lake to 
the Della Falls Trail; from Campbell River via Highway 28 and Buttle Lake to the Bedwell Lake, Mt 
Myra and Myra Falls trails.
Buttle Lake Parkway: Follow Highway 28 from Campbell River west to Buttle Narrows. Leave the 
highway at the Buttle Narrows junction continuing straight, southward, along the east shore of 
Buttle Lake. At the south end of the lake the road curves westward, crosses a bridge above Thelwood 
Creek and winds uphill into the Myra Creek valley where it cuts right through the extensive mine 
facility to a well signposted parking lot. Provides access to: Price Creek, Bedwell Trail via the Jim 
Mitchell Lake Road, Mt Myra-Tennent Lake Trail and the Lower & Upper Myra Falls trails.
Jim Mitchell Lake Road: At the south end of Buttle Lake on the Buttle Lake Parkway, on the west 
side of the Thelwood Creek bridge, a gravel road heads south into the Thelwood valley. The Jim 
Mitchell Lake Rd. services the hydro-electric dam at Jim Mitchell Lake and the generating station 
lower down the valley. It is gated but usually open and clear through the summer but may be 
unplowed during the winter. Some restrictions and/or cautions may be posted depending on 
current mining activity. The road accesses the Bedwell Lake trailhead and the provides access to the 
upper Thelwood valley from Jim Mitchell Lake.
Powerhouse Road: A much shorter gravel road continues past the parking lot at the Myra Falls 
mine to service the hydro electric facility on East Tennent Creek. The explosive storage sheds that 
were kept on this road for many years have been relocated and access and parking for the trails 
may change for the better as a result.. It saves only a little time walking to the start of the Mt Myra 
and Upper Myra Falls trails and doesn’t compensate for the hassle of returning to your vehicle and 
finding the gate now locked. Park at the lot.
Great Central Lake: This is the largest lake on Vancouver Island. The valley it fills carves through the 
rugged foothills that border the south boundary area of Strathcona Park in a freshwater equivalent 
of the coastal inlets and fjords. Great Central Lake provides access along its length, by boat, to the 
Della Falls Trail and as such is a vital access route from the Alberni Valley into the park. There is 
limited logging road access along the lake shore, no one road system runs right to Strathcona Park 
but Ash River Branch 83 can be used to used to reach the Scout Beach campground where a canoe 
can be launched saving about 20km off the distance of the paddle down the lake.
To reach the east end of Great Central Lake at the resort and marina, head west on Highway 4 from 
Port Alberni and then turn right (north) 14km out of Port Alberni onto Great Central Lake Road . 
Drive an additional 6km to the boat ramp and small village on the lake.
While it is certainly possible to paddle the lake by canoe or kayak, the 35km distance needs an 
allowance of at least a day. From Scout Beach a couple of hours can be saved. Be aware that like all 
the larger lakes on Vancouver Island stiff winds can pick up making headway much more difficult if 
opposing them and in either case making the water conditions potentially dangerous. As a rule of 
thumb bad weather is usually accompanied by easterly winds and fair weather often brings strong 
afternoon westerlies.
The safest and fastest way to travel up and down Great Central Lake is with Della Falls Water Taxi a 
private, BC Parks contractor who provides a reliable four-times-daily service. At the time of writing 
the costs were: $135 adult round trip for groups of 2 or 3, $125 adult round trip for groups of 4-7 - 
See more at:  www.dellafallswatertaxi.com

Mt Myra (L) and the route up to Tennent Lake (R) as seen from the north on Phillips Ridge, August.

Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail
Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail

Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail Map: page 302, 368
The Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail is unlike any other trail in Strathcona Park. The trail’s character sets 
it apart because it follows a cat-track built to move equipment and materials up the hill from the 
Myra Falls mine site to construct a dam on Tennent Lake as part of a small hydro-electric generating 
facility that provides electricity to the mine. There’s no endless switchbacks through old-growth 
forest here, but more of a winding, over-grown road that takes an efficient, even grade on its ascent 
up to the lake. Don’t let this put you off though. The years have softened the scars and what it might 
lack in trail-aesthetic is made up for in the speedy alpine access to a beautiful part of Strathcona and 
the rare views across the Myra valley of the surrounding hills.
Once at Tennent Lake the industrial road is left quickly behind and a whole world of hiking and 
climbing possibilities opens up in the granite landscape of the Myra-Thelwood divide. There are a 
few other small facilities such as diversion pipes and the odd sandbag wall but this doesn’t detract 
from the otherwise pretty surroundings. The Tennent Lake trail provides access to Mt Myra which is 
one of the technically-easiest summits to reach in Strathcona. In high summer it requires just a short 
scramble up the last few metres to the top. In snowier conditions it becomes a bit more challenging.
Access: The Tennent Lake-Mt Myra Trail shares a parking lot with two other trails, Phillips Ridge 
(page 307) and Upper Myra Falls (page 322). The joint parking lot is located on the west side of 
the Myra Falls mine site. To reach the Myra Falls 
mine leave Highway 28 at Buttle Narrows and 
drive south down the Buttle Lake Parkway to 
its very end at the bridge over Thelwood Creek. 
Continue up the paved road up a steep grade to 
the entrance of the Myra Falls mine site. 
Observe and adhere to any special 
requirements posted at the mine entrance. 
Continue right through the mine site to the 
signposted parking lot on the far (west) side 
~86km from Campbell River. On the other side 

Distance: 17km round trip. 
Duration: 1-3 days round trip
Elevation Gain /-Loss: 1890m / -1890m
High Point: 1,810m /5,938ft Summit of  
   Mt Myra
Rating: Day Trip or Weekend excursion
Maps: 92 F/12 Buttle Lake
Permits/Fees: No Backcountry user fees.
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14 Bedwell Lakes Trail pg. 345
Big Jim Horseshoe pg. 351
Septimus-Rosseau Circuit pg. 355
Bedwell Sound Trail pg. 359
Bedwell-Moyeha Divide  pg. 363
Big Interior-Nine Peaks pg. 369
Della Falls Trail pg. 375
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of the road from the parking lot is a gated gravel road that leads to the generating station for the 
Tennent Lake hydro-electric system, the powerhouse road. 
Walk down the gravel powerhouse road past the Phillips Ridge and Upper Myra Falls trailheads. 
Cross the bridge over Myra Creek and immediately on the other side of the bridge just before the 
powerhouse locate the trailhead. 
Trail Details: The trail follows a steep cat road that was used to construct the dam at Tennent Lake 
and carry the sections of pipe to build the penstock that siphons water at high pressure down to the 
generating facility at the bottom. The road is prone to erosion but recent work on the trail and alder 
clearing has improved it significantly. Recent repair work on the penstock saw additional improvements.
The old road winds up the hillside above Myra Creek, first in a series of short switchbacks and then 
one long cut that leads up to East Tennent Creek. Toward the top of this long switchback the trail is 
exposed to an avalanche path from above. Exercise caution and don’t linger here during winter or 
spring. Take care in crossing the creek. At the time of writing there is a simple bridge crossing on the 
penstock pipe with a single handrail. The penstock is several metres above the rushing creek and 
downstream is a steep, high waterfall. The exposure is surprising and very real. In early season with 
the previous winter’s snow cover accessing the bridge can be challenging. The bridge is also prone 
to damage from the heavy winter snowpack and could at any time be found in disrepair and unsafe.
Once on the uphill side of East Tennent Creek there is a short, steep ascent up the cat track to a nice 
long flat shelf. The track crosses two small, shallow creeks and then climbs one more time to a second 
level stretch that leads right up to the base of the dam. Scramble up the dam taking care on the 
loose rocks to a view overlooking Tennent Lake at 49.5521° N, -125.6384° W. at 1,000m elevation.
From the dam, the trail to Mt Myra changes in character to more of a path through the sub-alpine 
meadows. The route heads southeastward weaving between granite bluffs, around small ponds and 
across open meadows to the base of a steep gully (49.5462° N, -125.6317° W). The gully leads up 
to the crest of a ridge perpendicular to the main Myra-Thelwood Ridge. Scramble up the steep gully 
taking care on the exposed rock which is often damp and slick. The gully tops out in a small col on 
the ridge crest at 1,250m. Note the col and/or waypoint (49.5446° N, -125.6332° W) for the return.

Mt Myra south aspect seen from Big Interior Mountain, September.
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Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail

In winter and early spring this part of the route may be too hazardous due to avalanche risk in which 
case an alternative route up onto the ridge must be used from the southeast corner of Tennent Lake. 
This route in turn is only reasonably accessible if Tennent Lake is covered in enough snow to be safe 
to cross or if there’s enough snow to safely traverse around the lake shore. From the southeast shore 
of the lake head east up through the forest into a shallow but wide and prominent gully. Hike up the 
gully to the ridge crest several hundred metres above where the regular trail route joins the ridge. 
This route is also prone to avalanche exposure in winter/spring. Although not as steep and exposed 
as the trail route, caution is still required.
From either route onto the ridge head south along its crest ascending gradually to Sandbag Lake 
at an elevation of 1,330m (49.5425° N, -125.6283° W). Hike around the east shore of the lake and 
up along the well worn path and onto the south-west ridge of Mt Myra. A long steady climb up the 
ridge passes a high knoll before reaching the last col below the summit at 1,660m (49.5419° N, 
-125.6089° W). A short, exposed gully leads from above the col to easier ground and the summit. Or 
alternatively traverse right around to the south side of the mountain and scramble up to the summit 
on open but slightly exposed ledges. Return by the same route via Tennent Lake to the trailhead.
Beyond the trail: The Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail provides access to several excellent longer 
hikes. To the west is the connecting ridge to Mt Thelwood that can also be used to reach the upper 
Thelwood valley and as a start or conclusion of the Myra Creek Watershed Traverse see page 323. 
Additional Info: Island Alpine 1st Ed. p. 284-286, Island Turns & Tours p. 151-153

Looking east over Carwithen Lake to Mt Myra, July.

View of Mt Myra (R) and the connecting ridge to Mt Thelwood from the south west on Moyeha Mountain, August.
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Bedwell Lake Trail Map: page 344, 368
The pièce de résistance of Strathcona’s trails, the Bedwell Trail is a well designed and constructed 
trail running from the Jim Mitchell Lake Road trailhead to Bedwell Lake. Suspension bridges, 
boardwalks and even steel stairs combine to provide some of the fastest sub-alpine access in 
the park. There is some important historical background to the construction of the Bedwell 
Trail in the early 1990s. After the Larkin Report a period of public consultation proposed three 
possible scenarios for development and management within Strathcona Park. One of the options 
contemplated a highway from Buttle Lake through to Port Alberni via the Drinkwater valley. 
Fortunately common sense prevailed and a future of Strathcona as a wilderness park was agreed 
upon with minimal new development, the most significant of which became the Bedwell Lake Trail.
This is one of the easiest routes into the backcountry of Strathcona Park. It is a perfect introduction 
to the Island-alpine terrain for either a day trip or a night or two. With two fully-equipped campsites 
it is a good destination for children to get a taste of the mountains on an easy (but no give-away) 
overnight hike.
From Bedwell Lake there are several highly desirable destinations further on. Looming above 
Bedwell Lake are Big Interior Mountain and Mt Tom Taylor both of which can be reached via routes 
heading further on from Bedwell Lake. Cream Lake is an extra hike which is highly recommended. 

Distance: 10km RT to Bedwell Lake main camp 
Duration: 1-3 days round trip
Elevation Gain/Loss: 875m / -875m round trip
High Point: 980m / 3,215ft Bedwell Lake lookout
Rating: Day trip or Weekend excursion
Maps: 92 F/6 Great Central Lake, F/5 Bedwell River
Permits/Fees: Backcountry user fees for camping 
at Baby Bedwell Lake & Bedwell Lake payable at 
trailhead.

Bedwell Lake and Big Interior Mountain.

To say Cream Lake has world-class scenery 
is no exaggeration, its views of Nine Peaks, 
Mt Septimus and Canada’s highest waterfall, 
Della Falls are iconic.
Advance Logistics: If planning to hike 
the Bedwell Trail in-and-out return to the 
trailhead then no special arrangements are 
needed. The longer trips like exiting from 
Cream Lake on the Price Creek or Flower 
Ridge trail, or heading north on the Moyeha-
Thelwood divide to Mt Myra or Phillips Ridge 
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will require a shuttle or trek between the trailheads. If planning to exit (or enter) along the Bedwell 
Sound Trail to Bedwell Sound and Tofino then air or water taxi transportation will be required and 
all the logistics needed for either: a return road trip to retrieve a parked vehicle or an initial drop off/
pickup in Tofino or at the Bedwell trailhead. See page 359 for more details.
Access: From Campbell River drive west on Highway 28 toward Gold River as far as the Buttle 
Narrows Bridge at 46.5km. Keep to the left on the Buttle Lake Parkway leaving Highway 28 and 
heading due south along Buttle Lake. At 80.5km from Campbell River the road crosses a bridge 
over Thelwood Creek at the very south end of Buttle Lake. On the west side of the bridge at 81km 
a gravel road heads to the left (south) signposted for the Bedwell Lake Trail. Generally the road is 
two-wheel drivable but this can vary depending on recent weather and maintenance schedules. If 
you have the option bring a 4x4 or at a minimum a high clearance 2-wheel drive vehicle. Check the 
BC Parks web site for current conditions.
At 2.7km along the Jim Mitchell Lake Road is a junction with a spur to the left that goes to the mine’s 
powerhouse. Keep right and head up the steep hill. The parking lot and trailhead is at 6.8km from the 
Buttle Lake Parkway. The road continues several kilometres beyond the trailhead to Jim Mitchell Lake.
Trail Details: At the parking lot is an outhouse and an information board where current 
conditions and notices may be found along with an overview of the Bedwell Lakes Trail including 
the location of campsites and facilities. Locate the start of the trail a couple of hundred metres 
beyond the parking on the left (southeast) side of the road.

Bedwell Lake from the trail with Big Interior Mountain (L) and Mt Tom Taylor (R), September.

Bedwell Lake Trail

The trail descends slightly down off the road embankment and immediately is surrounded by the 
old-growth forest. A perfect start unfolds as the trail winds through the flat valley bottom amongst 
the tall evergreens. At 0.85km is the first of several major bridges, this one crosses Thelwood Creek 
the second is shortly after at 1km over Big Jim Creek.
The trail begins a steady climb up a steep cleft between rock bluffs. It’s a crafty line that draws hikers 
up on easy switchback through pretty, steep-terrain. Above the first cleft are more open switchbacks 
and then the trail crosses a more-or-less level bench above Big Jim Creek. A second cleft and more 
clever trail building through a maze of large boulders leads to a second bench at 750m elevation, 
2km from the trailhead.

Bedwell Lake (L) and Baby Bedwell Lake (C) and the route of the Bedwell Trail from ‘Andrew’ Ridge.
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The western region of Strathcona Park is a particularly special part of 
British Columbia. Here the park protects a range of eco-systems and 
landscapes all the way from the Pacific Ocean shores to the alpine 

mountain summits.  With only one road link to the general highway 
system the water or air access only enhances the sense of remoteness and 
wildness. 

Although logging roads do run through much of the region west of the park boundary they aren’t 
connected to the general highway system and can only be reached by water or air. The area features 
vast tracts of old growth forest in some of the last remaining intact watersheds on Vancouver Island 
namely the Megin and Moyeha valleys. 
With the exception of the peaks close to Gold River the mountains of western Strathcona are rarely 
visited and offer one of the most remote wilderness experiences on the Island.
With this in mind it should come as no surprise that there are no fully maintained trails serving this 
region of Strathcona. Exploring western Strathcona usually entails taking a boat or aircraft to the 
park periphery and hiking into the park.
Western Strathcona has three main sub-areas defined by topography and access:

Ucona River Area
The Ucona area includes several tributary river valleys and the adjacent mountain ridges west of 
Donner Lake, including Matchlee Mountain and the peaks ringing the Pamela Creek valley.

Megin-Kowus Divide
a linked ridge system running south from Matchlee Bay and Splendor Mountain to Lone Wolf 
Mountain and Moyeha Bay at the head of Herbert Inlet 

Megin-Talbot
the mountains on the peninsula between Nootka and Clayoquot sounds. 
Such close proximity to the west coast and open Pacific Ocean gives these mountains a special 
character with spectacular views down long inlets to Nootka and Clayoquot Sounds.

The Bancroft Creek valley one of many long, rarely travelled river systems in western Strathcona.
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Major Access Routes: 
The only way to access the western part of Strathcona Park is by air or water or to make a long 
overland traverse from access points in Strathcona off Highway 28 or the Buttle Lake Parkway. There 
are no roads linking the region to the main highway system on Vancouver Island. This of course 
adds immeasurably to the allure of the region The best options for reaching the area are water taxi 
or floatplane from either Tofino to the south or Gold River to the north.
From Tofino fly or boat into Shelter Inlet to the mouth of the Megin River. The Megin River can be 
followed up to Megin Lake on a rough trail. In late summer a canoe or kayak can be lined up the 
river to the lake.
From Gold River, fly or boat into Matchlee Bay which is closer and less expensive than travel from 
Tofino. From the old log dump on the north side of the bay pickup the old overgrown logging road 
and follow it along the bank of the Burman River. In low water a canoe or kayak can be lined up the 
Burman River with relative ease.

Government Ministries & Logging Companies:
Campbell River Forest District - 231 Dogwood Ave. Campbell River BC V9W 2Y1 Ph: 287-2194
Western Forest Products -#118 – 1334 Island Hwy. Campbell River, BC V9W 8C9 Ph: 250 286-3767 

Other Information Sources:
• Hiking Trails lll - Northern Vancouver Island & Strathcona Park - 10th Edition, 2008, by Gil Parker
• Written By The Wind by Randy Stoltmann

West Strathcona Park:
Pamela Creek Horseshoe  pg. 391
Kowus - Bancroft Divide   pg. 399
Megin Range Traverse   pg. 408

Pamela Creek Horseshoe

Pamela Creek Horseshoe

Pamela Creek Horseshoe Map: page 392
The only highway-linked road access into the western region of Strathcona is from 
the west coast village of Gold River south on logging roads in the Ucona River 
and spurs into the upper tributary valleys and on the dividing ridges. The most 
significant of these is the road that runs part way into Pamela Creek to the park 
boundary. The mountains surrounding Pamela Creek are quite impressive and 
the hike around the height of land around the valley is one of the hidden gems 

of Strathcona Park. The rewards are great! The terrain of the hike itself is rugged yet doable, it is 
infrequently travelled and therefore retains a sense of wilderness, magnified by the proximity of the 
more remote parts of Strathcona including: the upper Ucona, Bancroft, Burman and Megin-Talbot 
valleys. The views of the west side of the Islands highest peaks, Rambler Peak, Mt Colonel Foster and 
in particular the Golden Hinde must be seen to be believed!
Advance Logistics: This start and finish of this horseshoe hike are located on logging road 
systems at either end of the ridge encircling Pamela Creek. Although close as the crow flies by 
road it’s a fair distance and a second vehicle left at the planned end of the hike would be highly 
advantageous. A.T.T.P. there’s still quite a bit of old-growth forest on the north end of the west arm of 
the ridge which doubtless means that new logging road construction and harvesting is inevitable. 
Currently there are two road systems of use on the west arm, one network switchbacks up the toe 

Distance: 33km through trip. 
Duration: 2-4 days through trip
Elevation Gain /-Loss: 4385m / -4455m
High Point: 1,802m /5,912ft  Summit of  
   Mt Kent-Urquhart
Rating: Backcountry expedition
Maps: 92 F/12 Buttle Lake
Permits/Fees: No Backcountry user fees.

Ms Mountain and the east side of the Pamela Creek Horseshoe, August.

of the ridge at its north end to an elevation 
of 760m while the other set of branch roads 
switchbacks up the west flanks out of the 
Quatchka Creek valley, these road split into two 
with one spur running onto a side ridge to the 
west and the other going all the way over the 
crest of the main ridge above 1,000m. Some 
advance planning or allowing time to assess 
the road condition and options at the start of 
the hike will be invaluable for a smooth exit.
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Megin Lake AreaMegin Range Traverse

Megin Range Traverse Map page 404-405
If you’re nearing the end of this book having completed all the hikes and backcountry traverses 
described and are looking to cap it off with one full-on epic then the Megin Range Traverse is 
probably what you’re looking for. Parts of this route have been undertaken by a handful of intrepid 
Island adventurers but there’s no record of it having been completed in entirety to date. It is likely 
that First Nations would have had a traditional route connecting Muchalet Inlet to Clayoquot Sound 
but we can only guess if that ever led to a crossing along the mountain ridges.
The Megin Range follows a rugged north-south line from Bedingfield Bay in Herbert Inlet, 
Clayoquot Sound, over Shelbert and Lone Wolf mountains, northward over the. 
Access: Both ends of the Megin Range Traverse are only accessible by air or water from either 
Tofino at the south end or Gold River to the north.
There are two possible starts to the Megin Range Traverse from Clayoquot Sound up either of the 
ridges enclosing the Atleo River Valley. The current state of the logging roads and where the highest, 
open spurs are will determine the best way to start. It may be worth considering a helicopter lift to 
just outside the Provincial Park boundary to the northeast of Shelbert Mountain to ease the start of 
an already arduous trip.
At the north end a pickup or drop off will be required at Matchlee Bay, Muchalet Inlet (page 400)
Details: Describing this route seems superfluous as parties that are suitably experienced and 
equipped for such a journey are going to figure out the route by themselves. Basically the idea is 
to follow the height of land between Herbert Inlet and Muchalet Inlet along the crest of divides 
between the Megin-Mitla watershed to the west and the Kowus and Bancroft valleys to the east. 
Probably the best way to tackle the route would be south to north traversing over Lone Wolf 
Mountain, Mitla Spires, Scimitar Peak, Splendor Mountain then down to Matchlee Bay
Beyond the Lake: The most obvious variation to the Megin Range Traverse would join the with 
the Kowus-Bancroft Divide to form a link between Clayoquot Sound and Buttle Lake. If the Megin 
Range wasn’t enough of a challenge this would add several additional days of rugged mountain 
travel, making it probably one of the most challenging treks feasible entirely within Strathcona Park.    

Megin Lake Area Map page 404-405
While the lack of highway connectivity to the western area of Strathcona Park makes access difficult, 
there is one place that provides a unique opportunity to experience the heightened sense of 
wilderness in this region, Megin Lake. Located in the west central part of the Megin-Talbot park 
addition Megin Lake is a picturesque jewel surrounded by the vast, protected old-growth forests of 
Clayoquot Sound. 
Access: Megin Lake can be reached by water to the estuary in Shelter Inlet and following Megin 
River ~10km up to the lake, or by floatplane directly to the lake. Permission to land floatplanes on 
the lake came with the lake’s addition to Strathcona Park. For paddlers planning to line canoes or 
kayaks up the river, the best access is at high tide when the sea ingresses a significant distance into 
the forested estuary. At low tide rocks bar the river’s outfall.
Details: Unlike almost all the other destinations in this book the focus at Megin Lake isn’t 
specifically on hiking per se. Visitors to Megin Lake can enjoy fishing for trout, canoeing along 
the lake, and hiking and wading along the course of the river. Scenic flights stop in at the lake for 
visitors to enjoy a picnic in this most beautiful of places.
Although reliable information is hard to come by, it sounds as if the best way to hike the river 
course is by starting on the east bank and following a combination of gravel bars and rough boot 
tracks through the forest. Obviously periods of high water in the river will present additional and 
unwelcome challenges.
Beyond the Lake: Megin Lake is something of a hub for several large river systems that 
converge in the vicinity. Talbot Creek, Mitla Creek and the Megin River itself. Most of the 
opportunities for exploration in the area centre around the rivers which have especially low-angled 
grades to their valley floors. The confluence of Mitla Creek and Megin River is over 20km from the 
ocean and only at an elevation of ~60m. It is a long way back to reach the alpine ridges that encircle 
these watersheds but there’s no doubt that for the intrepid backcountry adventurer there are some 
amazing, infrequently visited places to discover.  

30

Aerial view looking east over Megin Lake, Mitla Spires behind.   photo: Adrian DorstMitla Spire from the east.
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Glossary
alpine: technically speaking ‘alpine’ is an abbreviated 
form of ‘alpine tundra zone’ however, colloquially it refers 
to both the mountain hemlock (subalpine) zone and the 
alpine tundra zone.

alpine tundra zone: describes the bio-geoclimatic zone 
found above 5,000 ft where no trees grow.
arête: a narrow fin or edge of rock or snow found at the 
crest of a ridge, often formed by glaciation.
aspect: a direction from which a feature is viewed. The 
north aspect means looking from the north, southward 
to the north side.

basalt: prevalent volcanic rock formed from molten lava 
rising from the Earth’s core underneath the sea. Rapid 
cooling forms a fine crystal structure in this reddish-
coloured rock.

bench: a level area of terrain in an otherwise hilly area, 
for example a sub-alpine meadow or a run of flatter land 
parallel to a river course.
bergschrund: A gaping crack in snow or ice. Often 
formed at the base of mountain faces when the lower 
snow/ice settles, breaking away from that securely 
anchored to the steeper ground above.
chockstone: a large boulder that has become wedged 
in a chimney, couloir or gully forming an obstruction that 
is often difficult to surmount.
C.D.M.C.: Comox District Mountaineering Club
cirque: a curved bowl-shaped formation carved by a 
glacier against a mountainside. May vary widely in size 
from a few hundred feet high to many thousands of feet 
on larger mountains.
clearcut: an area cleared of old-growth trees by 
commercial tree harvesting.
col: a low point or pass between two mountains or 
between smaller mountain features such as summits 
or pinnacles.
confluence: the point where two tributaries of a river 
meet, or converge. 
couloir: a steep gorge, ravine or gully running vertically 
up a mountain face. Often snow-filled and suitable for 
snow/ice climbing or skiing.
crevasse: a large crack in a glacier formed by stress 
in the ice as the glacier moves. Presents a serious 
mountaineering hazard requiring skilled navigation and 
specialized rope techniques to negotiate safely.
cwm: (koom) Welsh word for a cirque
draw: a shallow gully, often but not always associated 
with a creek. 
gendarme: From the french word for policeman, a pinnacle 
of rock usually sticking out of a ridge.
glacier: a river of ice which as it slowly flows downhill, carves 
many common mountain features.

hanging valley: a geological feature formed by a glacier 
at higher elevation being intersected at roughly 90˚ by a 
second deeper glacier. As the ice retreats the higher valley 
is left with a steep drop off into the larger one giving rise 
to the term ‘hanging’.

horn: a pinnacle of rock usually sticking out of a ridge.
massif: a self-contained portion of a mountain range. 
For example Mt. Albert Edward, Mt. Regan, Mt. Frink and 
Castlecrag could be though of as part of the same massif.
moat: A similar formation to a bergschrund formed during 
the annual thaw when snow and ice melts away from rock 
faces leaving a deep fissure between the two. Typically a 
later season phenomena. 
mountain hemlock zone: describes the bio-
geoclimatic zone between 3,000 and 5,000 feet where 
the predominate trees are mountain hemlock and yellow 
cedar.
old-growth: a forest which has not been logged and so 
is comprised of a wide variety of tree species at a range 
of ages. This is the native forest sometimes referred to 
as ‘pristine’.
PFD: stands for personal flotation device. A vest of buoyant 
material secured to the torso during watersport activities 
for safety. Wearing one is now mandatory for boating in 
Canada.
pitch: the distance climbed between two fixed belays. 
Therefore a length no greater than the length of climbing 
rope employed (typically 50 m / 145 ft.). In practice a pitch 
may vary in length from a few feet to a hundred metres 
or more depending on the rope length and climbing 
undertaken.
rappel: to descend a climbing rope which is secured to 
a fixed belay anchor, with a retrievable system, by means 
of a friction device through which the rope passes under 
control.
rib: a small ridge feature
rime: a coating of frost.
saddle: a low point between two high points (typically 
mountains) forming a saddle-shaped feature, akin to a 
pass or col.
satellite summit: a small adjacent summit to a larger 
peak. For example the Behinde is a satellite of the Golden 
Hinde.
scree: a field of frost or glacier created boulders or gravel 
usually found under a steep rock face or in gullies.
serac: the exposed end of a glacier separated from the 
rest of the glacier by a crevasse. Often  seracs are jumbled 
piles of ice blocks which pose a serious risk to climbers 
below if they should break off.
slide alder: a tough relative to our common Red Alder 
tree which frequents the subalpine zone in avalanche paths 
and other steep areas where heavy snowfalls accumulate. 
Difficult to travel through in summer conditions.

Looking across the Henshaw Creek Valley
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Index
snag: a dead standing tree.
subalpine: the zone found between 1,000m (3,500 ft) 
and 1,500m (5,000 ft) which is the highest regions in which 
trees and many other alpine plants can grow.

switchback: a zig-zag up or down a slope. Many island 
trails follow a path of switchbacks as they zig-zag up the 
hillside to reduce the effort and rate of ascent. 

talus: an area of frost or glacier created boulders found 
under steep rock faces.

tarn: a small mountain lake, classically one found at the 
base of a cirque.

tread: an unmaintained hiking route typically found in 
alpine and sub-alpine terrain where hiking traffic has worn 
a continuous path on the ground.
ungulates: an animal that has hooves.

verglass: thin ice which can coat rock and vegetation 
during and after freezing rain falls. Can make travel and 
climbing particularly treacherous.

43K Wilderness Solutions  155

A
Abco Mountain  367
accommodation  42
activities (in Strathcona Park)  49
Adrian, Mt  158, 159
Albert Edward, Mt  34, 85–87, 90, 98
Alexandra Peak  158, 159
altitude  34
Amphitheatre Lake  82
Andrew Lake  352
Appearing Creek  163
Arnica Lake  281, 287, 293, 307, 308
Ash River Horseshoe  145–151
Ash River Main  141
Ashwood Creek  361
Augerpoint Day Use Area  160, 161, 273
Augerpoint Trail  57, 160, 163
Augerpoint Traverse  87, 91, 94, 95–101
avalanches  35

B
Baby Bedwell Lake  335, 348, 364
Backcountry Expeditions

Augerpoint Traverse  87, 94, 95
Comox Glacier to Buttle Lake  137
Comox Range Traverse  87
Henshaw Creek Horseshoe  171–175
Rees Ridge Horseshoe  94, 117–122

Bacon Lake  195, 414
Bancroft Creek  403
Bancroft Peak  319, 325
Battleship Lake  78
BC Ferries  41
BC Parks  6

Regional Director  20
BC Parks website  6
Beadnell, Mt  158
Bear Pass  370
Beauty Lake  374
Bedwell Sound Trail  348, 359–361
Bedwell Lake  335, 364
Bedwell Lakes Trail  55, 311, 341, 345–348, 349, 351, 
353, 359, 369
Bedwell-Moyeha Divide  311, 363–367
Bedwell River  359, 363, 365
Bedwell Sound  359, 364
Bedwell-Thelwood Pass  348, 353
Big Den Mountain  177, 189, 193

Big Den rest area  229
Big Interior Mountain  345, 369–374
Big Jim Creek  347, 351
Big Jim Horseshoe  342, 351–353
Big Jim Lake  352
Black Cat Mountain  136
Boat Ramps  155
Boston Lake  65
Boundary Range  158–159
Burman Lake  268
Burman, Mt  270, 297
Burman North Ridge camp  298, 301
Burman Trench  269
Butterwort Creek  248, 253
Buttle Lake  61, 153–155, 280
Buttle Lake Parkway  5, 153, 226, 280, 312

C
cairns  39
Campbell River  195, 355, 413
Campbell River Divide  3, 355, 358, 413–418
Campbell - Salmon Divide  195–198
campfires  6
campgrounds

Buttle Lake  6
designated backcountry campsites. See designated 
campsites
drive-in campgrounds  154
group sites  154
Ralph River  6

camping  42, 49
canoeing  49
Cape Scott Provincial Park  183
Capes Lake  127
Capes Ridge  127
Carey Lakes  118
Carter Col  283, 297
Carter Lake  271, 297
Carwithen Lake  320, 330
Castlecrag Circuit  87, 88–91
C.D.M.C.. See Comox District Mountaineering Club
Celeste, Mt  109, 117, 120
Centennial Loop Trail  74
Central Crags  356, 358
Central Strathcona  225–301
Century Sam Lake  129–130
Cervus Creek  225, 227, 229, 249
Cervus Mountain  231
Cervus Pass  231
Choix Lake  252

Useful GPS Waypoints

Mt Albert Edward-Jutland Junction 
49.6893˚ N, -125.3977˚ W

Jack’s Trail - top on southwest side of Jack’s Fell: 
49.6788° N, -125.5018° W
Salmon-Crest-Idsardi - 3 watershed knoll: 
49.8969° N, -125.8803° W
Tlools - Crowned Creek Col - Crown Mountain: 
49.9406° N, -125.7942° W
Kings Peak - top of Hikers’ Route gully: 
49.8208° N, -125.8493° W
Mt Cobb - top of gully on east shoulder: 
 49.7887° N, -125.7235° W
Elk River Trail Gravel Flats camp: 
49.7793° N, -125.8521° W
Start of upper Elk River route at Landslide Creek 
49.7704° N, -125.8455° W
Rambler Canyon Elk River crossing: 
49.7496° N, -125.8338° W
Elk Pass:  
49.7270° N, -125.8452° W
Phillips Ridge Corner:  
49.5969° N, -125.6813° W
Wheaton Hut - Marble Meadows: 
49.6944° N, -125.6304° W
Mt Burman north ridge/north cirque junction:  
49.6340° N, -125.7339° W
Burman Lake trench:  
49.6455° N, -125.7334° W
Golden Hinde southeast shoulder - top of gully: 
49.6589° N, -125.7435° W
Price Pass:  
49.4825° N, -125.4932° W
Mt Septimus - west shoulder: 
49.4787° N, -125.5199° W
Big Interior Mountain - summit: 
49.4606° N, -125.5739° W
Della - Beauty Lake Divide - Nine Peaks: 
49.4393° N, -125.5460° W
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a Quadra Island 
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and photographer. 
For some thirty 
years he has 
dedicated himself to 
exploring, guiding 
and sharing his 
adventures amongst 
the mountains, 

coastlines and waterways of Vancouver Island 
and coastal British Columbia. 
Of all the many incredible places in British 
Columbia, Strathcona Park holds a very special 
place in Philip’s heart. Exploring Strathcona 
Park is a product of a deep passion for the 
park. It is the sixth book in a series of guides 
to hiking, climbing and backcountry skiing on 
Vancouver Island, adjacent islands and coast. 
Philip and his wife Renée enjoy many 
adventures together in Strathcona and farther 
afield. They both operate small businesses 
from their Quadra Island home. When not 
off exploring they enjoy gardening and the 
challenges of a small farm, raising chickens, 
sheep and a small, diverse orchard.
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Circlet Lake  57, 81, 85
Clayoquot Sound  363
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort  359, 364
Cliffe Glacier  112, 125
climbing  49, 222, 289
Clubs. See Vancouver Island Mountaineering Clubs
Cobb, Mt  229, 235
Colonel Foster, Mt  225, 247, 258, 414
COLT. See Canadian Outdoor Leadship Training
Comox District Mountaineering Club  21, 69
Comox Glacier  61
Comox Glacier Area  125–126

Access  125
Comox Glacier to Buttle Lake  137–140
Comox Glacier Trail  53, 105, 129, 131–133

Access  131
Comox Lake Main  , 5, 126
Comox Range  61, 93–94

Access  94, 104
Comox Range Traverse  87, 103–115
Comox Valley Mountaineering Club  9
cornices  35, 362
Cream Lake  341, 345, 349–350, 352, 382, 385
Cream Silver  8, 12
Crest Creek Crags  6, 186, 222
Crest Lake  222–223
Crest Mountain  185, 191, 195, 220
Crest Mountain Trail  54, 185–186, 187, 189
crevasses  35, 362
cross-country ski trails  73
Crowned Creek  203
Crown Mountain  7, 8, 177, 192, 197, 198, 201, 
203–206, 415
Crown Mountain Horseshoe  203–206
Crown Névé  198, 206
Cruickshank Canyon Lookout  80
Crystal Pass  321, 327, 329–331, 339, 401

D
Datsio Creek Ridge Traverse  135, 136
Day Hikes

Augerpoint Trail  160
Auger Point Trail  57
Centennial Loop Trail  74
Centennial Trail  57
Century Sam Lake  129
Circlet Lake  57, 81
Crest Mountain Trail  185
Elk River View Point  57
Elk River Viewpoint Trail  240
Flower Ridge Trail  167
Karst Creek Loop  57
Kwai-Croteau Lakes Loop  57

Kwai Lake Loop Trail  78
Lady Falls  57
Lake Helen Mackenzie- Battleship Lake Loop  57
Lower Myra Falls  57
Lower Myra Falls Trail  305
Lupin Falls  57
Mt Becher Trail  65
Mt Ginger Goodwin  127
Paradise Meadows Loop Trail  57, 75–76
Paradise Meadows Trails  73–81
Phillips Ridge Trail  307
Shepherd Creek Loop  57
Upper Myra Falls Trail  322
Wild Ginger Trail  57, 164

Della Falls  291, 345, 383
Della Falls Trail  56, 356, 375–382
Designated campsites

Arnica Lake  293
Baby Bedwell Lake  348
Bedwell Lake  348
Butterwort Creek  248
Circlet Lake  73, 85, 97
Croteau Lake  73, 85, 97
Gravel Flats - Elk River Trail  248, 249
Great Central Lake  378
Kwai Lake  73, 85, 97
Lake Helen Mackenzie  73, 85, 97
Phillips Creek  287

DeVoe, Mt  267
Disappearing Creek  163
Divers & Rossiter Lakes  84
Dogs  6
Donald Alexander Smith  8
Donner Lake  262
Donner Lake Lookout  262
Donner, Mt  394
Driftwood Bay Group Site  154
drinking water  39. See water, drinking
driving times  41

E
East Cervus Pass. See Cervus Pass
East Strathcona  61–175
East Tennent Creek  314
Eena Lake  210, 217
Einar Anderson  8
Elkhorn Mountain  34, 225
Elkhorn Mountain South  249
Elk Mountain  233
Elk Pass  255, 266
Elk River  199, 225, 227, 248, 257
Elk River Timber Company Road  189
Elk River Westmin Traverse. See Golden Hinde Traverse
Elk River Trail  54, 225, 247–248
Elk River View Point  57

Elk River Viewpoint Trail  240
Ellison Peak  206
El Piveto Mountain  229, 231
Enid Lake  206
Eric-Ralph Pass  107
Esquimalt  & Nanaimo Railway land grant  7, 158
Ester Lake  143, 150
Evelyn, Mt  183, 414

F
Fall  31
Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC  21
fee collection areas  6
fees, camping  6
ferries. See BC Ferries
Filberg, Mt  229
Filberg Range  185, 229–239
Filberg Range Traverse  229–239, 263
fires  39
First Nations  7
flagging tape  39
Flannigan, Mt  177, 179–181, 415
Flower Ridge Trail  55, 167–169
Forbidden Plateau  61, 63–64, 85, 103
Forbidden Plateau Core Area  85, 97
Forbidden Plateau Traverse  67, 69–72
Foreword  XV
Friends of Strathcona Park  8, 9–12, 13, 359
Frink, Mt  90, 106
Frog Ponds campsite  132

G
Gallstone Col  284
Gayle McGee Bridge  361, 367
Gem Lake  84
geology  30
George V, Mt  107
Ginger Goodwin, Mt  127
glaciers  34
Golden Hinde  8, 34, 45, 225, 291–301
Golden Hinde Traverse  225, 255, 263, 265–272, 280
Gold Lake to Crest Mountain  213–221
Gold Lake Trail  54, 177, 207–211
Gold River  207
Gold River East Main  , 5
Gold River, village of  393
Gordon Wood Lake  121
GPS coordinates  47
Great Central Lake  , 376, 378, 5
Green Lake  355, 358
Greenview Lake  334, 403

Greig Ridge  279, 283
Grilse Creek  207
Group Campsites  154

H
Haig-Brown, Mt  229, 235
Harmston, Mt  110, 414
Harvey Lake  325
Haworth Lake  201
Hemlock Camp  257
Henshaw Creek Horseshoe  167, 171–175
Henshaw Peak  169
Highway 4  376, 5
Highway 28  5
hiking  49
History  7
Horseshoe Creek  213, 219
Horseshoe Mountain  210
Hugh Smith  12
Hygro Peak  403

I
Iceberg Peak  109, 117, 120, 123
ice climbing  49
Idiens Lake  127
Idsardi Creek Circuit  189–194
Idsardi Mountain  189–194
Ink Lake  108
Inland Island Highway  41
Introduction  1
island alpine, the  23–24
Island Mountain Ramblers  21

J
Jack’s Augerpoint Trail. See Jack’s Trail
Jack’s Fell  101
Jack’s Trail  54, 101, 161–162
Jessie Lake  203, 415
Jim Boulding  9
Jim Mitchell Lake  330, 338, 352, 401
Jim Mitchell Lake Road  312, 346
John Buttle  153
Judy, Mt  283
Jutland Mountain  83, 91

K
Karl Stevenson  12
Karst Creek Boat Ramp  273, 280
Karst Creek Group Site  154
Karst Creek Loop Trail  57, 154, 163
Kel Kelly  12
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Kent-Urquhart, Mt  395
Kings Creek  242
Kings Peak, Trail  34, 45, 57, 225, 241–243
Kookjai Mountain  132, 134–136, 136
Kowus-Bancroft Divide  399–407
krummholz  27
Kwai Lake Loop Trail  78–80
Kweishun Creek  94, 118, 123

L
Lady Falls  57, 227
Laing, Mt  233
Lake Helen Mackenzie Loop Trail  57, 75, 77
Landslide Lake  247, 249
Larkin Report  345
leave-no-trace  6, 39
limestone  30
Limestone Cap  284, 285
Limestone Lake  287
Little Harvey Lake  325
Little Jim Lake  370
logging roads  38
Loop Trails  57

Augerpoint Trail  160
Elk River Viewpoint Trail  240
Lady Falls Trail  227
Lower Myra Falls Trail  305
Lupin Falls Trail  157
Wild Ginger Trail  164

Love Lake  383, 385
Love Lake - Cream Lake Circuit  356, 385–386
Love Lake Trail  381, 383–384
Lower Myra Falls  57, 303
Lower Myra Falls Trail  305–306
Lower Thelwood Lake  339
Lupin Falls  57
Lupin Falls Trail  157
Lupin Mountain  158, 159

M
Map Reference Index  59
Maps

Forbidden Plateau Core Area  76
maps, topographical  48
Marble Meadows  273–277
Marble Meadows Trail  55, 226, 273–277
Marble Peak  274
Marblerock Lake  274
Margaret Creek  378
Margaret Lake  147
Margaret Peak  357
Mariner Mountain  361, 363, 365

Mariwood Lake  80
Marjorie’s Lode  373
Marlene Smith  XV, 9
Matchlee Bay  399, 406
Mauser Notch  205
McBride, Mt  34, 30, 276
McNish Lake  330
McQuillan Lake  108
Megin-Kowus Divide  389
Megin River  12
Megin-Talbot Addition  389
Menzies Main  , 178, 5, 204
Mirren Lake  121
Misthorns  357
Moat Lake  82, 88
Morrison Spire  274, 285
Moyeha Mountain  , 319, 332, 337–340, 30
Moyeha River  329, 337, 363, 399
Ms Mountain  395
Mt Becher Trail  53, 65–67
Mt Bueby  387
Mt Evelyn  195, 198
Mt Heber  188
Mt Heber Horseshoe  187–188
Mt Judson  188, 213, 217
Mt Myra Trail. See Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail
Mt Septimus-Rosseau Circuit. See Septimus-Rosseau Circuit
Mt Washington Alpine Resort  73
Myra Creek  225, 272, 307, 314
Myra Creek Watershed Traverse  323–327
Myra Ellison  8
Myra Falls  306
Myra Lake  201

N
nature walks  57
Nine Peaks  369–374
Noble Creek  365, 367
Noel Lax  11
Nordic trails. See cross-country ski trails
North Strathcona  177–223

O
Oinimitis Trail  359
Oshinow Lake  104, 141, 145
outhouses  6

P
Pamela Creek Horseshoe  391–398
Paradise Meadows  53
Paradise Meadows Loop Trail  75–76

Paradise Meadows Trails  73–81
Park Facility Operator  155
Peak 1732  282, 293, 309
Peak 1909  107
Pearl Lake  159
Phillips, Mt  288, 287
Phillips Ridge  272
Phillips Ridge Corner  297
Phillips Ridge Horseshoe  279–288
Phillips Ridge Trail  56, 226, 279, 291, 307–309
Plateau Road  5
Plateau Traverse. See Forbidden Plateau Traverse
Popsicle Peak  395
Preface  XVII
Price Creek  8, 342
Price Creek Trail  55, 341–343, 349, 355
Price Ellison  8, 153, 198, 305, 341, 419
Price Pass  8, 343
Ptarmigan Pinnacles  236
Puzzle Mountain Traverse  251–253

Q
Quatchka Creek  391, 398
Queen’s Ridge  243

R
Rainbow Pass  285
Ralph River Campground  164
Rambler Peak  225, 255
Ranald Creek  179–181, 183
Randy Stoltmann  399
Raven Lodge Nordic Centre. See Mt Washington Alpine 
Resort: Raven Lodge
Red Pillar Trail  57, 141–143
Rees Ridge  109, 117, 120

Access  117
Rees Ridge Horseshoe  94, 117–122
Reginald Thomson, Colonel  8
Richard McBride, Sir  8
Roads

Buttle Lake Parkway  5
Comox Lake Main  5
Gold River East Main  5
Highway 4  5
Highway 28  5
Menzies Main  5
Plateau Road  5
Salmon Main  5
Strathcona Parkway  5

Rob Wood  11
rock climbing  49, 222
Roderick Haig-Brown  9

Rodger’s Ridge  158, 159
Roosevelt Elk  225
Rosseau, Mt  357, 414
route-finding  27
Ruth Masters  9
Ruth Masters Lake  99

S
Salmon-Gold Pass  217
Salmon Main  5
Salmon River  188, 199
Sandbag Lake  315, 330
Saunders Main  209
Schjelderup Lake  270, 271
Scimitar Peak  403
Seasons  31
Septimus, Mt  342, 357
Septimus-Rosseau Circuit  343, 355-358
Shepherd Creek Loop  57
Shepherd Ridge  169, 172
Shepherd’s Horn  174
Sid Williams Peak  99
Siokum Creek  107
Siokum Mountain  108, 120
ski touring  68
ski-touring  49, 59
Slocomb’s Rise  258
snow  25
snowfields  34
snowshoeing  49, 68
Southeast Couloir, Golden Hinde  299–301
South Fork Main  198, 204
Splendor Mountain  30
SPPAC. See Strathcona Park Public Advisory Committee
Spring  31
Strathcona Centennial Expedition  20, 203, 420
Strathcona Dam  414
Strathcona Discovery Expedition  203, 206, 305, 341, 
415, 419–421
Strathcona Discovery Traverse  419–421
Strathcona Park  7–8, 203

formation  7
Master Plan  8
Strathcona Park Act  8

Strathcona Park Lodge  9, 15–18, 178
Strathcona Park Master Plan  49
Strathcona Park Public Advisory Committee  20, 420
Strathcona Parkway  5
Strathcona-Westmin Provincial Park  303–309
Strathcona Wilderness Institute  9–12, 13–14, 74
Summer  31
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Sunrise Lake  82
S.W.I.. See Strathcona Wilderness Institute
Syd Watts Peak  99

T
Tatsno Peak  136
Tennent Lake  313, 313–315, 320
Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail  56, 292, 313–315, 320, 
401
Tennent Lake Trail. See Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail
terrain features  32
Thelwood-Bancroft Pass  339, 401
Thelwood Creek  339, 341
Thelwood - Moyeha Divide  329–336
Thelwood, Mt  , 319–321, 321, 30
Tibetan Mountain  283, 284
Tlools Creek  193, 199–201
Tlools Lake  201
Tom Taylor, Mt  345, 348, 30, 361, 363, 365
topographical maps  48
top tens  59
Trails

Bedwell Lakes Trail  55, 345
Bedwell Sound Trail  348, 359
Comox Glacier Trail  53, 105, 131
Crest Mountain Trail  54, 185
Della Falls Trail  56, 375
Elk River Trail  54, 247
Flower Ridge Trail  55, 167
Gold Lake Trail  54, 207
Jack’s Trail  54, 161
Kings Peak Trail  57, 241
major trails  53–57
Marble Meadows Trail  55, 273
Mt Becher Trail  53, 65–67
Paradise Meadows  53, 73
Phillips Ridge Trail  56, 307
Price Creek Trail  55, 341
Red Pillar Trail  57, 141
Tennent Lake - Mt Myra Trail  56, 313
trails versus routes  33
Upper Myra Falls Trail  56, 322

Tsaxana  215
Tyee Mountain  210, 213, 216
Tzela Lake  150
Tzela Mountain  110

U
Ucona River  225, 389, 391
Upper Campbell Lake  153
Upper Myra Falls  322
Upper Myra Falls Trail  56, 292, 322, 323, 329, 400
Upper Thelwood Lake  332, 339
using this guidebook  45

V
Vancouver Island Backbone  159, 221
Vancouver Island Mountaineering Clubs  21

Comox District Mountaineering Club  21
Island Mountain Ramblers  21

vegetation  26
visitor information centre  74

W
water  36
water, drinking  36
Weather  24

Weather Statistics  25
West Strathcona  389–409
Wheaton Hut  275, 285, 287
Wheaton Ridge  275, 285
Wilderness Advisory Committee  8
Wilderness Conservation  8
wilderness responsibilities  39
wildflowers  28, 279

Wild Ginger Trail  57, 154, 164–165
wildlife  36
William Bolton. See William W. Bolton, Reverend
William Ralph  7
William W. Bolton, Reverend  7
Winter  31
Wolf Mountain  252
Wood Mountain  65
W.R. Kent  8
W.W. Urquhart  8

Y
You Creek  361, 369
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